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93.80% 227

50.00% 121

Q5 New elementary school in Sheldon region to address overcrowding:
The Sheldon region is growing and needs more space for elementary

students. Its elementary schools are currently the largest in Eugene, with
three neighborhood schools enrolling 525–585 students and one

language immersion school enrolling about 460 students. The population
and student enrollment in the area is growing and is projected to continue

to grow. A new elementary school with a capacity of 600 students,
constructed on district-owned property on Kinney Loop, near Coburg

Road and Crescent Ave., would serve families and community members
in the northeastern area of Eugene and relieve enrollment pressure on

other area schools as the population grows. (Cost: ~$53.5 million) 
Answered: 242 Skipped: 358

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT A NEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN THE SHELDON
REGION?

DATE

1 Seems like a good idea. It's a growing area. 6/4/2018 4:47 PM

2 unnecessary - you keep closing schools for charter use and then have a shortage for regular
students. reopen Coburg school and send Coburg students there instead of bussing them into
Eugene.

6/4/2018 3:47 PM

3 Good idea. However, system development charges (aka impact fees) and construction excise tax
should pay for new schools whose construction is needed due to new development, not imposing
more property taxes on existing properties.

6/4/2018 1:46 PM

4 Yes, it makes sense to build a new school in this area. Gilham is big and crowded 6/4/2018 10:01 AM

5 This is fine 6/3/2018 1:01 PM

6 Good idea if it does not result in overly small elementary schools. 6/3/2018 8:06 AM

7 If needed, fine. Beware of liquidating "surplus" properties as future demographic changes are
impossible to predict.

6/1/2018 11:37 AM

8 Over crowding is huge deterrent to student success; this new school should be built. 6/1/2018 6:58 AM

9 We clearly need new and better infrastructure but it is equally clear that a certain segment of our
tax base is not contributing anything even remotely close to their fair share in return for the benefits
they capitalize on from an educated workforce. Oregon has among the lowest corporate taxes in
the entire country. If state law currently prevents us from fixing this and using the revenue for
schools, then the state law needs to be changed. I will vote against forcing regular Oregonians to
shoulder more and more of this burden.

5/31/2018 11:44 PM

10 USE existing funding, no new taxes 5/31/2018 9:06 PM

11 Much needed although I dislike the trend of such large schools --- 600 for an elementary school?
The large schools have negative effects do not make it easy for personal relationships among all
the students and doesn't easily foster a sense of community. Smaller sized schools are better
suited for this. The only benefit to building these mega schools is budgetary, which is sad.

5/31/2018 8:41 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about a new elementary school in the Sheldon region?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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12 An additional school would be good because Gilham is very crowded. The area is constantly
growing and with the closure of Willakenzie and Meadowlark it has maxed out. The location isn't
ideal since it is so close to Gilham.

5/31/2018 5:37 PM

13 This seems to be needed. 5/31/2018 5:06 PM

14 I think they should rebuild Monroe, and make monroe a elementary school 5/31/2018 10:59 AM

15 I think building a new school on property where no school has previously existed is an effective
use of funding.

5/31/2018 9:35 AM

16 I understand that the region is experiencing growth, yet I find it incredible that you would propose
creating a new school while at the same time displacing existing programs, such as YG and
Corridor, by demolishing a building with no plan for a replacement.

5/31/2018 12:09 AM

17 Doubtful. 5/30/2018 10:07 PM

18 seems smart 5/30/2018 9:36 PM

19 Needed! However, I would strongly recommend getting more competent principals in the Sheldon
area!!

5/30/2018 9:13 PM

20 There is no space to host meetings, gatherings and sorting of food drive. The library is weirdly
placed and small. Maybe Outdated.The IMC is too small to actually call it a work space. There are
only two adult bathrooms in the whole school. Over 460 students and only two adult bathrooms.
There are is no appripiate space for counseling groups, psych counseling, Speech or ELL and OT.
Very minimal spaces available. The nurses office is very inconvenient and far away from visibility.
Visibility helps for when she's not there the other 4 days out of the week. Student files and health
folders are in file cabinets but not securely protected. We can do better. The windows are the
weakest part of the cafeteria. Just in case we ever had a real lockdown.

5/30/2018 8:30 PM

21 Makes sense 5/30/2018 7:16 PM

22 Yes 5/30/2018 4:29 PM

23 I would prefer to see under served areas get attention first. 5/30/2018 4:21 PM

24 It is frustrating to think about Willakenzie and Meadowlark closing just a few years ago, and now
being asked to build new schools.

5/30/2018 2:42 PM

25 Sounds needed. 5/30/2018 1:55 PM

26 Very much needed! I have worked as a substitute EA in all of the Sheldon elementary schools and
they are bursting at the seams!

5/30/2018 12:59 PM

27 The cost is too high. 5/30/2018 11:49 AM

28 Good idea, the bond would be appropriately used for this purpose. Even better would be iof the
State of Oregon would start investing in its own future and provide significantly more funds for K-
12 Schools and Universities

5/30/2018 11:29 AM

29 Yes, it is necessary with all of the new homes being built. 5/30/2018 11:05 AM

30 Certainly needed in that region. 5/30/2018 10:55 AM

31 Much needed. Class sizes are too large and kids deserved smaller class sizes and adequate
school sizes.

5/30/2018 10:45 AM

32 This is important and makes sense. 5/30/2018 10:20 AM

33 Whatever 5/30/2018 10:06 AM

34 How many students would it pull from the existing Sheldon region elementary schools? 5/30/2018 9:57 AM

35 Sounds like one is definitely needed, but I recommend more smaller schools rather than few
larger ones. Larger ones are more cost-efficient, but more difficult for the students to learn and
succeed in.

5/30/2018 9:52 AM

36 I support this. 5/30/2018 9:14 AM

37 Makes sense 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

38 I am in favor of small neighborhood style schools. 5/30/2018 8:46 AM

39 Support. 5/30/2018 8:46 AM
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40 Unless you plan a new building for South Eugene High school I will be voting NO! It’s unfortunate
that you didn’t have the foresight to see needed elementary space when you were closing
meadowlark and coburg community. You close school and then ask to build. Rediculous. The one
school you actually do need to rebuild, you ignore.

5/30/2018 7:50 AM

41 I am unfamiliar with this school. 5/30/2018 7:44 AM

42 Well worth the cost. 5/30/2018 7:23 AM

43 Yes 5/30/2018 6:44 AM

44 Yes it it needed, the schools are overcrowded which is not fair for teachers or students. 5/30/2018 6:24 AM

45 I support this need. 5/30/2018 6:18 AM

46 Larger, modern school buildings cost less to operate than old small buildings 5/30/2018 5:53 AM

47 Not yet. Too expensive 5/30/2018 5:21 AM

48 Good idea 5/30/2018 1:25 AM

49 I feel that North region also needs a new elementary school. The pace of enrollment growth may
not be as quick as Sheldon region, but it is growing as a fact.

5/29/2018 10:42 PM

50 Holt is overcrowded so I think it's necessary 5/29/2018 9:23 PM

51 We need another school, particularly as they continue to build in North Gilham area 5/29/2018 9:17 PM

52 The Sheldon region elementary schools are definitely bursting at the seems. 5/29/2018 8:40 PM

53 Too bad the willagillespie school is gone 5/29/2018 8:26 PM

54 Yes, we definitely need a new school here in North Eugene. Gilham is at capacity and more
people continue to move into the area with all the new housing and apartment complexes.

5/29/2018 8:03 PM

55 Yes... This is definitely needed to support maxed out schools and learning opportunities with
smaller classrooms

5/29/2018 7:48 PM

56 Likely very useful; Gilham is quite crowded and I think Willagellespie is too. Lots of new housing
being built. I think a school would be used and full quite fast!

5/29/2018 6:02 PM

57 Yes. 5/29/2018 5:20 PM

58 I support a new school in this region. 5/29/2018 4:37 PM

59 Neighborhood schools are much preferable to large central schools. 5/29/2018 4:26 PM

60 Hugely expensive. Want to understand more details. 5/29/2018 4:16 PM

61 I agree additional Elementary capacity is needed , but would not want to see existing buildings
torn down as the exiting ones still seem serviceable.

5/29/2018 4:13 PM

62 I think another elementary school in this region will be needed with the growing population of the
area.

5/29/2018 4:08 PM

63 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

64 Yes. Class sizes should be kept small and manageable. A new building allows us to build it how
we want for not much more than remodeling Camas Ridge.

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

65 yes we need it 5/29/2018 3:07 PM

66 Great idea. Much needed. 5/29/2018 2:52 PM

67 No 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

68 Sounds like a good idea. 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

69 I think would be great as the other schools are getting really full and running out of classroom
space.

5/29/2018 2:41 PM

70 I'm fine contributing to buildings but we need a way to bond for teachers and supplies as new
buildings without funding to educate the kids in the building is a road to no where

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

71 I support this 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

72 Way overdue. Should have been built 10 years ago. 5/29/2018 12:57 PM
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73 I think other schools are in more need at the moment 5/29/2018 12:57 PM

74 Desperately needed! The current buildings are over full and there is still potential for growth in the
region.

5/29/2018 11:32 AM

75 It sounds like this region needs additional capacity so it makes sense. 5/29/2018 11:20 AM

76 A great idea 5/29/2018 11:11 AM

77 I don't have strong opinions. If it is needed, it is needed and I'll be happy to support a bond
measure for that purpose.

5/29/2018 11:03 AM

78 This location seems like an appropriate one. 5/29/2018 10:53 AM

79 Support 5/29/2018 10:49 AM

80 YES! New building with more classrooms to anticipate growing numbers of students in the coming
years.

5/29/2018 10:29 AM

81 This is brilliant and will greatly reduce the burgeoning student population in the Sheldon region.
Using already owned land is a thoughtful and frugal use of our limited funding and shows fiscal
responsibility to those from whom we are requesting funding.

5/29/2018 10:25 AM

82 Sure 5/29/2018 10:11 AM

83 A new elementary school in this region is critical, and adequate staffing for Gilham until a new
school is built is equally as critical.

5/29/2018 9:46 AM

84 If the elementary schools are so crowded then there should be no ability to transfer students from
other areas. I think the scho district could be a lot more conservative with building materials and
costs to minimize cost of building. Too much use of unnessecary materials that are too expensive.
Simplify!!!’

5/29/2018 9:43 AM

85 I support our school district's plan to build a new school in the Sheldon region. 5/29/2018 8:53 AM

86 Fantasic idea! 5/29/2018 8:43 AM

87 I think it would be a good idea. 5/29/2018 8:23 AM

88 Sure—let’s reduce crowding 5/29/2018 8:15 AM

89 Yes! That is a great potential location 5/29/2018 7:45 AM

90 This is highly needed. 5/29/2018 7:42 AM

91 It is needed now and will ease overcrowding in the future 5/29/2018 7:42 AM

92 Sounds good. 5/29/2018 7:08 AM

93 Since Holt is having to hold classes in hallways and the library, this seems like a good idea. 5/28/2018 10:34 PM

94 is this where the greater population is moving is this where new development is? if so this is a
good idea. If not... reconsider

5/28/2018 9:25 PM

95 Great idea! Sounds like it's needed? 5/28/2018 8:38 PM

96 We need another school 5/28/2018 7:03 PM

97 I highly agree this needs to happy. 5/28/2018 6:47 PM

98 I think it is worthwhile if there is overcrowding 5/28/2018 5:34 PM

99 I think a new elementary school in the Sheldon area is very important. Gilham and Holt are busting
at the seams, and new construction of houses and apartments continues to occur in the Sheldon
area. We live near Gilham Elementary and our kids attend Gilham and Cal Young.

5/28/2018 4:27 PM

100 It sounds like it is needed due to enrollment and capacity, but I also feel like the Sheldon region
has several new schools already.

5/28/2018 3:35 PM

101 It is much needed and overdue. 5/28/2018 3:18 PM

102 Absolutely! It is a great solution to over crowding. 5/28/2018 12:35 PM

103 If it reduces class sizes, then I'm all for it. 5/28/2018 12:24 PM

104 It is necessary for a positive learning environment. 5/28/2018 9:33 AM
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105 Get a mobile classroom. It is NOT one of the oldest buildings in the district. 5/28/2018 9:18 AM

106 Yes! 5/28/2018 12:37 AM

107 neutral 5/27/2018 9:30 PM

108 This project makes sense to ease overcrowding and it's good that the district already owns
property in the area.

5/27/2018 9:27 PM

109 I think that it sounds like a good idea on the surface. 5/27/2018 8:02 PM

110 The numbers seem to support building a new school, but 600 sounds like too many children to
have in one place.

5/27/2018 7:56 PM

111 Would definitely be helpful! I am a recent Sheldon graduate and my parents pulled me out of 4J for
elementary school precisely because the elementary schools were so large (and they were much
smaller then!)

5/27/2018 7:11 PM

112 Seems warranted 5/27/2018 4:45 PM

113 Not needed. Sounds like it would reward and encourage the "sprawl" and Californication of of that
section of town. Let's take care of what we have first. Maybe they could do more with the old
schools, like the rest of us have had to do.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

114 MUCH NEEDED! We sent our current Cal Young student to St. Paul for elementary school
because when we enrolled her as 1st grader into Willagillespie, class sizes were enormous and
there was no humanly possible way that poor teacher could deal with all 36 of those kids. They
eventually hired an extra teacher in Nov/Dec but it was too late. We'd left and continued to leave
our oldest daughter in private school. This cost us money but also cost you as a district money. I
know Oregon funds per student pretty low, but us moving her cost you over $8K a year. Do that for
5 years and you lost out on $40k in funding. We currently have a 4 year old and she will not attend
Gilham if class sizes remain high. Please know that I'm also an educator in Springfield School
District so I feel that I have some perspective and a realistic understanding of the constraints
schools and districts have. That being said, we've had hundreds and hundreds of apartments built
in the Gilham area and this has really put a strain on Gilham elementary. While that has also
brought you a larger customer base, if you can't adequately serve them. I'll gladly vote for this if it
will include a new elementary school in the Sheldon area.

5/27/2018 2:33 PM

115 This should not be first in line to be replaced, but I beloeve it should be done in the near future
after more important needs are met

5/27/2018 12:54 PM

116 Young kids need more space and smaller class sizes. 5/27/2018 12:41 PM

117 It will need to happen at some point. 5/27/2018 11:58 AM

118 If it’s necessary but as long as there is teacher funding 5/27/2018 11:01 AM

119 I would prefer that these students be placed in another footprint rather than bolster the Sheldon
region.

5/27/2018 10:51 AM

120 Not opposed. 5/27/2018 10:49 AM

121 Yes, Sheldon area needs a better elementary school. 5/27/2018 10:42 AM

122 I will not vote to increase my taxes to pay for this. 5/27/2018 7:58 AM

123 This is good I think. We need more schools. 5/27/2018 6:35 AM

124 Yes 5/27/2018 12:18 AM

125 I think it is a good idea as it is necessary. 5/26/2018 9:22 PM

126 No new elementary school in Sheldon- they already have Holt and the teachers are rude, snobby;
the families treat low income families (and I’m not one of them) terribly. The children are rude and
there is no diversity or culture in the Sheldon region. Awful!

5/26/2018 3:07 PM

127 Great idea. 5/26/2018 1:19 PM

128 this should include space for YG. i can't support a plan for new buildings that won't address YG
needs, especially if YG is being displaced from the current location without a long term plan.

5/26/2018 11:48 AM

129 It is a smart plan, thinking in advance about where population growth is happening. 5/26/2018 11:24 AM

130 Definitely needed 5/26/2018 10:22 AM
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131 I think they should build a new school to accommodate the current need. 5/26/2018 10:20 AM

132 Sounds like a lovely idea. However, do not put a folding wall between music room and gym like at
Howard and Camino (and Holt and Chavez). This is a big mistake that the district keeps making
even though they have been advised repeatedly to NOT do it. The sound leaking into the music
rooms in all of these schools is bad but at Howard it is often incapacitating. And at Camino it is an
insult as well. In these music rooms students often cannot hear what the teacher is saying and
cannot hear the music they are making. There is no such thing as quite when PE classes are in
session. It’s always noisy even when the music class students are quite. I strongly encourage the
district to fix these “old problems on new schools” before building more new schools.

5/26/2018 8:05 AM

133 Yes, this is needed 5/26/2018 7:41 AM

134 Yes! The schools are overcrowded. Gilham got a STEM lab and only used it one year before a
classroom had to be put in there :(

5/26/2018 6:50 AM

135 You should know the priorities between schools otherwise this is just a voting contest and Edison
parents will win.

5/26/2018 6:25 AM

136 Sounds like a good idea 5/26/2018 6:04 AM

137 Much needed in this area!! Teachers can’t effectively handle to loads in this area and with the new
jones going in where the golf course was, Gilham will go over the edge. Great plan... ASAP!!

5/26/2018 5:39 AM

138 If they're trying to stuff more than 25 children into a classroom, it's probably needed. 5/26/2018 12:55 AM

139 I think that makes perfect sense! 5/25/2018 11:05 PM

140 Schools that are dilapidated should be rebuilt first. 5/25/2018 10:54 PM

141 No opinion. 5/25/2018 9:14 PM

142 I will almost always support new schools. 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

143 No thanks, not a priority on this bond 5/25/2018 8:46 PM

144 Sounds needed, 500+ is too much for an elementary school 5/25/2018 8:40 PM

145 I support. It seems likely that future development in Eugene will spread north and west. 5/25/2018 7:41 PM

146 good idea. Eliminating overcrowding is important. 5/25/2018 7:11 PM

147 Sounds good 5/25/2018 6:39 PM

148 Necessary. 5/25/2018 5:46 PM

149 There is clearly need for the future but there are a lot of school with more immediate needs.. 5/25/2018 5:41 PM

150 This seems reasonable 5/25/2018 5:17 PM

151 listen to what parents and teachers want 5/25/2018 5:15 PM

152 There is a desperate need for another school in this area. 5/25/2018 4:40 PM

153 Very needed 5/25/2018 4:40 PM

154 This is needed. Too bad the Eugene City council betrayed west and north Eugene residents by
spending nearly all of the 2006 parks bond money in South Eugene, which already had plenty of
parks. Those kinds of breaches of trust hurt bond prospects, even though the school district isn't
the city (thankfully).

5/25/2018 4:19 PM

155 Great - too bad the district closed other schools (such as Coburg) leading to the overcrowding at
these area schools. But glad to see you are fixing the problem.

5/25/2018 4:17 PM

156 Great! 5/25/2018 4:14 PM

157 I think we should wait and focus on buildings that are in need of repair or replacement. Bertha Holt
is a newer building and we just did improvements to Gilham Elementary.

5/25/2018 3:48 PM

158 Not interested 5/25/2018 3:39 PM

159 Spend bond money on hardening the security of our current schools first 5/25/2018 3:37 PM

160 Great idea! Those elementary schools are over crowded. 5/25/2018 3:28 PM

161 I DISAGREE with a new building, I would prefer to see expansion and use of the current facilities
and resources.

5/25/2018 3:25 PM
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162 Yes! 5/25/2018 3:18 PM

163 Great idea 5/25/2018 2:57 PM

164 I'm a strong supporter of this. I live in the Gilham neighborhood, and new developments are adding
hundreds, if not thousands of new homes in the area. Gilham in already over capacity. A new
school in this neighborhood is a must.

5/25/2018 2:39 PM

165 Yes, we need to support our children to achieve! New schools, new schools, new schools! 5/25/2018 2:31 PM

166 A new school would be great. Lower class sizes is one of the keys to how Iowa has had such
success in public school education.

5/25/2018 2:07 PM

167 Sounds like a great plan! 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

168 Won't support it. 5/25/2018 2:02 PM

169 Good idea 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

170 I thik that would be a good idea. 5/25/2018 1:44 PM

171 Probably a good idea 5/25/2018 1:43 PM

172 I'd love to see them get a new school. 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

173 Sounds great! 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

174 No, save this for a future bond measure 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

175 If they need it build it 5/25/2018 1:36 PM

176 Yes, please do this 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

177 I support this 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

178 a 600 student school seems large, it seems surprising that area be growing by 600 more
elementary students. But, it may be needed.

5/25/2018 1:28 PM

179 Okay... 5/25/2018 1:26 PM

180 Please replace this school. It would be better to have 2 smaller school and 1 large. 5/25/2018 1:18 PM

181 I support it, if needed 5/25/2018 1:17 PM

182 It’s outside of my area so no opinion. 5/25/2018 1:15 PM

183 This is a must as Eugene is expected to grow 5/25/2018 1:15 PM

184 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

185 Add to the existing building. Use money for staffing. Add to Monroe Middle to prepare for the
growing population. THe current buildings can barely be staffed - how do you propose funding the
number of teachers that would be needed to staff a giant new elementary school?

5/25/2018 1:03 PM

186 4J tore down and a historic elementary school in the Sheldon region about a decade ago. 4Js
practices do not support the prinicples of sustainability.

5/25/2018 1:02 PM

187 Yes please!!!!! Overcrowded schools are a huge issue in this area 5/25/2018 12:56 PM

188 Yes!! 5/25/2018 12:52 PM

189 Yes, I'm in favor. 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

190 n/a 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

191 Great idea. 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

192 Yes! That area will only continue to grow. 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

193 makes sense 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

194 With the new development in the region, definitely need a new elementary school. 5/25/2018 12:34 PM

195 If enrollment is projected to grow, this one seems uncontroversial. I would strongly recommend
creating a LEED certified building. That would create interest in the district and in the enrollment
area.

5/25/2018 12:33 PM

196 BUILD IT 5/25/2018 12:33 PM
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197 If population growth predictions support the sustained need for this school 5/25/2018 12:27 PM

198 This makes sense. 5/25/2018 12:25 PM

199 I’m ok w it, but check in on projections. 5/25/2018 12:22 PM

200 Seems like a good idea and would be beneficial to the families in that area. 5/25/2018 12:22 PM

201 Sounds like it's needed, but I would prefer to prioritize replacing aging buildings for the safety of
our kids.

5/25/2018 12:21 PM

202 I think a new school would be a good idea to help serve the increased amount of students. 5/25/2018 12:20 PM

203 Make sure that the rooms work for teachers and for the students 5/25/2018 11:52 AM

204 I've worked in this building both as a teacher and a parent. The building smells of mildew. It's
difficult for disabled children and adults to access the various levels. The bathrooms are crowded
and the plumbing is old. There are not enough power outlets for modern technology. The building
is horribly over crowed. It lacks proper spaces for reading centers and areas of quiet support for
SpEd students.

5/25/2018 11:44 AM

205 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

206 Traffic would be a nightmare. 5/24/2018 11:00 PM

207 Projections seem to support this need. 5/24/2018 4:48 PM

208 I think that that would be a good idea 5/24/2018 4:02 PM

209 Yes, please! I have seen TONS of new building projects going up in the Sheldon area--many of
them apartment complexes and large housing development projects. The Sheldon area schools
(especially Gilham and Holt) are bursting at the seams. Gilham is small but is starting to have
classes that are TOO LARGE. I've already seen a decline in test scores. This new school NEEDS
to be built, please. This area is growing, and we need the space for our kids to thrive.

5/24/2018 2:38 PM

210 Kinney Loop is to far from Gilham and Buena Vista, and believe the exsisting properties have
enough land for this. $$ are a concern, why use another piece of land and expect people to drive
more, which will cost more in the long. Our city doesn't have low income or reasonable housing to
support this.

5/24/2018 2:34 PM

211 I think that its a fast growing area and they will need a new school. 5/24/2018 12:43 PM

212 If Joyce Johnson would stop allowing all of the staff students to go to Bertha Holt that help the
situation there.

5/24/2018 10:02 AM

213 If it is needed, it is needed. I just hope the district will listen to teachers about what space is best to
teach in. Teachers are not a big fan of the new Howard and RR buildings. They don't work for
instruction.

5/24/2018 9:49 AM

214 Taxes are too high and the district needs to make use of existing facilities. 5/24/2018 9:41 AM

215 What schools would be moved to the new school that are torn down? 5/24/2018 7:19 AM

216 Would be helpful as long as you don’t immediately move in other programs or choice schools. 5/24/2018 6:47 AM

217 I support it 5/24/2018 6:38 AM

218 I support this as long as we are considering equitable growth considerations for All school regions. 5/24/2018 3:31 AM

219 I live in the Sheldon area but my child attends Yujin Gakuen. Disappointing that the district won't
consider moving YG there to the new school being built in the Sheldon area. I bet many families
would love to have a second immersion school in that area. Plus it'll be closer to our home (we live
right night to North Gilham now).

5/23/2018 11:04 PM

220 Not until all the elementary schools with older building are built first. 5/23/2018 10:42 PM

221 Agreed it is needed, all 3 grade schools are bursting at the seams 5/23/2018 9:48 PM

222 Haven’t significant investments in building upgrades and renovations bbeen recently completed in
this area of town?

5/23/2018 9:09 PM

223 yes. 5/23/2018 8:17 PM

224 Okay. I understand there will be over crowding. 5/23/2018 7:53 PM
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225 Completely new schools should not be considered until there is adequate space for existing
programs, like Yujin Gakuen

5/23/2018 7:46 PM

226 What is the exact projection growth? Is this due to new housing or more multi-family units? What is
the SES of the families being served

5/23/2018 7:24 PM

227 This should only be on the bond measure if you find a proper home for the students you displace
in the Silver Lea building (i.e. Yujin Gakuen and Corridor)

5/23/2018 7:07 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 why charter schools use district schools 6/4/2018 3:47 PM

2 I would like to hear a good explanation for why construction of a new school should be prioritized
over replacing existing schools that are seismically unsafe and will likely collapse in a Cascadia
subduction zone earthquake.

6/4/2018 1:46 PM

3 Would this replace Gilham or add to the capacity? 6/4/2018 10:01 AM

4 So no schools would get closed - this is truly pressure related? Are elementary numbers growing
in the district? If not could changing boundaries fix the issue without spending the money on a new
building?

6/3/2018 1:01 PM

5 Will this new school mean smaller less efficient elementary schools in the region? 6/3/2018 8:06 AM

6 What are the state laws that need to be changed in order for us to implement a corporate tax
increase to fund our schools?

5/31/2018 11:44 PM

7 How are other districts fairing? 5/31/2018 9:00 PM

8 Where does car traffic enter/exit school? What would the impact be on surrounding roads? 5/31/2018 8:41 PM

9 What about taking back Coburg Charter School for the kids of Coburg so that they aren't bussed in
to Eugene? There are a lot of kids in Coburg that get bussed to Eugene, meanwhile many Eugene
families have made Coburg Charter School their own elite private school. My children have a 30
minute + bus ride to get to Gilham because there isn't room at the charter school.

5/31/2018 5:37 PM

10 Some of that area has a very high SES. Would boundaries be re-drawn with this in mind? 5/31/2018 5:06 PM

11 My main concern is the lack of oversight once the bond money is distributed. Yes we get schools
built but did we do it the most effective way? How is some of the other bond money spent? There
is no place to see the actual plan with costs and dates.

5/31/2018 7:48 AM

12 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:09 AM

13 What happens when the population increase evens out? Left with building(s) to close? That
happened in my old district and it was not pretty.

5/30/2018 10:07 PM

14 The playground is outdated and not age appropriate for all students. Can we get some upgrades?
How can we stop people from allowing their animals to defecate on the playgrounds? Maybe have
a monetary consequence?

5/30/2018 8:30 PM

15 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:21 PM

16 I am curious about where the urban growth boundary is in relation to the proposed site, as well as
how many new residential units does the city project the Sheldon region will build in the next 20
years.

5/30/2018 2:42 PM

17 None. I support this. 5/30/2018 1:55 PM

18 Where would these students come from boundary-wise? Would they be a combination of current
Gilham and Holt students? How would boundaries be redrawn?

5/30/2018 12:59 PM

19 Expand what you already have. 5/30/2018 11:49 AM

20 None. ANY investment in Education is well spent. There is no higher priority. 5/30/2018 11:29 AM

21 Will Buena Vista have financial support as well? My daughter’s class is at 33. 5/30/2018 11:05 AM

22 None, please make plans necessary to serve the growing population 5/30/2018 10:45 AM

23 How much it would cost the average homeowner? When would this be done? How would it be
built for future growth?

5/30/2018 8:54 AM

24 No questions. 5/30/2018 8:46 AM
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25 How much opex would be saved by a new building? 5/30/2018 8:07 AM

26 Why did you close schools in the Sheldon region only to ask for a new school a few years later?
Why won’t you address the need for a new south Eugene high school building?

5/30/2018 7:50 AM

27 What happened to all of the money that cannabis was supposed to bring to our schools. I have not
seen any changes that have benefited our schools and middle schools have even fewer electives.

5/30/2018 7:33 AM

28 Why does this elementary school more than Camas or Edison? 5/30/2018 6:41 AM

29 None 5/30/2018 5:53 AM

30 How about new elementary school in North region? I hear that Howard is growing so rapidly with
that area of new housings being build non-stop.

5/29/2018 10:42 PM

31 school neighborhood boundaries 5/29/2018 9:23 PM

32 I am all for this as long as the middle schools can also support the influx of students. Monroe is
bursting at the seams and looks like it’s from another time.

5/29/2018 7:48 PM

33 Cost to taxpayer based on their property value;would building it cause more people to move to this
area or simply redistribute children more equitably across area schools? Would also want planned
parking so our neighborhoods wouldn't be inconvenienced by staff and faculty parking needs00

5/29/2018 6:02 PM

34 The projected growth for other areas/elementary schools. 5/29/2018 5:33 PM

35 What is the capacity for the existing schools and how does that compare to existing enrollment?
Can the capacity of the existing schools be expanded in a way that is more cost-effective?

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

36 Are any elementary schools being closed or combined as a result of the new building? 5/29/2018 4:13 PM

37 the city is continuing to grow that direction seems necessary 5/29/2018 3:07 PM

38 How much it would cost home owners in area 5/29/2018 2:52 PM

39 Would this bring any of the other schools into it? Consolidation? 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

40 It would be nice to update Sheldon HS, it just looks tired. I know other schools in 4J are in the
same boat.

5/29/2018 2:41 PM

41 Is 4j lobbying to change the arcane funding structure for schools in Oregon? We are desperate for
more public school funding. I'm offended that teachers are paying for supplies and its absurd that
all of our schools are not at the top of the county when the USA is on the bottom internationally ...

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

42 Need to also build a turf field on the site. There is not enough turf space in the Sheldon region. 5/29/2018 12:57 PM

43 Would there be consideration for a small-school model within the behemoth? 5/29/2018 11:49 AM

44 Would the other schools in the Sheldon region have new boundaries drawn? If so, how would they
change? Which areas would end up at each of the schools?

5/29/2018 11:32 AM

45 How does this additional school impact the existing schools? Is the size right for the population? 5/29/2018 11:20 AM

46 Projections of how many students will be in that area 5/29/2018 11:11 AM

47 Have we looked at expanding physical capacity at other schools? 5/29/2018 10:49 AM

48 Why is Kelly not on this list of schools to replace? 5/29/2018 10:25 AM

49 Money for schools ALWAYS needed 5/29/2018 10:11 AM

50 How many of the students at existing elementary schools live within the school boundaries? How
many are enrolled from out of the boundary?

5/29/2018 9:43 AM

51 How would they determine the boundaries for the new school? 5/29/2018 8:23 AM

52 Who would go to this elementary school? Would it be a mixture of all three current elementary
schools out there?

5/29/2018 7:42 AM

53 I also like that you build with greater capacity in mind. Future schools can not be built with small
capacity

5/28/2018 9:25 PM

54 Will this be a neighborhood school or have a special program housed at the school? Could this
new building be used to address the concerns of the YG parents about making sure their program
has an ongoing life?

5/28/2018 8:38 PM

55 throwing good money away 5/28/2018 7:56 PM
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56 what are the growth projections for the sheldon area 5/28/2018 5:34 PM

57 Alternatives to building a new school -- could school boundary lines be reorganized to shift some
students to a different location?

5/28/2018 3:35 PM

58 How is this going to impact the enrollment on the middle and high schools. Should this school be a
K-8? How will the boundary lines be adjusted and how will this affect current students?

5/28/2018 3:18 PM

59 How sustainably-designed will it be? 5/28/2018 12:24 PM

60 None. 5/27/2018 9:27 PM

61 This would depend upon how you expect to pay those additional teachers and staff members? I'd
also like to know how this will affect student to teacher ratios in both the new school and the old
schools.

5/27/2018 8:02 PM

62 Is this replacing a school? I don’t see why the new school will have 600 students while the others
would then have about 350 - 400 students.

5/27/2018 7:56 PM

63 When would the elementary school in this region be open? 5/27/2018 2:33 PM

64 Why doesn't anyone seem to think the same for the Yujin Gakuen? They are getting displaced into
a worse situation.

5/27/2018 12:41 PM

65 Would this be instead of a new NE High School? If so, then I would vote for the HS. 5/27/2018 11:01 AM

66 Primary reasons for enrollment growth? Perhaps improving infrasructure in other areas will relieve
pressure.

5/27/2018 10:49 AM

67 How much in total compensation (including car, phone, salary, pers, deferred compensation) does
each administrator in 4J earn?n

5/27/2018 7:58 AM

68 will it include space for YG?. 5/26/2018 11:48 AM

69 How overcrowded are each of the Sheldon area elementary schools? Are there other options to
control the overcrowding (cut out school choice transfers in, add portable buildings, remodels)

5/26/2018 11:04 AM

70 Potential cutoff line between Gilham and new school 5/26/2018 10:22 AM

71 This could make sense. What about adding on to the Co 5/26/2018 8:23 AM

72 Cost related to community members. Is an effort being made to keep costs down or is there a
monopoly of contractors who build facilities like these?

5/26/2018 8:14 AM

73 The second big mistake at Howard and Camino music rooms that we must not make in any new
school is the placement of the projector and screen for the GYM are in MUSIC ROOM. A truly
baffling oversight. This means that every time anyone wants to project something in the gym
(lyrics, powerpoint, movies, visual aids of any kind) one wall of the music room must be folded up
and the huge screen lowered (in the music room) requiring the moving of instruments to a different
area and then quickly trying to put the room together when folks are done using the screen.

5/26/2018 8:05 AM

74 Why the cost is so high - $53 million is astronomical 5/26/2018 7:41 AM

75 Approximately what would the borders be for students? 5/26/2018 6:50 AM

76 All of these options make sense. 5/26/2018 6:25 AM

77 Basically, what are the class sizes we're seeing in the Sheldon area, and what sort of a shortage
are we seeing on space?

5/26/2018 12:55 AM

78 Why don't developers/builders have to shoulder the cost of new schools? 5/25/2018 10:54 PM

79 none 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

80 How will the school be used until it is needed in the future? 5/25/2018 5:41 PM

81 Would this mean increased enrollment at Sheldon that would lead to a need to eventually
build/expand there?

5/25/2018 5:17 PM

82 How much per year cost; accurate statements in your information= “Every other 4J school building
is more than 50 years old.” Which is not true.

5/25/2018 4:40 PM

83 Why is it so expensive? 5/25/2018 4:19 PM
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84 What socioeconomic mix does this area serve as opposed to other areas in our community? (e.g.,
what is the level of diversity in this region as compared to other areas of Eugene that are growing
at a nearly equal rate?)

5/25/2018 4:17 PM

85 I would like the school based taxes in the Sheldon attendance area to increase and I would like a
builder cost increase since their development is driving the increase in enrollment.

5/25/2018 3:39 PM

86 What are the operating costs of Gilham Elementary? A comparison of costs for expansions versus
building new. What are the operating costs of a new building?

5/25/2018 3:25 PM

87 What are the benefits to the neighborhood- ammenities proposed, etc. this would be a great start
at connecting the neighborhoods to the other parks and the river.

5/25/2018 3:18 PM

88 Security 5/25/2018 2:57 PM

89 None. But, since I am very supportive of all of these improvements and I'm happy to pay more in
taxes for them, I'm not your target audience.

5/25/2018 1:41 PM

90 What is the projected need in the future and how do you plan to stay ahead of it? 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

91 I guess I wonder why the money is once again earmarked for the wealthier neighborhoods. 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

92 N/A 5/25/2018 1:26 PM

93 Make sure the school is built to be a safe community shelter in case of subduction zone
earthquake. Please don’t skimp.

5/25/2018 1:15 PM

94 4J continually pushes bond measures out that promise to upgrade buildings, technology,
classroom furnishings, textbooks, etc. and then the money is poorly managed (examples of this
are UBER expensive electronic reader boards). How about you publish a document explaining to
the tax payers where all of the money actually went.

5/25/2018 1:03 PM

95 When will completion be? Will there be funding for more buses? 5/25/2018 12:52 PM

96 The last 2 bonds have not included Churchill Area Schools. Please provide information on other
schools and projected growth in those areas.

5/25/2018 12:51 PM

97 n/a 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

98 I'd want to know whether this project meant that other schools in need wouldn't get what they
needed.

5/25/2018 12:47 PM

99 How the boundaries would work in that area. 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

100 Don't need more information. 5/25/2018 12:34 PM

101 Population growth / demographic predictions to support need 5/25/2018 12:27 PM

102 Updated population projections. 5/25/2018 12:22 PM

103 Plans released before finalizing 5/25/2018 11:52 AM

104 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

105 Is Howard at full capacity? Monroe? What percent of kids just transferred because the “other”north
areas have a poor reputation

5/24/2018 11:00 PM

106 How will this effect other schools in the region? 5/24/2018 4:48 PM

107 If this isn't approved, how will students succeed? There are SOOO many new housing projects. 5/24/2018 2:38 PM

108 What is the short and long term plan for an elementary school in the Sheldon region? 5/24/2018 2:34 PM

109 Has a K-8 school, housing elementary and middle school aged students been consiered? 5/24/2018 12:43 PM

110 I want to know how many students are already attending that live out of district! Because if we
have to many living in district we shouldn't be having more accepted yet we are!

5/24/2018 10:02 AM

111 How will it effect enrollment at Gilham where money was just spent to update rooms and add
spaces?

5/24/2018 6:47 AM

112 With the new NEHS building we are eliminating a building for 2 pre-existing grade schools. Is it
equitable to be building a new “growth” school in the Sheldon region rather than building
something to replace the school we are eliminating from the North region.

5/24/2018 3:31 AM
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113 What's the prospective number of students that will be enrolling from the Sheldon area to the new
school in the first year?

5/23/2018 11:04 PM

114 What is the long-range plan for Yujin Gakuen? 5/23/2018 10:42 PM

115 How large can you make this school? Can you make it large enough to colocate another school? 5/23/2018 9:48 PM

116 Would this be a neighboorhood school? When would it open? Would children closer to it that their
current school be forced to change schools?

5/23/2018 9:25 PM

117 Who is effected? Who suffers? What is the environmental and community impact? 5/23/2018 8:17 PM

118 Can this be a swing school for YG? 5/23/2018 7:53 PM

119 Will you be building a new elementary school? If so, where OR ware you planning on building a
large one like Holt?

5/23/2018 7:24 PM

120 Why couldn't the district look into utilizing the Coburg charter school again to relieve the northeast
pressure?

5/23/2018 5:51 PM

121 What immersion school will be going in this space? Is this wher YG is going to be relocated? 5/23/2018 4:26 PM
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93.89% 215

35.81% 82

Q6 Replace Camas Ridge Elementary School building: Camas Ridge’s
1949 building is among 4J's oldest and poorest condition schools. A new

Camas Ridge Elementary School building would support modern
teaching and learning activities, would be efficient and sustainable, and

would be designed with safety and school security in mind. (Cost: ~$43.2
million)

Answered: 229 Skipped: 371

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT REPLACING THE CAMAS RIDGE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL BUILDING?

DATE

1 Seems like a good idea. 6/4/2018 4:47 PM

2 Yes! much needed. we have all the Glenwood students that should be at Edison or in Springfield
and the school is overcrowded. Not to mention it is falling apart.

6/4/2018 3:47 PM

3 I strongly support a larger bond measure that woulds fund this project. I believe the we as a
community have a moral obligation to replace schools that are seismically unsafe suchas this one.

6/4/2018 1:46 PM

4 of dear, this building is old enough to be a grandparent - replace it! 6/4/2018 10:01 AM

5 This is ok. 6/3/2018 1:01 PM

6 Why is it considered poor condition? I like the classroom design and wings 6/3/2018 8:06 AM

7 If student population is declining in the south region, I do not think we should rebuild 2 elementary
schools. They should be consolidated to one campus.

6/2/2018 7:01 AM

8 It is "greener" to renovate. Americans have an "out with the old, in with the new" disease. These
old buildings are fine, with proper care and thoughtful upgrades.

6/1/2018 11:37 AM

9 Our teachers and students deserve modern safe and progressive buildings. 6/1/2018 6:58 AM

10 Pay with existing funding, cut costs 5/31/2018 9:06 PM

11 Makes sense. 5/31/2018 9:00 PM

12 Much needed. 5/31/2018 8:41 PM

13 Please replace. 5/31/2018 5:06 PM

14 I've witnessed first hand the many ways in which teachers, staff and volunteers have had to adapt
to the space restriction at Camas Ridge. If one were to take a quick tour during regular school
hours they would immediately witness the space limitations at all levels of the schools operations
and the effects that would have on the schools everyday routines. The need for a building upgrade
seems undeniable.

5/31/2018 3:38 PM

15 This is necessary ... the building really needs it 5/31/2018 2:18 PM

16 I think it could be better spent elsewhere... 5/31/2018 10:59 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about replacing the Camas Ridge Elementary School building?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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17 Camas Ridge Elementary School is historically significant under the National Register for Historic
Preservation. Demolition of this building would be irresponsible to the cultural heritage of our
community. The school district, in the mid-20th century, made remarkable strides to construct well-
designed facilities that have simply not been faithfully maintained over the years. Furthermore, the
greenest building is the one that is already built! The new building would actually be far less
sustainable when considering the larger picture of tearing down the old building and putting it in a
landfill and bringing in new materials. I am absolutely against the destruction of this building. The
building simply needs to be rehabilitated to meet modern-day needs - a process that the original
architect would have admired as that was how the school was designed in the first place! Seismic
upgrades and retrofitting is very feasible, especially with the proposed budget for replacement!

5/31/2018 9:35 AM

18 Yes, it is an old building. Class rooms don’t even have air conditioning and it gets too hot for the
kids and teachers.

5/31/2018 9:23 AM

19 I find it telling that you propose to build a brand new (though I'm sure needed) building to replace
Camas Ridge (a South region school), while at the same time proposing to demolish the Silver Lea
building in North region without an appropriate plan in place for YG/Corridor.

5/31/2018 12:09 AM

20 Hopefully the garden will be saved! 5/30/2018 10:07 PM

21 I sometimes worry about having Camas and Edison so close together. Are they both viable as
strong neighborhood schools? Should Parker building and Edison be neighborhood and Camas
magnet? just hate to have two new buildings so close together that pull kids from other
neighborhood schools. (if they do?!?)

5/30/2018 9:36 PM

22 Needed! 5/30/2018 9:13 PM

23 Great for them but when can we have a new school? Buena Vista is so old. We have a boiler
room, don't think many have a boiler room. The security is outdated.

5/30/2018 8:30 PM

24 Not sure....South Eugene high school is needing definite help as well 5/30/2018 7:16 PM

25 Library (Room 5): The water in the sink is not potable. When the heater is on, we have to open
windows or it is unbearably hot, which is obviously a safety concern and a waste of money. The
heat is either off, which makes the room uncomfortably cold, or the heat is on and it is miserably
hot. The heating unit is held together with packing tape. The library is a repurposed classroom.
Camas does not have a real library. Room 1: Leaking sink. Room 9B: No sink/running water Over
80 degrees inside on many days in spring Room 2: Ants trailing through the room between carpet
and vinyl Over 80 degrees (and unable to open windows due to smoke) in fall Room 3: Water
accumulation under the carpet Ants on the floor and by the sink-We cannot have food anywhere in
our room (even in the trash) without having ants appear. Heater is unable to regulate properly
Mice from time to time. Questionable drinking water (our room had a sign restricting water
consumption because of lead for the first couple of months of school and then to our best
knowledge, they replaced just the faucet and deemed it safe and the sign was removed).
Bullet/pellet holes in windows covered with clear tape Over 80 degrees on warm days
Back/outside door is nearly impossible to close completely. It takes multiple tries of slamming. This
is a safety concern. No hot water. Room 12: Sink does not drain adequately, backs up with water,
soap, paint every time it is used and takes hours to drain. Is plunged nearly daily by custodian but
backs up again the next time it is used. Is usually a cesspool of debris and looks and smells
disgusting. 9A: Due to a lack of space in the building this small closet/room is being used as the
Title 1 room as well as our only large supply/copy/prep room. Staff is unable to make copies/use
paper cutter etc as needed during our prep time due to small group instruction happening in this
room throughout the day. When staff does have to use the room it is disruptive to both the Title
teacher and the students who are working in there. Room 10: Heater is unable to regulate properly
Over 80 degrees on warm days Ants and other bug infestation Windows leak and water enters
inside during heavy rain and/or window washing. Room 8 Heater is unable to regulate properly
Over 80 degrees on warm days Ants and other bug infestation No hot water in sink Leaking Sink
Drinking fountain difficult for students to use Room 13 The back door is not sized properly so there
is a full inch gap where mice can get into the classroom. In addition, water comes into the
classroom and gets all over the classroom floor when the outside of the building is washed. I’m
sure there is a significant amount of heat loss through this gap as well. As with other rooms, we
have ants and mice appear on a regular basis. The lack of proper cooling is a significant problem
during the hottest months. The classroom can reach into the 90’s and the fan does not do much to
cool the 30 children in the learning space. Basement: Staff bathrooms: toilets run, clog often, floors
are in disrepair Custodial input- Where to begin. Our plumbing is clogged up with roots causing
water to flood and waterfall then the kids play in it. We do not have proper drainage in the
breezeways and some of the roofs. Room 8’s door needs to be reframed it won’t lock and is a
security hazard because it’s next to an exit. A lot of our windows are outdated they still have wires

5/30/2018 7:14 PM
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running through them. We have a lot of sinks that clog up. Wet rot on the sides of our building. Our
heaters are out of date some are taped closed because they won’t lock. We have blinds that need
replaced. And blinds that should be installed for safety. Our playground needs proper drainage. It
floods in the winter and spring. We need more fencing around the school for security and to allow
our teachers to open their doors on hot days and for sports equipment loss prevention. We need
dog waste disposal signs around the grounds. People leave their dogs waste on the playground! It
would be nice if our clocks were updated and could switch DLS time automatically. We are
virtually out of storage space. Our rockwall still hasn’t been fixed. The playground in general could
use a safety revision overhaul. We don’t have any ac. The surrounding grounds could use more
sod or landscaping in places that are commonly tread. Maybe put in some walkways or terrace
some of the grounds to prevent slipping in mud. The kids do it all the time here. I’ve done it on my
way home before it’s not safe. We could use mellower wider walkways in between the north mid
and south wings for equipment moving purposes. Getting tables up and down between wings can
become extremely hazardous. A centralized alarm system would be awesome too(one alarm to set
on/off the rest). Our main light switch in the North hall could be better located. And I’m sure there
is more... Health Room Concerns: -Health room is far smaller than what the standard
recommendation from the National Association of School Nurses is (800 square feet including 130
sq ft bathroom that is wheelchair accessible for elementary student populations of 450+). Current
health room and bathroom are not wheelchair accessible due to space limitations. -No “isolation”
area for students with suspected communicable diseases to rest while awaiting pickup -Sink in the
health room is too small (sink is extremely small and shallow; faucet almost overreaches the sink
itself) and not usable for anything but handwashing. -No private office for the nurse to have
meetings/private phone calls/consultations in in order to protect private health information -No
usable showers for homeless students to use in the building. -Cannot see the students resting in
the health room from the front office and the health room is not staffed 3 to 5 days a week
depending on nurse and health assistant schedules. Room 15 -Gets so hot kids can’t focus on
learning in the early fall and late spring / end of year - it is stifling hot and there’s no air flow. -Sink
has backed up several times and been clogged for up to 2 days. (Currently not clogged!) *General
school issue - lack of space (for 2 of the 3 years I’ve been here I’ve had 34 and 35 first grade
students.) Even when we had some facilitating teacher - part time help, we had no space for them
to work. They had to teach in the same room with all 34 -35 kids, this was very challenging as it
was always loud and crowded in the classroom. Kids were easily distracted and the room didn’t
allow the space needed for students to be able to spread out for differentiated groups or literacy
work stations just to mention a couple of problems connected to space. Room 16 -the air flow and
clean air is a major problem *General school issue - lack of space in this school and in our region -
carpet needs to be cleaned on a more regular basis (both kindergarten rooms) Room #11 - heater
keeps room HOT. Without heater on, it’s freezing. -Sink leaks from time to time -Ants (not so bad
this year, but last year was bad) -multiple mice, including one in bathroom Gymnasium: -The duct
work needs to be cleaned in the gym. - Vent in the corner of gym should be able to open and you
cannot open. General Building Constraints for Instruction -Our most vulnerable students (Students
identified with learning disabilities and English Learners) share a room where 3-4 groups are
happening at once. Students have difficulty hearing their teachers and their peers when there are
this many instructional groups going on at one time. It is almost impossible to teach children a
foreign language when learners can’t hear the speaker or when they are expected to try to reply in
English loudly enough so that they can be heard. I sometimes have to ask students to repeat their
answers over and over. Please try to imagine learning a second language with this much noise.
There is no classrooms or small spaces where these groups can be divided. Additionally, I use a
lot of singing and chanting in my ELL instruction. The students with learning disabilities are
expected to learn letter sounds, phonemic segmentation, decoding, comprehension, etc with
singing and chanting of groups of 4-7 right next to them. As mentioned previously, our other
vulnerable group of students, who receive Title 1 reading support are grouped in a tiny part of the
copier room. If these students groups (ELL, Students on IEPs and Title 1 students), who are
already behind, have to learn in this environment for more years, our most vulnerable population
will be put even further behind.

26 YES 5/30/2018 4:29 PM

27 South Eugene needs updated Elementary and Middle School. 5/30/2018 4:21 PM

28 Perhaps renovate Parker or Willard or Crest, and shift students away from Edison, to the Camas
site. I would be more apt to support a new Cama if the district gave up on the idea of renovating
Edison.

5/30/2018 2:42 PM

29 Great. 5/30/2018 1:55 PM

30 Bring down the cost. 5/30/2018 11:49 AM
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31 Good idea, the bond would be appropriately used for this purpose. Even better would be iof the
State of Oregon would start investing in its own future and provide significantly more funds for K-
12 Schools and Universities

5/30/2018 11:29 AM

32 This would be a priority over the Gilham Elementary school 5/30/2018 10:55 AM

33 The building is clearly run down and not the optimal conditions for learning. 5/30/2018 10:20 AM

34 No. 5/30/2018 10:06 AM

35 I understand why both Camas Ridge and Edison are included in this plan, but it still seems like too
much money is going to the South region. To the untrained onlooker, Edison seems to be in much
worse shape than Camas. Is there a way to replace Edison without rebuilding Camas? I worry that
the district is asking for too much money from voters and the measure won't pass. (I will likely vote
for it, though.)

5/30/2018 10:04 AM

36 Seems like a good idea- but why Camas versus Adams? Both buildings seem in similar shape,
and Adams is extremely overcrowded, with inadequate space.

5/30/2018 9:57 AM

37 Sounds like a good idea. 5/30/2018 9:52 AM

38 I support this. 5/30/2018 9:14 AM

39 Why replace it? The basic layout is good. 5/30/2018 9:08 AM

40 Makes sense. 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

41 Rebuilding this school must be a priority. This school is terribly over crowded, the building does
not have sufficient teaching space, the old design does not support good visibility for school
safety, the building itself has numerous infrastructure issues.

5/30/2018 8:48 AM

42 Both of my children attended this wonderful school. Whatever can be done to keep it thriving, I
support! It runs best as a smaller neighborhood school. If it got too big, I believe the cohesiveness
and community feeling would change. All of the teachers know all of the kids, and that is best
continued at its current size.

5/30/2018 8:46 AM

43 I would urge the district to do thorough and creative evaluation of options to renovate and retain
this building.

5/30/2018 8:46 AM

44 Camas is falling apart. Classrooms are overstuffed, it gets unbearably hot in sunny weather and
it's unsafe on 30th (and in regards to earthquakes). These students, so often forgotten over
schools like Edison and Charlemagne, need a new school!

5/30/2018 8:12 AM

45 No 5/30/2018 7:50 AM

46 I am familiar with this school and believe it should be replaced. 5/30/2018 7:44 AM

47 Yes 5/30/2018 6:44 AM

48 I completely support this 5/30/2018 6:41 AM

49 Yes please these kids deserve a more appropriate space. 5/30/2018 6:24 AM

50 Not necessary. 5/30/2018 6:18 AM

51 Yes 5/30/2018 6:06 AM

52 Good idea. Remodeling is typically more expensive than replacing from a long term capital
investment perspective

5/30/2018 5:53 AM

53 Not yet. Too expensive 5/30/2018 5:21 AM

54 That's great. 5/29/2018 10:42 PM

55 Great program, older building needs replacement 5/29/2018 9:23 PM

56 Would be more logical as temp building for Edison construction than Kinney option 5/29/2018 8:31 PM

57 Sounds as if time 5/29/2018 8:26 PM

58 Seems reasonable 5/29/2018 6:02 PM

59 Yes 5/29/2018 5:20 PM

60 It makes sense to rebuild Camas first. 5/29/2018 4:26 PM
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61 My house is much older than Camas Ridge. If it needs renovation, I renovate it. I don't tear it down
and build something new.

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

62 When I hear 'sustainable' I hear overly expensive. My desire is to build with sustainability in mind,
but be reasonable and not go to extreme sustainability measures. Choices should be cost-
effective

5/29/2018 4:13 PM

63 A new school that is energy efficient and conducive to current learning environments is needed. 5/29/2018 4:08 PM

64 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

65 When you say being designed for "security", do you mean how all the remodels were done making
schools essentially giant indefensible fish bowl of windows where any shooter has a clear line of
sight and no one can hide from them? Or, was actual security going to be made the priority over
design?

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

66 No 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

67 Sounds like a good idea. 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

68 I'm fine contributing to buildings but we need a way to bond for teachers and supplies as new
buildings without funding to educate the kids in the building is a road to no where

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

69 I support this 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

70 Good idea. Concerned about street parking. 5/29/2018 12:57 PM

71 100% in support. The building is not functioning in so many ways that it is a money pit to keep it
open.

5/29/2018 11:20 AM

72 Another great idea 5/29/2018 11:11 AM

73 As a beneficiary of a new building (Roosevelt), I'm all for building new schools. 5/29/2018 11:03 AM

74 I stongly support this. 5/29/2018 10:49 AM

75 YES! New building with more classrooms to anticipate growing numbers of students in the coming
years.

5/29/2018 10:29 AM

76 Sure 5/29/2018 10:11 AM

77 Yes, this is a vital need as well. 5/29/2018 9:46 AM

78 If it’s necessary please be conservative and simplify to cut costs? 5/29/2018 9:43 AM

79 Thank you for following through and putting Camas Ridge on the next bond measure. A new
building here is so very needed. Parents and community members in South Eugene will work hard
to get this bond passed!

5/29/2018 9:34 AM

80 Great! 5/29/2018 8:43 AM

81 I am not sure. 5/29/2018 8:23 AM

82 Do it 5/29/2018 8:15 AM

83 That sounds appropriate. 5/29/2018 7:45 AM

84 Yes, it needs to be replaced with larger capacity 5/29/2018 7:42 AM

85 Sounds good. 5/29/2018 7:08 AM

86 School needs replacement and redesign to be safer. My child is able to wander off the allowed
playground area and be hidden from teachers due to the current layout.

5/29/2018 12:34 AM

87 Our children attend Camas and love the school programs that teachers bring every day with
compassionate teaching. Giving the community a safe and sound building to continue their
education would be phenomenal. We would absolutely approve a bond in our area and across
Eugene to help invest in our community for the next 50+ years.

5/28/2018 9:58 PM

88 The school and the can not capacitate the number of students. NO classrooms largest number of
students and as one of the places that serves special needs it is struggling to meet the needs.
Students can not even get more than 15 minute lunches leaving our students with hot lunch only a
few minutes to eat.

5/28/2018 9:25 PM
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89 Yes! Thank you for putting this on the ballot. My children attend Camas, and I love the idea of first
building a new Camas and then housing Edison students in the building while their new building is
built.

5/28/2018 8:38 PM

90 no 5/28/2018 7:56 PM

91 Yes!!! 5/28/2018 7:20 PM

92 Renovation 5/28/2018 7:03 PM

93 Yes! I support replacing Camas and would actively campaign in its favor. 5/28/2018 6:57 PM

94 It is one of the oldest and should be rebuilt. It no longer fits the needs of the student population. Is
a school that houses behavioral students and should have additional space for these students.
Camas also has a very large student body with parents of low income and a new school would
benefit all students.

5/28/2018 5:56 PM

95 I think its worthwhile 5/28/2018 5:34 PM

96 We need smaller class sizes first and foremost. Existing building works fine from my
perspective,and can be retrofitted where necessary at a fraction of the cost to replace the school.
My son attends this school and although the building is aging, I do not see a needto replace it. I do
see a need for smaller class sizes.

5/28/2018 3:46 PM

97 It sounds like it's time for a new building 5/28/2018 3:35 PM

98 Absolutely! Our children spend a lot of time in these buildings and they need to be up-to-date and
safe.

5/28/2018 12:35 PM

99 seems necessary 5/28/2018 12:24 PM

100 Absolutely. All kids deserve a change to learn with the best materials and the building is included. 5/28/2018 9:33 AM

101 Yes. It is one of the older buildings in the district and had lead in many of the pipes throughout the
school.

5/28/2018 9:18 AM

102 Well over due and pivitol to student safety and health 5/28/2018 12:37 AM

103 neutral 5/27/2018 9:30 PM

104 It seems like we should be able to get a little more life out of this building. 5/27/2018 9:27 PM

105 Again, on the surface this sounds like a great idea. 5/27/2018 8:02 PM

106 I like the design of this building - 3 unconnected hallways - because it gets children outside and
into the fresh air as they move between classrooms.

5/27/2018 7:56 PM

107 Seems worthwhile 5/27/2018 7:11 PM

108 Yes 5/27/2018 4:45 PM

109 No thanks, this part of town gets lots of $$$, love, and attention already.?? Lets level the playing
field across town and not just reward the newer, wealthier, Californication in town.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

110 This should be replaced first with the intent to school the kids from Edison while that school is
constructed.

5/27/2018 12:54 PM

111 I want all kids to have a safe and efficient facility? 5/27/2018 12:41 PM

112 I am in favor of making improvements to Camas Ridge Elementary.. 5/27/2018 11:58 AM

113 Yes. It is long overdue. 5/27/2018 10:53 AM

114 I approve 5/27/2018 10:51 AM

115 Yes, Camas Ridge needs a better school. 5/27/2018 10:42 AM

116 see above 5/27/2018 7:58 AM

117 Definitely! This is a vibrant school filled with divesity(economical,ethnic and social). This school is
filled to capacity teaching rooms are held in the IMC,the library is in a classroom.

5/27/2018 6:40 AM

118 Why not a building for YG and Corridor? That’s TWO schools that need new homes. 5/27/2018 6:35 AM

119 Yes 5/27/2018 12:18 AM

120 I think this is also a good idea. 5/26/2018 9:22 PM
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121 I love Camas Ridge’s building and see no faults with that school. 5/26/2018 3:07 PM

122 Yes! 5/26/2018 1:19 PM

123 Very important to do. This building needs replacing. 5/26/2018 11:24 AM

124 They should replace it. 5/26/2018 10:20 AM

125 I believe this is the most needed changes. Camas is beyond outdated, it affects learning and there
is no space to grow. Class sizes are uncomfortably large many years and there is no space for
additional classrooms. There are problems with beat, mice, ect. Our children shouldn’t have to
learn under these conditions

5/26/2018 8:39 AM

126 This is the neighborhood school my kids went to. Seeing how efficient and lovely RMS is, I would
love to see a new Camas!

5/26/2018 8:25 AM

127 Yes, do this. The building is falling apart and was on the original bond plan a few years ago. Don't
reneg on this promise as the school is not meeting the needs of the teachers and students for
successful learning and growth.

5/26/2018 8:23 AM

128 A new school is needed. 5/26/2018 8:14 AM

129 See Sheldon comments above. 5/26/2018 8:05 AM

130 Yes, this is SO needed for the safety and health of students and staff. This school does not support
the number of students who attend. Classrooms, cafeteria, and gym are outdated and too small for
the amount of students who are required to use them everyday.

5/26/2018 7:56 AM

131 Yes, this is needed 5/26/2018 7:41 AM

132 yes but on the next bond because Edison students need to be housed in new school on Kinney
loop.

5/26/2018 6:50 AM

133 Sounds good 5/26/2018 6:04 AM

134 YES. I'm a Camas parent and volunteer, and I'm going to have children there through spring of
2026. I know how crowded the building is and what sorts of limitations we're dealing with due to
age. Please, please give us a new building.

5/26/2018 12:55 AM

135 It needs to be replaced! 5/25/2018 11:05 PM

136 I don't think that Camas Ridge can wait until the next bond. It is a health and safety hazard for the
children that go there.

5/25/2018 10:54 PM

137 I have kids at Camas Ridge. The building is fine. 5/25/2018 9:52 PM

138 Yes, I would love a new school for the camas kids! I would be amazing to have a real library,
music room and larger school gym with actual space for bleachers.

5/25/2018 9:34 PM

139 I am opposed to a new building 5/25/2018 9:14 PM

140 We are in great need of replacing Camas Ridge! The building is deteriorating, too small to
accommodate the growing south eugene population (and current enrollment), is not adequate to
withstand an earthquake, has poor heating and cooling, small cafeteria, old pipes, the list goes on
and on. We need to stop putting bandaids on such an old school and build a strong, safe, new,
larger school.

5/25/2018 9:10 PM

141 Go for it! I will almost always support new schools. 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

142 yes!!! Camas is in such need of a new building! 5/25/2018 8:49 PM

143 Yes, please. This was supposed to happen years ago after 4j closed Harris, Eastside and Parker. 5/25/2018 8:46 PM

144 Yes please! 5/25/2018 8:40 PM

145 Support but seems like a lower priority than Edison or Sheldon region 5/25/2018 7:41 PM

146 sounds good 5/25/2018 6:39 PM

147 Necessary. 5/25/2018 5:46 PM

148 South region is all ready getting one new elementary school. Share the love. 5/25/2018 5:41 PM

149 listen to what parents and teachers want 5/25/2018 5:15 PM
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150 I am against it. South Eugene residents received most of the new parkland from a bond for parks
that was supposed to be used for new parks throughout the city. Let their children play in their new
parks. They don't need new schools.

5/25/2018 4:19 PM

151 Do it! 5/25/2018 4:14 PM

152 Yes, needs replacing. 5/25/2018 4:11 PM

153 I agree. 5/25/2018 3:48 PM

154 Whatever. 5/25/2018 3:39 PM

155 Spend bond money on hardening the security of our current schools first 5/25/2018 3:37 PM

156 Yes I would support that. 5/25/2018 3:28 PM

157 Is a complete rebuild cheaper than updating the current? 5/25/2018 3:25 PM

158 Yes. Very needed. 5/25/2018 3:18 PM

159 Yes, we need to support our children to achieve! New schools, new schools, new schools! Camas
Ridge is in a great location to showcase Eugene's investment in our children's success.

5/25/2018 2:31 PM

160 Important, but not a top priority in my mind. 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

161 Great idea! 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

162 Build a bigger one and transfer Edison there 5/25/2018 2:02 PM

163 Good iea 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

164 Also a good idea 5/25/2018 1:44 PM

165 I'm horrified that this has taken so long. We were talking about this at least 5-6 years ago. We
were desperate then.

5/25/2018 1:41 PM

166 I believe Edison should be replaced first, as it has less capacity and space issues. I support a
rebuild of Camas, but after or in conjunction with an Edison re-build.

5/25/2018 1:40 PM

167 If you are going to replace Camas Ridge then build it big enough to take on Edison kids or replace
Canvas Ridge and Willard but not Edison.

5/25/2018 1:39 PM

168 Yes 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

169 build it. 5/25/2018 1:36 PM

170 Yes, please do this 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

171 I support this 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

172 Camas seems to be about the same age as Adams, so I am not sure why it needs to be replaced
with Adams does not.

5/25/2018 1:28 PM

173 Okay... 5/25/2018 1:26 PM

174 Please replace this school. 5/25/2018 1:18 PM

175 I support it, if needed 5/25/2018 1:17 PM

176 Much needed in this area. Perhaps build slightly larger on that site to redistribute some Edison
students to Camas— this would take pressure off building a larger school on the Edison site.

5/25/2018 1:15 PM

177 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

178 This one might be justified. There is little info in this small paragraph to support a 43 million dollar
new school need.

5/25/2018 1:03 PM

179 No opinion 5/25/2018 12:52 PM

180 Yes, I'm in favor. 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

181 My children went to school there and it definitely needs to be replaced. 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

182 Good idea. 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

183 Yes! 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

184 yes, needs to be replaced 5/25/2018 12:40 PM
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185 This one would be fine to replace. There is little architectural beauty in this building. 5/25/2018 12:33 PM

186 Renovate it, if it would cost about the same. It's a great campus where our kids went and it's a
great space, just needs some TLC.

5/25/2018 12:33 PM

187 Prioritize parent and teacher input; they know their needs best 5/25/2018 12:27 PM

188 Might be needed. 5/25/2018 12:25 PM

189 Absolutely! It’s a great site and contributes to a more equitable bond. 5/25/2018 12:22 PM

190 In favor. 5/25/2018 12:21 PM

191 Yes replacing this school is important. It's critical for students to feel safe and secure in their
learning environment. When they are always going into and using an old building it can impact
them negatively.

5/25/2018 12:20 PM

192 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

193 Is this truly a “need” or a “want”? Total replacement ? We are a throw away community. 5/24/2018 11:00 PM

194 Yes, please! A rebuild is so needed at this point to create equitable learning conditions for all of our
students!

5/24/2018 4:48 PM

195 i feel it would be a good idea 5/24/2018 4:02 PM

196 Camas Ridge may be older, but it doesn't appear to have the growth of the Sheldon area. 5/24/2018 2:38 PM

197 Why does it need replaced beside 1949 old building? 5/24/2018 2:34 PM

198 Yes, they need a new school ! 5/24/2018 12:43 PM

199 Yes. 5/24/2018 10:02 AM

200 Why give into the people who scream the loudest? 5/24/2018 9:49 AM

201 Taxes are too high and the district needs to make use of existing facilities. 5/24/2018 9:41 AM

202 There is always talk of modern teaching environments but if your teachers aren’t given training on
how to utilize then it’s a waste of money.

5/24/2018 6:47 AM

203 I support it 5/24/2018 6:38 AM

204 I support this. 5/24/2018 3:31 AM

205 Nice building, my kid played chess in the after school program. Can't it be just renovated? 5/23/2018 11:04 PM

206 It certainly seems like they need a new building. 5/23/2018 10:42 PM

207 agreed 5/23/2018 9:48 PM

208 South has the most elementary schools, and they all have the lowest enrollment in the district.
Camas Ridge and Edison are competing for the same residents. Rebuild Edison with 600+
capacity and demolish Camas Ridge.

5/23/2018 9:25 PM

209 Two projects in South Eugene seems unfairly weighted towards an already high income part of
town.

5/23/2018 9:09 PM

210 yes. 5/23/2018 8:17 PM

211 Camas Ridge gets replaced but YG has NO home? Other than being shoved into a middle
school? Why not invest in YG so it no longer has to be co-located?

5/23/2018 7:53 PM

212 Silver Lea has a worse score - what do be done for YG and Corridor? 5/23/2018 7:46 PM

213 Is this an alternative school? What about other funding? 5/23/2018 7:24 PM

214 I'm not sure why rebuilding this school comes above building a school for the 500+ elementary
school kids you will be displacing by demolishing the Silver Lea building, which houses Corridor
and Yujin Gakuen.

5/23/2018 7:07 PM

215 I am not supportive of this decision 5/23/2018 5:51 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 I would like to hear whether the school board would be willing to entertain an option of building
new school on the lower part of the existing Camas Ridge site, and using that school to house
Edison students while Edison school is being rebuilt.

6/4/2018 1:46 PM
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2 I 6/3/2018 8:06 AM

3 Full disclosure of any technical reports that describe the condition of the building and a full
evaluation of sustainability and economics outlining how this new building would be more
sustainable than the current building. Furthermore, due diligence with Oregon laws is required!
You must navigate the Section 106 process if you are to remove an historically significant building,
which you should not do in the first place. Furthermore, I would like to see what work you have
done to evaluate possibilities for rehabilitation and retrofitting and what options have been
explored for keeping this building and simply upgrading it and maintaining it to meet the needs.

5/31/2018 9:35 AM

4 When would this be happening? 5/31/2018 9:23 AM

5 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:09 AM

6 What would student capacity be? Possible to add more seats to each of the rebuilds instead of a
whole new school?

5/30/2018 10:07 PM

7 Can Buena Vista get the hand-me-downs from their playground. Since they'll have a new school,
provably will get a new playground.

5/30/2018 8:30 PM

8 none, please rebuild Camas 5/30/2018 7:14 PM

9 I want to see the report on the building’s condition and would also like to see the facilities plan. I’d
like to see what kind of new design 4J is considering, and whether there has been any discussion
of integrating the old building (or parts of it) into the new design.

5/30/2018 6:24 PM

10 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:21 PM

11 None. I support this. 5/30/2018 1:55 PM

12 Why do buildings last for centuries in Europe, but you complain after a few decades? 5/30/2018 11:49 AM

13 None. ANY investment in Education is well spent. There is no higher priority. 5/30/2018 11:29 AM

14 Don't ask, listen: we wamt you to repair older buildings, not replace them. 5/30/2018 10:06 AM

15 Same questions as above (for Sheldon school). 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

16 I would like to see a cost-benefit analysis performed by a qualified independent professional of 2 to
3 renovation scenarios for the building.

5/30/2018 8:46 AM

17 How much opex would be saved by a new building? 5/30/2018 8:07 AM

18 I don't know what factors are counted to make a decision on which buildling will be the next to be
replaced. I feel that SEHS is really aging and YG buildling as well. They have multiple portables as
classrooms and they are not ideal learning spaces for childrens. They have mold issues, etc.

5/29/2018 10:42 PM

19 How many students attend the school? Is a remodel possible? 5/29/2018 9:17 PM

20 Cost to taxpapers based on their property taxes 5/29/2018 6:02 PM

21 What exactly is the problem with the existing school building? All we have here is an indication
that it is old.

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

22 Can the existing site be used? 5/29/2018 4:13 PM

23 Is there a possibility of dedicating a behavioral support facility for those students that are not to the
point of being at Jasper/Fox Hollow, but who are also incapable of being in class successfully
where they could get smaller class size, more support and then find success to eventually (1 or 2
school years at most) return to gen ed. Camas Ridge could be restored for this purpose or we
could take back Coburg Charter.

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

24 What will be the capacity? What is the current capacity? 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

25 Is 4j lobbying to change the arcane funding structure for schools in Oregon? We are desperate for
more public school funding. I'm offended that teachers are paying for supplies and its absurd that
all of our schools are not at the top of the county when the USA is on the bottom internationally ...

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

26 What is the capacity (# of students)? 5/29/2018 1:26 PM

27 What is the build and replace plan? How will it be done cooperatively with other school needs? 5/29/2018 11:20 AM
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28 The main issue is cost - what the cost of a new building is against the maintenance of an older
building and what the benefits of a new building would be. RMS is a great space but the most
important part of education, in my mind, is not the space so much as the quality of instruction. As
long as the space is not detrimental, the cost-benefit needs to tilt in the direction of new building.

5/29/2018 11:03 AM

29 Are there improvements we can make in the meantime or in the event we cannot build a new
school?

5/29/2018 10:49 AM

30 Edison and Camas are practically on top of each other. Why are we asking for a taxpayer bond to
rebuild two general-focus South region schools that are practically on top of each other when we
might save several millions of dollars of taxpayer money and build a single school for these
students in a central location? (repeated question below in the Edison Questions section)

5/29/2018 10:25 AM

31 Same comment as above 5/29/2018 10:11 AM

32 Will the new building be build on the current property? 5/29/2018 9:43 AM

33 How can we best help to get this measure passed? 5/29/2018 9:34 AM

34 its also one of the least safe schools with multiple entry points and right on 30th, multiple buildings.
there is not deterrent from potential breeches of security

5/28/2018 9:25 PM

35 Can we make sure that the playground does not face 30th Ave? It is so noisy for the kids when
they are playing and cars are zooming by.

5/28/2018 8:38 PM

36 Who will inform the type of building that is created for Camas? Will the new school be built on the
existing site (in the field area)? How is the cost determined?

5/28/2018 6:57 PM

37 What is the cost of improvements vs replacing? 5/28/2018 3:18 PM

38 How would the murals in place be incorporated into the new building? Would he new building offer
special features for the high risk population of this campus? Also, being a regional behavior
campus would there be budgeted security implementation to protect students and staff?

5/28/2018 12:37 AM

39 What are the estimated annual savings in operating costs due to increased efficiency? 5/27/2018 9:27 PM

40 Where would you build this new school? Will it affect the education of the children during the
building phase? What kind of community disruptions are you expecting and how long will they last?
What will happen to the old building, it's materials, and the land?

5/27/2018 8:02 PM

41 Not sure why the current building is not working so i’d want to learn details about its poor condition 5/27/2018 7:56 PM

42 What are costs of renovation for comparison? (I know in the past it has not been significantly less
expensive for a lower quality final product, but worth checking)

5/27/2018 7:11 PM

43 Why doesn't Yujin Gakuen receive any consideration? 5/27/2018 12:41 PM

44 In favor as long as it includes a new NE high school 5/27/2018 11:01 AM

45 see above 5/27/2018 7:58 AM

46 Charlemagne really needs improvements, but I see nothing wrong with Camas. Their art and
culture is suffice.

5/26/2018 3:07 PM

47 I would like to see building plans, as the lot is large and slopped. 5/26/2018 8:25 AM

48 Can this school and the Edison community join together into one school? 5/26/2018 8:23 AM

49 Why is the cost so much less than the proposal of a Coburg Road school? Why can’t all school
cost relative the same amount to build? Is social status of the area a reflection of the proposed
costs and amenities that a school is given?

5/26/2018 8:14 AM

50 See Sheldon comments above. PLUS: OTHER MISTAKES to avoid at new schools 1) Cafeteria is
an echo chamber: ceiling is too high and not sound insulated 2) There is no hallway to the music
room. Students must walk through gym to get to music room. Every transition (at least 8 per day)
requires 4 classes (2 music and 2 PE: one arriving and one leaving) to be funneling through the
gym doors at the same time creating great potential for noise, chaos and disruption. 3) Media
center is noisy and wall-less, sound travels freely in and out. 4) Howard and Camino have
thousands of square feet of high, vaulted cielings creating common areas (gym, cafeteria, media
center) that are noisy echo-chambers. Meanwhile classrooms are made too small.

5/26/2018 8:05 AM

51 Is replacing better than renovating? 5/26/2018 7:41 AM

52 On this one, I don't have any. 5/26/2018 12:55 AM
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53 none 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

54 How do you decide which buildings to rebuild first, given that so many need to be replaced? 5/25/2018 7:11 PM

55 Would the new Camas Ridge school replace other schools in the area, such as Edgewood 5/25/2018 6:07 PM

56 Why wasn't this on the initial bond proposal? Why is it now? 5/25/2018 5:41 PM

57 How many students does this elementary school currently serve and is this area slated to grow as
much as other regions of the district? What is the socioeconomic mix that this school serves?

5/25/2018 4:17 PM

58 The plan for relocating students. 5/25/2018 3:18 PM

59 Is it possible to combine Camas Ridge and Edison? 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

60 see above. 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

61 see above 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

62 Capacity for this school is not listed as it is for the other 2 propposed elementary schools. 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

63 N/A 5/25/2018 1:26 PM

64 Again, make sure the construction is of the highest standard for withstanding an earthquake to
ensue a safe community Emergency center if needed

5/25/2018 1:15 PM

65 The last 2 bonds have not included Churchill Area Schools. Please provide information on other
schools and projected growth in those areas.

5/25/2018 12:51 PM

66 Can the school district sell off the land at the old Willard school building to pay for any
improvements or teacher funding?

5/25/2018 12:48 PM

67 I would want to know what impact making this a priority would have on other schools in need. 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

68 None 5/25/2018 12:34 PM

69 The only concern is that the South region is getting more new buildings than some other regions.
Roosevelt, Edison, Camas...

5/25/2018 12:25 PM

70 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

71 Can the school be upgraded? Instead of replace. This is our money people. 5/24/2018 11:00 PM

72 Is this area growing more than the other areas? 5/24/2018 2:38 PM

73 Do you plan on have high tech to secure students from shooters, etc. Comments on the new
schools is there is too much glass in front, easy way in if broken.

5/24/2018 2:34 PM

74 Has a K-8 school been considered housing elemntary and middle school aged students? 5/24/2018 12:43 PM

75 It is pretty much a mirror image of Adams...why Camas and not Adams? 5/24/2018 6:47 AM

76 How did Camas Ridge move ahead in line from the facilities report in 2012 for needing
replacement before silver lea? The YG/Corridor building should not be “upgraded” in it’s status of
condition because there are 2 nearby schools that are new. Clearly, the building is considered to
be in worse condition than CR, otherwise, why knock it down to build a new North. Knock it down
and rebuild a new Elementary or K-8 building.

5/23/2018 11:34 PM

77 Kelly MS is an older building. Why isn't that being address first? Shouldn't you go oldests building
first?

5/23/2018 11:04 PM

78 Is this the oldest building being replaced or are there older buildings that need attention first. 5/23/2018 10:42 PM

79 Who is effected? Who suffers? What is the environmental and community impact? 5/23/2018 8:17 PM

80 Why Camas Ridge and not YG? Or why not ADD YG to this bond as well as Camas RIdge? 5/23/2018 7:53 PM

81 If you build a new school, would you have more than 1 program in the school? Would you place
the Chinese Immersion in this school as well?

5/23/2018 7:24 PM

82 where are these children being relocated during the construction, and where is it going to be
located, as it does not state in your explination

5/23/2018 4:26 PM
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95.48% 211

33.48% 74

Q7 Replace Edison Elementary School building: Edison Elementary
School, built in 1926, is 4J’s oldest school building. It is in very poor

structural and seismic condition and is poorly designed for today’s school
programs. A new school building at the current site, with a capacity of
450 students, would continue to serve neighborhood families, support

modern teaching and learning activities, be efficient and sustainable, and
be designed with safety and school security in mind. It could be

designed to fit into the neighborhood and reflect the historic character of
the current school building. Multilevel parking will not be required if

current discussions with the City of Eugene result successfully in a code
variance, and is not included in the estimated cost.  As the Edison site
does not have space to keep the current school building in operation

while a new school building is constructed, either the school at Kinney
Loop or Camas Ridge would be built first and would house Edison

students during the construction of the new Edison Elementary
School. (Cost: ~$45 million) 

Answered: 221 Skipped: 379

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT REPLACING THE EDISON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BUILDING?

DATE

1 I favor replacing or rebuilding Edison School. I favor keeping some parts of the original school. It's
a shame that we have so little to show for ourselves as a community with respect to our historic
schools and close-in neighborhoods. History is not a value that is well supported by 4J.

6/4/2018 4:47 PM

2 Only if they take on the Glenwood and Laurel Valley students that are closer anyway. 6/4/2018 3:47 PM

3 I strongly support replacing Edison school. 6/4/2018 1:46 PM

4 Makes sense 6/4/2018 10:01 AM

5 I am totally opposed. I think that it should be closed and boundaries redrawn. 6/3/2018 1:01 PM

6 I oppose - time to close Edison and consolidate with Camas Ridge 6/3/2018 8:06 AM

7 Ditto above. 6/1/2018 11:37 AM

8 We cannot continue to send our children into an unsafe building. I support this cost. 6/1/2018 6:58 AM

9 Use existing funding 5/31/2018 9:06 PM

10 Defer to knowledgeable staff. 5/31/2018 9:00 PM

11 Much needed. 5/31/2018 8:41 PM

12 Definitely needs to be replaced. Safety is currently a major concern for me. I would like very much
for the historic character to be preserved. I do not ilke the option of students attending other
schools during construction, however, I have no solutions to offer to that problem.

5/31/2018 5:06 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about replacing the Edison Elementary School building?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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13 It would be irresponsible to demolish such a highly historically significant building in Eugene!
Edison school is attractive to the community because of its history and historic character. Keep the
current building, and simply make changes. Telling the public that this school is not sustainable or
seismically sound without first releasing data to support that claim is negligent. The district must be
held accountable for exploring options for these incredible buildings! I entered my child in the
lottery to attend this school simply because of its historic character, and even though we did not
get a spot, it is still a treasure in my opinion. Please do not remove it.

5/31/2018 9:35 AM

14 Definitely put in a new building here. This place has reached museum status. 5/31/2018 6:56 AM

15 I find it telling that you propose to build a brand new (though I'm sure needed) building to replace
Edison (another South region school), while at the same time proposing to demolish the Silver Lea
building in North region without an appropriate plan in place for YG/Corridor.

5/31/2018 12:09 AM

16 Any chance of saving the super cute front facade and modernizing the rest? 5/30/2018 10:07 PM

17 seems like a good idea. Needs accessibility updates for sure 5/30/2018 9:36 PM

18 Needed- some concerns about having Edisom kids travel that far for school. 5/30/2018 9:13 PM

19 How awesome to have a new school. 5/30/2018 8:30 PM

20 Makes sense 5/30/2018 7:16 PM

21 Absolutely NOT. Demolition of this landmark-quality building is a lazy, short-sighted, and wasteful
option. With some thought and creativity, this building can be rehabilitated/renovated for future
generations to enjoy and appreciate while still having the advantage of a state-of-the-art facility.
Modern amenities are not only for new construction; they can be creatively integrated into historic
buildings as well; communities all over the country are upgrading their historic school buildings,
and so can Eugene. Seismic upgrades are also absolutely possible. Choose an architect with
experience in dealing with modern upgrades to historic buildings, and keep this one in place as a
key component of the character of the South University neighborhood. As for space, the current
school form could easily be added to (along the south/southwest facade) without negatively
affecting the historic north and east facades. If deemed necessary, the 1950 addition could
potentially be removed and replaced to provide additional space. In short, there are a number of
ways that modern educational programming can be accommodated in a rehabilitated version of
this building.

5/30/2018 6:24 PM

22 SAFETY IS KEY,YES 5/30/2018 4:29 PM

23 Much needed improvement. 5/30/2018 4:21 PM

24 Close Edison. Let it become a community center or some sort of mixed use building. Transporting
kids to and from a different school while Edison is being rebuilt isn't what is in the best interest of
kids. Rebuild Willard or Parker and Camas for the SE families. Parking will always be a problem.
Parents have way too much power at Edison.

5/30/2018 2:42 PM

25 This is an historic building. Why do we always tear down wonderful buildings in Eugene? Is there
no other option?

5/30/2018 1:55 PM

26 I do not think it makes sense to bus Edison students all the way over to North Gilham area. The
only option should be to build the Camas Ridge building and bus them there.

5/30/2018 12:59 PM

27 Too expensive. 5/30/2018 11:49 AM

28 Good idea, the bond would be appropriately used for this purpose. Even better would be iof the
State of Oregon would start investing in its own future and provide significantly more funds for K-
12 Schools and Universities

5/30/2018 11:29 AM

29 No! No! No! This is a beautiful old building! 5/30/2018 10:06 AM

30 Yes, please. It's in bad shape. 5/30/2018 10:04 AM

31 Would support 5/30/2018 9:57 AM

32 Don't make students commute all the way to Kinney Loop from Edison neighborhood. The new
Camas Ridge is a much better option.

5/30/2018 9:52 AM

33 This is badly needed, and overdue. It will be too late for my kids, but I'm very supportive. 5/30/2018 9:14 AM

34 It's a historic building. I would love to see it saved. I definitely want to see a school at that site. 5/30/2018 9:08 AM

35 Makes sense 5/30/2018 8:54 AM
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36 Neighborhood school! 5/30/2018 8:46 AM

37 I would urge the district to do thorough and creative evaluation of options to renovate and retain
this building.

5/30/2018 8:46 AM

38 Build Camas first and put the Edison kids at Kinney Loop while a new Edison is constructed. 5/30/2018 8:12 AM

39 No 5/30/2018 7:50 AM

40 Edison needs to be replaced. 5/30/2018 7:44 AM

41 I know that the parents there are forceful, but I believe that Edison could be combined with Camas
Ridge and save the district $40-$50 million.

5/30/2018 7:23 AM

42 Yes 5/30/2018 6:44 AM

43 I completely support this 5/30/2018 6:41 AM

44 This building is not designed for modern education. 5/30/2018 6:24 AM

45 In recent years architects in Eugene suggested this was not necessary. 5/30/2018 6:18 AM

46 Yes 5/30/2018 6:06 AM

47 I agree that it must fit historical character 5/30/2018 5:53 AM

48 not sure the area warrants a new school at this time 5/30/2018 5:21 AM

49 I wonder how the kids will be bussed to the temporary buildling. 4j can sell that property and
purchase somewhere, little further than the university area, where it's more affordable.

5/29/2018 10:42 PM

50 historic building 5/29/2018 9:23 PM

51 The parking at Edison is an issue. It is particularly difficult for substitute teacher and EAs. 5/29/2018 8:40 PM

52 New camas building use for Edison construction is better option than Kinney 5/29/2018 8:31 PM

53 If needed, replace 5/29/2018 8:26 PM

54 I want to see this historical building SAVED. Could school be built elsewhere? 5/29/2018 6:02 PM

55 Yes 5/29/2018 5:20 PM

56 Edison is precious to me as both my child and myself attended it. Please keep it cute and keep the
cars/parking away.

5/29/2018 4:26 PM

57 My house is much older than Camas Ridge. If it needs renovation, I renovate it. I don't tear it down
and build something new.

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

58 It needs to be replaced. 5/29/2018 4:08 PM

59 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

60 Very scary If there is an earthquake. Make building a priority. Camas ridge over Kinney loop for
sure as a relocation site for rebuild. Or old village school ( Willard) would be best in order to speed
up getting kids out of Edison before the earthquake hits.

5/29/2018 3:32 PM

61 If the school was redesigned to include a behavior program rather than those students being sent
to other schools, then yes.

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

62 No 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

63 I would rather see the building saved and designated on the National Historic Site. 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

64 I'm fine contributing to buildings but we need a way to bond for teachers and supplies as new
buildings without funding to educate the kids in the building is a road to no where

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

65 I support this 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

66 Good idea. Concerned about parking for local neighborhood. 5/29/2018 12:57 PM

67 I'm not convinced that the current location is the right place to build a new building. It is a small lot.
The location is not conducive to parking and traffic control.

5/29/2018 11:20 AM

68 needs to be done for sure 5/29/2018 11:11 AM

69 I have never been in Edison but I believe it when people say that it needs to be replaced. 5/29/2018 11:03 AM
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70 Support 5/29/2018 10:49 AM

71 YES! New building with more classrooms to anticipate growing numbers of students in the coming
years.

5/29/2018 10:29 AM

72 My kids went there, and we LOVE the red brick. 5/29/2018 10:11 AM

73 This building needs to be replaced, as well. 5/29/2018 9:46 AM

74 If it’s necessary please be conservative and simplify to cut costs!!! 5/29/2018 9:43 AM

75 I hope some of the historical character is indeed retained. 5/29/2018 9:34 AM

76 I support our school district's plan to replace Edison Elementary School. 5/29/2018 8:53 AM

77 Great! 5/29/2018 8:43 AM

78 This definitely needs to happen. I think it is more of a priority than Camas Ridge. 5/29/2018 8:23 AM

79 Yup 5/29/2018 8:15 AM

80 Needs to happen. 5/29/2018 7:45 AM

81 This building also needs to be replaced with larger capacity 5/29/2018 7:42 AM

82 YES!!! 5/29/2018 7:08 AM

83 good strategies for saving money why building 5/28/2018 9:25 PM

84 Great. Love the idea of replacing both Camas and Edison. If voters don't approve this, perhaps
you could sell the school to the McMenamin brothers and they could build a hotel!

5/28/2018 8:38 PM

85 no 5/28/2018 7:56 PM

86 Seems important 5/28/2018 7:20 PM

87 Renovation 5/28/2018 7:03 PM

88 It should be replaced. 5/28/2018 5:56 PM

89 I think it is important that students have safe buidlings with good learning environments and if they
can be energy efficient that is an additional bonus

5/28/2018 5:34 PM

90 Yes! Keep our schools up-to-date 5/28/2018 12:35 PM

91 any possibility to maintain some historic elements? 5/28/2018 12:24 PM

92 The kids need space to properly allow their programs and classes. 5/28/2018 9:33 AM

93 This building is an historic treasure. Relocate Edison and keep the building for other uses. 5/28/2018 9:18 AM

94 Yes! 5/28/2018 12:37 AM

95 sounds like it needs renovating. 5/27/2018 9:30 PM

96 It makes sense to replace the oldest school building in the district. 5/27/2018 9:27 PM

97 This sounds more thought through. 5/27/2018 8:02 PM

98 It should look as much like the current building as possible. 5/27/2018 7:56 PM

99 It's a shame to see such a historic building be demolished, but it definitely needs serious
renovation

5/27/2018 7:11 PM

100 Yes 5/27/2018 4:45 PM

101 If it was to be replaced all of the $$$ and attention upgrading this school was a big waste of
taxpayer $$$. This school, and the schools in this part of town, have a long list for school choice
and many people using phoney addresses to get in. The community has voted that these are the
best schools, receive the love and $$$ and the most desirable already. The community has voted.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

102 Yes, high priority to replace such a dated building. 5/27/2018 12:54 PM

103 The safety of our children is incredibly important. 5/27/2018 12:41 PM

104 Whatever is necessary to keep Edison Elementary school operating into the future. 5/27/2018 11:58 AM
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105 It is such a pretty building that we should consider at least saving a part ( front entrance) for
historical reasons. Too many buildings with historical value have evaporated in this town already.
However, Edison clearly needs heavy renovation/ reconstruction but with a sense of historical
conservation

5/27/2018 10:53 AM

106 I approve 5/27/2018 10:51 AM

107 Should be a priority due to age. 5/27/2018 10:49 AM

108 Yes, Edison needs to be rebuilt. 5/27/2018 10:42 AM

109 see above 5/27/2018 7:58 AM

110 Build Camas first and then house Edison in old building while a new Edison is being built. 5/27/2018 6:40 AM

111 Fair enough. 5/27/2018 6:35 AM

112 I think this too is necessary. I also appreciate that the integrity of the neighborhood is being taken
in to consideration in regards to the design of the new building.

5/26/2018 9:22 PM

113 Edison is a beautiful vintage building- keep that beauty! 5/26/2018 3:07 PM

114 Yep. 5/26/2018 1:19 PM

115 It needs to be upgraded. 5/26/2018 11:24 AM

116 I have several friends with children at Edison. I would love to see them get a new building. 5/26/2018 10:20 AM

117 Replace brick building and have adequate parking. 5/26/2018 8:41 AM

118 A camas ridge rebuild is what is needed. Camas is situated where Wdiaon and former Parker
families can go. An Edison rebuild does not benefit the most people in South Eugene. It’s is for a
small community. We need a South Eugene rebuild that will benefit the most people

5/26/2018 8:39 AM

119 I believe the Edison building should be kept for it historic nature. Could 4j sell it to say, a
McMennimins, and build on property close by?

5/26/2018 8:25 AM

120 No, don't build a new Edison. The school can be merged with others that are very nearby like
Camas Ridge. This site is too small. Sell it to McMennamins or somesuch as a destination spot
and have more funding to support future students in the district.

5/26/2018 8:23 AM

121 Rebuild this school. High priority. 5/26/2018 8:14 AM

122 See above. 5/26/2018 8:05 AM

123 Yes 5/26/2018 7:56 AM

124 Definitely needed. 5/26/2018 7:41 AM

125 Yes and please make it look like an old campus building like it does now. Bussing students to new
building is good idea during construction.

5/26/2018 6:50 AM

126 Sounds good. 5/26/2018 6:04 AM

127 It sounds like it's necessary. I know the Camas Ridge community would welcome the Edison
families during the transition time.

5/26/2018 12:55 AM

128 Both of my kids went to Edison for all 6 years ... the building needs to be replace but please keep
the historical features of the front of the current building.

5/25/2018 11:05 PM

129 Needed to be replaced when I was a kid in the 90's. It was not because people loved its
architecture, definitely a mistake. Kids should be able to be safe and healthy in schools.

5/25/2018 10:54 PM

130 No opinion 5/25/2018 9:14 PM

131 It seems like a great idea to rebuild Camas, temporarily move Edison students to the old Camas
while a new Edison is built. Then the old Camas can get torn down.

5/25/2018 9:10 PM

132 Go for it! I will almost always support new schools. 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

133 Keep this historical building and update, include an addition 5/25/2018 8:46 PM

134 Fast track it! 5/25/2018 8:40 PM

135 Support 5/25/2018 7:41 PM

136 okay 5/25/2018 6:39 PM
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137 It makes sense to replace Edison, because it's the oldest school, dangerous in the case of
earthquakes, and it does not cater to alter-abled students/staff/parents

5/25/2018 6:18 PM

138 Most necessary. 5/25/2018 5:46 PM

139 Clearly a need. 5/25/2018 5:41 PM

140 listen to what parents and teachers want 5/25/2018 5:15 PM

141 I agree that the school building needs to be replaced 5/25/2018 4:59 PM

142 Will it be designed to fit into the neighborhood or is that it “could” be? 5/25/2018 4:40 PM

143 It's not necessary. It is just fine the way it is. The building should be on the National Register of
Historic Places. Plus, South Eugene residents can educate their children in their shiny new parks.

5/25/2018 4:19 PM

144 Why wouldn't Edison students be moved into the old Village school site (29th and Willamette area)
during the construction phase? That seems closer than Kinney Loop or Camas Ridge and might
allow for a faster completion of the project.

5/25/2018 4:17 PM

145 About time! 5/25/2018 4:14 PM

146 Yes, must replace this school. Strong anchor for the 4J Disctrict. 5/25/2018 4:11 PM

147 Why would spend so much money on such a small site? If a new Camas Ridge can temporarily
accommodate the Edison students than in can accommodate them long term. Camas Ridge is a
large site, build a larger school and combine the schools. They are only a few blocks from each
other.

5/25/2018 3:48 PM

148 Leave it alone. The neighborhood doesn't want a new school. Edison is walkable and the historic
nature fits the area well. 4J needs to listen to what the parents and students want. We do not want
our kids at Camas.

5/25/2018 3:39 PM

149 Spend bond money on hardening the security of our current schools first. Sell Edison to
McMenamins if they are interested.

5/25/2018 3:37 PM

150 Is a complete rebuild cheaper than updating the current? 5/25/2018 3:25 PM

151 Yes- but I'd like to see historic context remain. 5/25/2018 3:18 PM

152 Eugene has so little historic fabric remaining. I would like to restore the existing building with an
addition.

5/25/2018 2:32 PM

153 This school really needs to be updated, the owercrowded rooms affect the student’s quality of
learning and it seems like a health hazard

5/25/2018 2:31 PM

154 Yes, we need to support our children to achieve! New schools, new schools, new schools! This one
is ready to become a McMenamin's hotel. Time for a new school!

5/25/2018 2:31 PM

155 Edison is pretty dated and way too small. I would support it as a top priority only if it came with
expected increase in teaching staff.

5/25/2018 2:07 PM

156 Great Idea! 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

157 Not worth it.The fact that kids are in it right now is unbelievable. It's a total earthquake hazard and
kids are packed in the basement!

5/25/2018 2:02 PM

158 I love the character of that building and woul hate to see it torn down. If it’s not working as a school
anymore is there another site that’s you could build at? Instead of rebuilding on a site that has
such historic significance and character?

5/25/2018 1:45 PM

159 I really like this historic building. I wish there was a better option than to rebuild. 5/25/2018 1:44 PM

160 I'm sure it would be nice, but I think the parents enjoy the historic nature of the building. 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

161 Edison lacks space. It’s time to replace this aging building. 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

162 Do not replace Edison at all. It should be shut down. 5/25/2018 1:39 PM

163 No, this building should be saved as a historic site. Find another site that can accomodate a new
school for this region

5/25/2018 1:37 PM

164 build it 5/25/2018 1:36 PM

165 Yes, please do this 5/25/2018 1:33 PM
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166 I support this 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

167 Edison has a lot of charming character and it would be appreciated if some of the historic brick
walls along the street fronts could be retained.

5/25/2018 1:28 PM

168 Okay... 5/25/2018 1:26 PM

169 Renovate this school 5/25/2018 1:18 PM

170 Yes I support it 5/25/2018 1:17 PM

171 This school is absolutely essential in keeping the integrity of a historic Eugene neighborhood
intact. Keeping the Elements of the facade or a design nodding to its historic elements would be
nice but the most important thing is that the school remains in the South University Neighborhood
at walking distance for families living in this area. The seismic specs again are critical. Schools are
always designated by the American Rad Cross as Emergency Center in case of catastrophe.
Please make sure all new schools are built to the highest seismic standards.

5/25/2018 1:15 PM

172 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

173 Obviously you will need to prioritize here. Which of the elementary schools will you build? Cant
possibly build them all.

5/25/2018 1:03 PM

174 I am strongly opposed to replacing Edison. I support seismic and accessiblity upgrades to the
current school.

5/25/2018 1:02 PM

175 No opinion 5/25/2018 12:52 PM

176 Yes, I'm in favor 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

177 I can see a lot of parent resistance in replacing this building/ 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

178 Great idea. 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

179 Yes! 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

180 No, Edison should be seismically retrofit, expanded and addition built on if necessary, but do not
raze this historic building.

5/25/2018 12:40 PM

181 Any school that is in poor seismic condition needs to be replaced ASAP. 5/25/2018 12:34 PM

182 I am strongly opposed to the removal of this building. This is 4J's last building that is of any
architectural or historical interest. It would be better to renovate the existing building, with an eye
to preserving as much as possible, for student use. Don't tear it down, please!

5/25/2018 12:33 PM

183 Renovate! 5/25/2018 12:33 PM

184 Prioritize parent and teacher input; they know their needs best 5/25/2018 12:27 PM

185 Priority rebuild. 5/25/2018 12:25 PM

186 This is not optional. 5/25/2018 12:21 PM

187 Yes replacing this school is important. It's critical for students to feel safe and secure in their
learning environment. When they are always going into and using an old building it can impact
them negatively.

5/25/2018 12:20 PM

188 This building is not appropriate for the needs of modern education. The district should sell it. The
spaces are poorly ventilated. The handicapped access is not appropriate. It is cold/hot/ and loud. A
terrible learning space.

5/25/2018 11:44 AM

189 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

190 I’d rather see the money spent on the mind and hearts of our kids instead of the material objects.
What about safety? What about guidance for the hard to manage kids. Electives like music and
outdoor school??? Fund an expierence not a material facade.

5/24/2018 11:00 PM

191 This is a much needed rebuild as well. To reduce burden on parents, having a temporary
placement in the south region seems like an ideal option.

5/24/2018 4:48 PM

192 I went to edison and I thought it was very old. yes I think it would be a good Idea 5/24/2018 4:02 PM

193 If you build a new Edison school, please have them be sent to a NEW Kinney Loop school. It is
hard enough to have to bus kids into another school. Having a new Kinney Loop school would be
ideal.

5/24/2018 2:38 PM
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194 Concerned that too many elementary schools are in need, build fewer with more space. 5/24/2018 2:34 PM

195 Yes 5/24/2018 12:43 PM

196 They don't want it done so don't do it. 5/24/2018 9:49 AM

197 You will get nothing but push back from the parents AGAIN on replacing Edison. Additionally,
Taxes are too high and the district needs to make use of existing facilities.

5/24/2018 9:41 AM

198 Sounds like a lot of things up in the air with this. Without a concrete plan I would not support this. 5/24/2018 6:47 AM

199 I support it 5/24/2018 6:38 AM

200 I support this 5/24/2018 3:31 AM

201 Sell it, it should become an historical landmark. 5/23/2018 11:34 PM

202 It is old so that's understandable. 5/23/2018 11:04 PM

203 This certainly seems like a good idea. 5/23/2018 10:42 PM

204 most definitely agree 5/23/2018 9:48 PM

205 Rebuild Edison with a capacity of 600+ and demolish Camas Ridge. 5/23/2018 9:25 PM

206 No issue with this, but it is a second project for South Eugene. 5/23/2018 9:09 PM

207 As the oldest free-standing school in Eugene, the historic old building should somehow be
preserved. If not on-site, then maybe it could be moved to the fairgrounds and turned into a new
Lane County History Museum. Eugene tears down too many historic buildings, and loses
charachter every time.

5/23/2018 8:17 PM

208 I understand that it needs to be replaced. 5/23/2018 7:53 PM

209 I love the feel and architure of this building, would you build another one with similar
characteristics?

5/23/2018 7:24 PM

210 Edison completely deserves a rebuild and should be the highest priority on the bond. 5/23/2018 7:07 PM

211 at least there is a plan for the displaced students, unlike those at YG and Corridor 5/23/2018 4:26 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 why so much money? Use a reasonably priced architect like Springfield did. 6/4/2018 3:47 PM

2 N/A 6/4/2018 1:46 PM

3 As I mention above, reports and data to support claims that this building is no longer usable.
These are false and creative solutions should be explored immediately.

5/31/2018 9:35 AM

4 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:09 AM

5 How many students? Any chance of using the space for something else other than a segregated
neighborhood school for overprivileged faculty kids?

5/30/2018 10:07 PM

6 no parking structure please 5/30/2018 9:36 PM

7 I want to see the engineers/architects report stating that this building is in "very poor
structural...condition" and would also like to see the facilities plan. (Last time we asked it was to be
shared but we never received any information about it). I'd like to see what kind of due diligence 4J
has done with regard to school rehabilitation and seismic upgrading, what kinds of designs for
rehab/renovation have been explored, and how the District intends to choose an architect for THIS
project, which may require a different skill set than the firms working on other schools/sites.

5/30/2018 6:24 PM

8 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:21 PM

9 A full report on the options and why they are not possible. 5/30/2018 1:55 PM

10 Improve what you have. 5/30/2018 11:49 AM

11 None. ANY investment in Education is well spent. There is no higher priority. 5/30/2018 11:29 AM

12 None. I kmow you will destrpy this building regardless of community input. 5/30/2018 10:06 AM
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13 Recommend showing the less picturesque parts of Edison (pretty much all of it except that front-
facing portion). Most people don't go in and see the condition. Also, the fact that it is overflowing,
with instruction being done in the library, is critical.

5/30/2018 9:14 AM

14 Can you get space from the U of O for Edison students during the rebuild? There used to be
elementary schools at Condon, and the now Pioneer Youth academy.

5/30/2018 9:08 AM

15 See above 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

16 I would like to see a cost-benefit analysis performed by a qualified independent professional of 2 to
3 renovation scenarios for the building.

5/30/2018 8:46 AM

17 How much opex would be saved by a new building? 5/30/2018 8:07 AM

18 Preserve the look, such a beautiful school 5/30/2018 6:06 AM

19 would they repurpose this building 5/29/2018 9:23 PM

20 With declining enrollments in south region schools, could Camas Ridge be expanded in its
remodel and other schools absorb Edison students? A sale of prime university district property
could help to fund some of the expansion needs at other schools.

5/29/2018 4:37 PM

21 What exactly is the problem with the existing school building? All we have here is an indication
that it is old.

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

22 Why is Willard not mentioned as a possibility for relocation while Edison and camas rebuild? 5/29/2018 3:32 PM

23 Can the original building be saved and the new building added to incorporate the original? There
are few examples of Georgian architecture in Eugene and it would be a shame to lose this special
place.

5/29/2018 2:49 PM

24 Is 4j lobbying to change the arcane funding structure for schools in Oregon? We are desperate for
more public school funding. I'm offended that teachers are paying for supplies and its absurd that
all of our schools are not at the top of the county when the USA is on the bottom internationally ...

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

25 Is it possible to some how save pieces from the school as memories to such an old building? 5/29/2018 11:32 AM

26 What other options have been explored for locations? 5/29/2018 11:20 AM

27 I didn't follow the bit about parking. My guess is that people are going to want the school where it is
but are going to object to anything that might increase traffic. It is in the middle of a residential
neighborhood, which is attractive but makes it tricky.

5/29/2018 11:03 AM

28 Is there an additional cost for the district to "reflect the historic character of the current school
building" versus simply building a new building for Edison students? If so, what is the estimate of
the additional cost, and why aren't we equitably doing the same for other school buildings that we
replace throughout the district? Also, Edison and Camas are practically on top of each other, so,
why are we asking for a taxpayer bond to rebuild two general-focus South region schools that are
practically on top of each other when we might save several millions of dollars of taxpayer money
and build a single school for these students in a central location? (repeated question above in the
Camas Questions section)

5/29/2018 10:25 AM

29 Thought there was a way to rehabilitate it? Would be pretty disruptive to go to another school
while new Edison being built. But that is FAR preferable to closing it altogether!

5/29/2018 10:11 AM

30 Will the new building be build on the same property? 5/29/2018 9:43 AM

31 What are the deciding factors for what is built, when? 5/29/2018 9:34 AM

32 Why is parking not being considered? 5/29/2018 8:23 AM

33 Kinney Loop? 5/28/2018 9:25 PM

34 Will the city allow you not to put parking on this location? 5/28/2018 8:38 PM

35 How is the cost determined? 5/28/2018 6:57 PM

36 Is there another site on this area that would better serve a school that could meet the communities
needs?

5/28/2018 3:18 PM

37 As a homeowner in this community, how would construction interfere with day to day life in such a
small area?

5/28/2018 12:37 AM

38 None. 5/27/2018 9:27 PM
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39 How long would the disruption to students last? 5/27/2018 8:02 PM

40 What is the current parking arrangement? I imagine that teachers are not included in the
neighborhood tome limit. I wouldn’t want to see more parking, multilevel or not.

5/27/2018 7:56 PM

41 Is there any reason that a full renovation (with possible additions) would be impossible or
impractical?

5/27/2018 7:11 PM

42 Other than Edison, Kelly looks like the oldest on the chart. Its floorplan and lack of efficiency, on
many levels shows it. It is older than NEHS and all of the other schools. Why would it not be
replaced first? Why would we "plan" to put almost as many students into that school as NEHS
has? Do the school board members visit all of the schools and see both the facilities and the
functionality of all the schools before writing a bond? Or just go on a word of mouth type policy that
rewards the neighborhoods that have the luxury of stay at home or more affluent, white collar,
parents with flexible working schedules that allow them to silicate the board, and a stronger voting
history for their part of town.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

43 In favor as long as it includes a new NE high school 5/27/2018 11:01 AM

44 see above 5/27/2018 7:58 AM

45 I'm very concerned about parking. 5/26/2018 11:24 AM

46 How much would it take to fix, not rebuild? 5/26/2018 8:25 AM

47 What about regaining the parcel of the old Roosevelt from the Y. Then build a larger elementary
here that would serve current Edison and Camas families that feed into RMS? Then, families at
Camas that feed into SBMS and ATA could be redistricted back to elementaries in those areas?

5/26/2018 8:23 AM

48 See above. 5/26/2018 8:05 AM

49 none 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

50 How do you decide which school to rebuild first, since so many need to be renovated? 5/25/2018 7:11 PM

51 how exactly would students be housed during this process 5/25/2018 6:39 PM

52 Will the site continue to meet the need of that community for the life of the building. 5/25/2018 5:41 PM

53 What kind of bussing would be provided to Edison students for afterschool care? 5/25/2018 5:17 PM

54 Do families and staff actually want this? 5/25/2018 4:40 PM

55 Is Edison Elementary listed on the National Register of Historic Places? 5/25/2018 4:19 PM

56 What socioeconomic mix does Edison serve? How does it compare to other regions in Eugene
needing new elementary buildings? If the District were to replace or build a new elementary
building in each region of the district that needs one, is Edison a higher or lower priority than
Camas Ridge?

5/25/2018 4:17 PM

57 Why does 4J want to replace a school that the people in the attendance area wants left alone?
Didn't 4J get the message on the last development fight. Camas is not walkable from Fairmount or
SUNA so get ready to bus 300+ students.

5/25/2018 3:39 PM

58 Could you seek an alternative site for Edison? What about combining Canas Ridge and Edison? 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

59 see above 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

60 N/A 5/25/2018 1:26 PM

61 We are open to modern designs but would like designers/contractors to consider the historic
importance. Also, a thoughtful modern community playground

5/25/2018 1:15 PM

62 The last 2 bonds have not included Churchill Area Schools. Please provide information on other
schools and projected growth in those areas.

5/25/2018 12:51 PM

63 I'd want to know what impact making this a priority would have on other schools in need. 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

64 None 5/25/2018 12:34 PM

65 The only concern is that the South region is getting more new buildings than some other regions.
Roosevelt, Edison, Camas...

5/25/2018 12:25 PM

66 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM
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67 We all know putting a nice dress on Edison will not solve the real issues behind the walls. The
whole town talks about this school like it’s the inappropriate drunk Uncle at thanksgiving. Don’t
think a new building will fool anyone from California.

5/24/2018 11:00 PM

68 Will you increase busing for students in the future. Students are on the bus too long. 5/24/2018 2:34 PM

69 Have we considered a K-8 school? 5/24/2018 12:43 PM

70 Why not build on property next to Roosevelt? 5/24/2018 6:47 AM

71 What is the resolution with the city code for parking? Schools should NOT pay for parking
structures. We need basic parking lots and learning spaces.

5/23/2018 11:34 PM

72 Where is the new building being built on the property. 5/23/2018 11:04 PM

73 Who is effected? Who suffers? What is the environmental and community impact? 5/23/2018 8:17 PM

74 My concern is that all the new buildings are on the same side of town. What about Awebrey Park
and Spring Creek? What about McCornack and Bailey Hill?

5/23/2018 7:24 PM
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92.83% 246

41.89% 111

Q8 Replace North Eugene High School building: North Eugene’s 1957
building is aging and was designed for smaller high school classes than
today. Constructing a new building for North Eugene High School would
support modern teaching and learning activities, would include dedicated

spaces for career technical education and access to health services,
would be efficient and sustainable, and would be designed with safety

and school security in mind. (Cost: ~$150 million) 
Answered: 265 Skipped: 335

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT BUILDING A NEW NORTH EUGENE HIGH SCHOOL
BUILDING?

DATE

1 The districts plan to rebuild North Eugene H.S. displaces two elementary school programs: Yujin
Gakuen and Corridor. Yet there is no plan for a permanent location for these schools. It appears
that the board does not support or value these schools. This is greatly disappointing. The board
has allocated a school and a future to the Chinese immersion school, yet for Yujin Gaken, the
board has not done the same.

6/5/2018 3:46 PM

2 North is in very poor condition, replacement, or major improvements are warranted. 6/4/2018 4:47 PM

3 Ouch! too much money! 6/4/2018 3:47 PM

4 I support this project in general 6/4/2018 1:46 PM

5 Yes, please replace this school building. 6/4/2018 10:01 AM

6 I think that is a good idea. 6/3/2018 1:01 PM

7 I'm confused and disheartened by a rationale that the classrooms are too small for today's
budgets. The same has to be true for the other area high schools. But, more importantly, isn't
there a better rationale?

6/3/2018 8:06 AM

8 I don’t believe the school should start with North. It has the smallest population of the 4 high
schools. Priority should be given to the other 3.

6/2/2018 7:01 AM

9 Ditto, and let's get back to those smaller class sizes (not an easy task, I understand, but vital). 6/1/2018 11:37 AM

10 High school launches our children into the work force and college and the building should reflect
that. I support this cost.

6/1/2018 6:58 AM

11 Use existing funding, obtain grants for Trades training 5/31/2018 9:06 PM

12 Yes!! This is the kind of good news this area needs. 5/31/2018 9:00 PM

13 Much needed. 5/31/2018 8:41 PM

14 Please replace. 5/31/2018 5:06 PM

15 With dropping enrollement I think this is not the best decision 5/31/2018 10:59 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about building a new North Eugene High School building?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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16 In actuality, the school was designed to host transitional spaces that could transform to meet
specific teaching needs. As mentioned with both Edison and Harris ES, this project needs to be
evaluated with creative solutions in mind. Adaptive Reuse! Sustainability utilizing existing
materials! Do not make a habit of looking foolish for simply destroying every building for the sake
of having something new - the district has done enough of that and the "new" spaces are not well-
liked nor efficient! Of my four children in the 4J schools, each at a different school, one of them
attends ATA and finds it to be impracticable, difficult to navigate, and far from intuitive for her
needs as a student. Put an end to this habit and rehabilitate this school!

5/31/2018 9:35 AM

17 Absolutely must make this happen. 5/31/2018 6:56 AM

18 A new NEHS would be great, but what about a permanent, stand-alone building for YG? What
about Corridor, Natives, etc?

5/31/2018 12:09 AM

19 Would rather this school be remodeled. If new build please do not follow designs of River Road
Elementary and Howard! The front and other parts of North are so beautiful,such as the glass
lounge.Please, the new designs do not fit in with our area.Really like the looks of Fairfield
Elementary!!

5/30/2018 11:47 PM

20 This is the best idea ever - North is a great school that gets a bad rap; a new building would be
very appealing to keep folks at North!

5/30/2018 10:07 PM

21 seems like a good idea 5/30/2018 9:36 PM

22 Needed! 5/30/2018 9:13 PM

23 Finally. Great for North Eugene 5/30/2018 8:30 PM

24 South Eugene building is older and even has foundation is crumbling to the point that a bathroom
can’t be used.

5/30/2018 7:16 PM

25 Make building safe and add if possible instead of tearing down 5/30/2018 4:29 PM

26 Unneeded. 5/30/2018 4:21 PM

27 Needs to be built brand new now becoming health concern 5/30/2018 4:10 PM

28 The North region would benefit from a new building in terms of the safety, efficiency and security,
and, importantly, it would contribute to an increase in pride for students and could broaden appeal
to families who might otherwise "choice" out of the region.

5/30/2018 3:45 PM

29 I have heard about North's loss of students to transfers for years. I do not support a new building
until the population stops opting out of north for other regions. A new building won't solve the
problems that North faces.

5/30/2018 2:42 PM

30 I support it. 5/30/2018 1:55 PM

31 Ridiculous. Add to what you have. 5/30/2018 11:49 AM

32 Good idea, the bond would be appropriately used for this purpose. Even better would be iof the
State of Oregon would start investing in its own future and provide significantly more funds for K-
12 Schools and Universities

5/30/2018 11:29 AM

33 Definitely needed if the North region is going to continue to attract and serve sturdents 5/30/2018 10:55 AM

34 We need a better plan for Yukon Gakuen and Corridor before we rebuild North 5/30/2018 10:35 AM

35 No. Repair, not replace. 5/30/2018 10:06 AM

36 Definitely support this! 5/30/2018 9:57 AM

37 we don't need larger classrooms; we need smaller class sizes. Please don't create new high
schools that are like prison ("security") warehouses for our kids. High schoolers aren't college
students. We don't want them in large lecture halls. Career tech ed and health services sound
great.

5/30/2018 9:52 AM

38 I support this. I wonder when South Eugene HS will be addressed, though. I support the North
replacement in either case, trusting it has been assessed as needing attention more than South.

5/30/2018 9:14 AM

39 Makes sense 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

40 Same... 5/30/2018 8:46 AM

41 I would urge the district to do thorough and creative evaluation of options to renovate and retain
this building.

5/30/2018 8:46 AM
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42 What!?! What did you do with the Gates foundation money? 5/30/2018 7:50 AM

43 I am unfamiliar 5/30/2018 7:44 AM

44 I would love to see this. Hopefully, it would be a draw for families, and st would not feel that they
needed to transfer to another school.

5/30/2018 7:23 AM

45 Yes 5/30/2018 6:44 AM

46 I support this 5/30/2018 6:41 AM

47 Not sure 5/30/2018 6:18 AM

48 Yes 5/30/2018 6:06 AM

49 Agree 5/30/2018 5:53 AM

50 Most in need for updating. Been ignored for years. Why do you always want the best and most
when building???

5/30/2018 5:21 AM

51 Good idea 5/30/2018 1:25 AM

52 I do not want corridor to close or be relocated to another school. We feel like then if relocated our
school would not be a small community built school and all our special opportunities at our school
would be gone.

5/29/2018 11:25 PM

53 It's good that North will have a new buildling. I hope this new buildling with modern technology,
etc. will attract more students than they do right now.

5/29/2018 10:42 PM

54 Sounds as if they need the space for students 5/29/2018 9:23 PM

55 For equity reasons, it would be good to support a new school in this lower SES area. 5/29/2018 9:17 PM

56 There should be technical education opportunities in every H.S. 5/29/2018 8:26 PM

57 Yes! North Eugene HS needs to be at the level of other 4J high schools. 5/29/2018 8:03 PM

58 With low attendance and kids looking to move fixing the school aesthetically may not fix the
enrollment problem. I’m not in support of this if it risks the loss of the Japanese immersion school.
That school is growing and deserves support

5/29/2018 7:48 PM

59 Aren't smaller classes ideal?! Can building be added onto rather than scrapped? 5/29/2018 6:02 PM

60 North Eugene High School NEEDS a new building! It would be great if the new design could
provide access to the library after regular school hours.

5/29/2018 5:33 PM

61 Yes 5/29/2018 5:20 PM

62 North students and staff deserve a modern, pleasant environment. I would be happy to see this
happen.

5/29/2018 4:26 PM

63 My house is much older than Camas Ridge. If it needs renovation, I renovate it. I don't tear it down
and build something new.

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

64 I like the idea and think a newer campus may make the school more appealing to families. Would
there be sufficient parking at the new building?

5/29/2018 4:13 PM

65 A new school is needed. 5/29/2018 4:08 PM

66 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

67 Necessary. 5/29/2018 3:10 PM

68 No 5/29/2018 2:49 PM

69 Would it be worth it? Would it house more students? Will student enrollment increase because of
the new building? Are we better off splitting the population of students between 2 other high
schools?

5/29/2018 2:49 PM

70 I'm fine contributing to buildings but we need a way to bond for teachers and supplies as new
buildings without funding to educate the kids in the building is a road to no where

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

71 I support this 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

72 Needs to be done. 5/29/2018 12:57 PM
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73 I believe North needs to be redone immediately. The school and the staff should be replaced in
hopes of getting enrollment up. Kids and parents strongly dislike the staff and the building isspreD
out, difficult to maneuver quickly. Though, difficult to get lost in. Also, should reopen the auto shop
class there

5/29/2018 12:57 PM

74 This is pretty critical. The school is not very ADA accessible. As a parent I want my kiddos to have
the same educational opportunities as other kids in the district.

5/29/2018 11:49 AM

75 I support it. 5/29/2018 11:20 AM

76 great 5/29/2018 11:11 AM

77 That's a nice way of putting greater student-to-teacher ratios: "modern teaching and learning
activites." Let's call a spade a spade: the district can't afford a more desirable student-to-teacher
ratio.

5/29/2018 11:03 AM

78 Yes but plans for YG and Corridor need to be in place. 5/29/2018 11:01 AM

79 Support 5/29/2018 10:49 AM

80 YES! New building with more classrooms to anticipate growing numbers of students in the coming
years.

5/29/2018 10:29 AM

81 This is a building badly in need of rebuild, and should be a top priority for the district. The north
region desperately needs upgraded facilities for its secondary students.

5/29/2018 10:25 AM

82 Yes 5/29/2018 10:11 AM

83 This is SO costly that I wonder if renovating the school is an option? I also believe that the
Corridor/YG families deserve to know what the concrete plan is for their students, should a new
North Eug HS be built on their site.

5/29/2018 9:46 AM

84 If you’re planning on rebuilding a new high school it will have to be in the current location of
corridor and Yujin Gakuen. Where will those schools go? It is essential that you communicate
plans for change before making a decision to build in that location. Be honest and upfront with the
community and families that are affected so we can make an informed decision if we support your
plans. Be conservative in rebuilding and simplify to cut costs!!!!

5/29/2018 9:43 AM

85 Yes!!!! We need a new safe HS in the North Eugene region 5/29/2018 9:36 AM

86 I'm glad about the career technical education opportunities. 5/29/2018 9:34 AM

87 NEHS is due for a new building! This would go a long way to help increase enrollment and show
that the district and the community of Eugene is committed to the North region!

5/29/2018 9:14 AM

88 I support our school district's plan to rebuild North Eugene High School. 5/29/2018 8:53 AM

89 I think that is a great idea . . . $150 seems a bit extreme for costs. 5/29/2018 8:43 AM

90 Much needed! 5/29/2018 8:36 AM

91 I think it would be nice to replace North Eugene High School, but not at the expense of Yujin
Gakuen students being displaced.

5/29/2018 8:23 AM

92 Definitely! 5/29/2018 8:15 AM

93 Sounds appropriate 5/29/2018 7:45 AM

94 Yes, it also needs to be replaced. 5/29/2018 7:42 AM

95 I love the mid century style of the current school and would be sad to see that go. I think the
school needs to be safe, and meet the needs of our growing area but I hope it’s fine in a way that
keeps the character of the area. One of my biggest pet peeves is how the new schools are
designed in a similar way. Let’s buikd new schools but keep elements of the design and character
from the old.

5/29/2018 7:33 AM

96 Not needed. Building looks great! 5/29/2018 7:08 AM

97 I completely agree. North NE high is dilapidated and in poor condition 5/29/2018 6:09 AM

98 Building a new high school for the North region will not attract students from other areas. It will not
address perceived issues of poor education quality or keep high performing students from moving
to other high schools.

5/29/2018 4:33 AM

99 Great. But renovate the existing High School and put YG K-8 there are a permanent location. 5/28/2018 9:28 PM
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100 good idea. Building is falling apart 5/28/2018 9:25 PM

101 Great! So glad that this building dream includes all sorts of educational experiences for students! 5/28/2018 8:38 PM

102 no 5/28/2018 7:56 PM

103 Yes! 5/28/2018 7:20 PM

104 Renovation 5/28/2018 7:03 PM

105 I think sutdents need safe environments and effective learning environments 5/28/2018 5:34 PM

106 Yes!!! We need this! 5/28/2018 3:35 PM

107 Yes! 5/28/2018 12:35 PM

108 Yes. Rebuild to encourage technology spaces. 5/28/2018 9:33 AM

109 No. This building is NOT one of the oldest buildings in the district. South Eugene HS is older and
in need of repair. The school is a poor layout and inefficient on many levels.

5/28/2018 9:18 AM

110 Should have been done several bonds ago. 5/28/2018 12:37 AM

111 Why note replace the older South Eugene High School? 5/27/2018 9:30 PM

112 It seems like we should be able to get more life out of this building and the cost is just too high. 5/27/2018 9:27 PM

113 This displaces two other schools. Despite the benefit to the hs students, this sounds like it would
disrupt more students than it helps.

5/27/2018 8:02 PM

114 Why North? It’s not the oldest high school. 5/27/2018 7:56 PM

115 Probably good. It might make sense to save this for a future bond measure, demolish the Corridor
building and replace elsewhere, and then have more room for grounds at NEHS. In any case, keep
the shop and technical buildings -- these programs are valuable and should be expanded
throughout all the schools!

5/27/2018 7:11 PM

116 I'm concerned about displacing the Corridor (and YG) students. So far there hasn't been mention
of what would happen to Corridor students, and we are a Corridor family.

5/27/2018 6:52 PM

117 For it 5/27/2018 5:09 PM

118 Yes 5/27/2018 4:45 PM

119 There needs to be a well thought out and articulate plan to make this project a worthwhile venture.
Probably needs to be done but with a GOOD plan that does not ruin the functionality of the rest of
the schools in the neighborhood. Kelly is older (according to your chart) and seemingly more
outdated and obviously more chopped up and cobbled together. A new School would obviously be
nice, but not at the expense of all of the younger kids in the area. It's not as simple as "out with the
old, in with the new."

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

120 I think all our dated buildings need replaced, but the high cost of this one may need to wait. The
best plan is to start with elementary schools and work up through the grade levels.

5/27/2018 12:54 PM

121 This one, the one that would bulldoze the Yujin Gakuen without any reasonable place to go? No.
No Yujin Gakuen, no bond. I intend to oppose the entire bond, vocally, unless the Yujin Gakuen is
addressed. I will also oppose all sitting school board members.

5/27/2018 12:41 PM

122 I voted for partial renovation of the building. 5/27/2018 11:58 AM

123 Yes! So much need. Plus with all the new construction it is bringing in more numbers. Also, a new
school would help the people in NE boundry want to stay at their neighborhood school

5/27/2018 11:01 AM

124 Yes 5/27/2018 10:53 AM

125 This should be 4Js highest building priority 5/27/2018 10:51 AM

126 Fully support. Improvement may help student migration to other areas. 5/27/2018 10:49 AM

127 Yes, North Eugene needs a new High School and a supporting health center built into the school. 5/27/2018 10:42 AM

128 see above 5/27/2018 7:58 AM

129 This is a good idea, but why does it have to displace two schools? 5/27/2018 6:35 AM

130 I will vote NO without a plan for Yujin Gakuen! 5/27/2018 12:18 AM
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131 As a parent of a NEHS student, I am in complete agreement that it is necessary to construct a new
building.

5/26/2018 9:22 PM

132 It looks pretty run-down compared to how it looked when I went there in the late 80's/early 90's. 5/26/2018 6:53 PM

133 Again, I see nothing wrong with the older buildings; just make some improvements. 5/26/2018 3:07 PM

134 This needs to be the community’s number one priority. If the district values equity, building a new
North is essential to fostering those values

5/26/2018 1:31 PM

135 My hope would be for an all inclusive comprehensive high school with a multitude of CTE options 5/26/2018 1:28 PM

136 I feel like if any region were served first, it should be the north region. Students that have stayed at
their neighborhood school have been affected by the inequities caused by school choice the most.
These kids deserve to be seved first for once.

5/26/2018 1:19 PM

137 Important, but there needs to be a better plan for how to house YG and Corridor. 5/26/2018 11:24 AM

138 There are so many reasons that a new high school is needed, but one of my top priorities is school
security. Safety in the 50’s looked a lot different than safety these days.

5/26/2018 11:04 AM

139 My own children will attend North. It is clear that a new building would be beneficial to our region. I
think it would keep more kids in our region and that would help our school improve.

5/26/2018 10:20 AM

140 Budget needs to be smaller! 5/26/2018 8:41 AM

141 I think it would be very worthwhile for North Eugene. However, tearing down two schools (the
corridor/YG) building is not a good plan. To uproot those students and stick them into another
aging building is terrible. Please look at possibly building a new school behind the current one like
was done at Howard, or off to the side.

5/26/2018 8:30 AM

142 Yes, this makese sense. North needs attention for successful growth for students and expansion of
teaching options for faculty.

5/26/2018 8:23 AM

143 You seem to be solving one problem by creating another. What about Corridor and YG? What are
you going to do with young children? You don't appear to have any plans for them.

5/26/2018 8:15 AM

144 This school is overdue for an upgrade. Our exchange student attended school here this year and I
was surprised at the lack of high quality facilities the school has to deal with everyday. It is very
outdated and shares a field with the neighboring elementary school. This rebuild is of high priority
in my opinion.

5/26/2018 8:14 AM

145 YES. Consult and listen to performing arts teachers regarding, choir, band, orchestra, theater
spaces.

5/26/2018 8:05 AM

146 Very badly needed 5/26/2018 7:41 AM

147 Wait 5 more years on this one. I’ve been in the building, classrooms are small, but the elementary
schools take priority here

5/26/2018 6:50 AM

148 I think this is an excellent idea 5/26/2018 6:04 AM

149 I would like Sheldon to be considered ahead of North, again to accommodate a very immediate
need of incoming students who will be moving to the North Gilham area where 400 homes are
being built on the old golf course. The demand in this area is going to be a huge problem causing
overcrowding in already maxed out schools.

5/26/2018 5:39 AM

150 It sounds like it's needed, and I love the dedicated spaces for tech education and health services. 5/26/2018 12:55 AM

151 Having spent at both North Eugene and South Eugene high schools, I think South needs a
replacement before North.

5/25/2018 11:05 PM

152 If it is structurally sound I think it should wait for the next bond. A career technical program would
be really great here for the whole community.

5/25/2018 10:54 PM

153 No opinion 5/25/2018 9:14 PM

154 Go for it! I will almost always support new schools. 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

155 Sure 5/25/2018 8:46 PM

156 Do it! The kids in that area deserve it 5/25/2018 8:40 PM

157 Support 5/25/2018 7:41 PM
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158 I fully support a new improved high school for north Eugene, but don’t understand why they need
to take over where corridor currently is and disrupt those elementary school kids. Why can’t north
build and renovate where north Eugene already is??

5/25/2018 7:22 PM

159 I do not want to see a school rebuilt in order to enable larger class sizes when we know that larger
class sizes are detrimental to learning.

5/25/2018 7:11 PM

160 sounds like a good idea 5/25/2018 6:39 PM

161 Yes!!! North Eugene High School is greatly in need of replacment. Our kids deserve a high school
that will grow with them and offer them the safe, updated facilities that they deserve.

5/25/2018 6:18 PM

162 Please do not eliminate Corridor elementary school in this process. All three of my children
attended Corridor and many of the opportunities at Corridor are not available at other schools. It is
one of the older alternative schools in Eugene and with many parents moving their kids out of
north Eugene area schools it would be disappointing to eliminate a school that would draw people
to North. Corridor offers so many unique opportunities that no other schools provide. All of my kids
can juggle got to attend outdoor school for two years and perform a play at the hult center for 3
years. Those are invaluable experiences that will stick with them their whole lives. Please do not
let Corridor be overlooked. Thank hou

5/25/2018 6:05 PM

163 We should not be sacrificing 2 schools to replace a building. 5/25/2018 5:41 PM

164 Please don't harm/squeeze out our valuable YG school in this project. It deserves its own updated
space, not a scrunched space in the corner somewhere with big kids

5/25/2018 5:17 PM

165 don't do it if it means Corridor and YG will go away 5/25/2018 5:15 PM

166 Wow. That cost is absolutely stagggering. Unbelievalbe actually. 5/25/2018 4:19 PM

167 Good idea 5/25/2018 4:14 PM

168 I am all for this! We would love a new high school in our area with state of th art security and ample
room for learning. I’d

5/25/2018 4:08 PM

169 Although I can see the need for a new school at a North, I am confused by the constant
statements that North Eugene is our oldest high school. South Eugene is our oldest high school
and it is in desperate need of repairs. I would think there would be a priority to repair/replace the
oldest school that serves a lot more students.

5/25/2018 3:48 PM

170 Whatever. The building is not the issue. The lack of buy in from the community when it comes to
North is.

5/25/2018 3:39 PM

171 Spend bond money on hardening the security of our current schools first 5/25/2018 3:37 PM

172 Wasn't there just a big update done to North Eugene? 5/25/2018 3:25 PM

173 It would help spread the load on the north side of the river if it was a more modern campus. 5/25/2018 3:18 PM

174 This is the best idea of all. North eugene need a nice high school.a place kods should feel proud
of

5/25/2018 2:57 PM

175 Yes, we need to support our children to achieve! New schools, new schools, new schools! Camas
Ridge is in a great location to showcase Eugene's investment in our children's success. Technical
education needs to keep up with the times; it's time for renewal.

5/25/2018 2:31 PM

176 I don't know enough about NEHS to comment. 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

177 The North region deserves to have better. It has a reputation, not unfounded, of being the home of
troubled youth with uneducated low income parents, and many students from immigrant families.
The education in tge North side of town is sub par compared to the South. I have seen this as a
parent of a South Eugene high school student and a former employee ar North. I also sent one
child to Edison, then back to River Road elementary, and the disparity in the education is shocking

5/25/2018 2:06 PM

178 I think it's a great idea to build a new high school, but not at the expense of other schools. I
WOULD NOT support a plan that would double the amount of children inside Kelly Middle school
and kick YG and Corridor kids out of their building without a proper place for them to relocate.

5/25/2018 2:04 PM

179 Won't support it until you fix the PERS debacle 5/25/2018 2:02 PM

180 I think all the HS need to be replaced! 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

181 YES! A newer building might help to keep students wanting to attend that school and not lottery
into other regions.

5/25/2018 1:44 PM
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182 It would be wonderful 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

183 Sounds great! 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

184 Yes,! Relolcate YG and Coridoor and build at that site! We need a new facility to keep our
neighborhood students from leaving to other schools

5/25/2018 1:37 PM

185 build Thurston first or Sheldon/South since they are larger populations 5/25/2018 1:36 PM

186 If it will get enrollement up and help relieve the other high schools in the district, then yes 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

187 I support this 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

188 North seems to need a new building. 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

189 Why not South since it was built first? 5/25/2018 1:26 PM

190 I would rather see McCornack elementary and Churchill high school renovated or replaced. 5/25/2018 1:18 PM

191 I support it, if needed 5/25/2018 1:17 PM

192 This school is in need of being rebuilt. 5/25/2018 1:15 PM

193 We support all of these schools being rebuilt to the necessary size and technical specs. 5/25/2018 1:15 PM

194 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

195 RIDICULOUS. 150 million dollars? 5/25/2018 1:03 PM

196 No opinion 5/25/2018 12:52 PM

197 Yes, I'm in favor 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

198 In addition to a new school, please work with the City of Eugene Parks & Rec to add park space
next to the new school or on the old school's property.

5/25/2018 12:48 PM

199 Good idea. 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

200 I would love to see a new NEHS. The administration and teachers are fantastic but the
environment is not conducive to learning. I also believe that these older buildings require so much
more money to do repair and upkeep. This is money that could be used elsewhere.

5/25/2018 12:46 PM

201 Yes! 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

202 South Eugene is older, replace it first. 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

203 Needs to be done in a way that doesn't negatively displace Corridor/YG 5/25/2018 12:34 PM

204 Yes, this is needed. 5/25/2018 12:33 PM

205 YES! 5/25/2018 12:33 PM

206 Prioritize parent and teacher input; they know their needs best 5/25/2018 12:27 PM

207 Priority 5/25/2018 12:25 PM

208 Why would this building be 3 times the cost of an elementary school? 5/25/2018 12:22 PM

209 This would be a great benefit for NEHS and the North region. 5/25/2018 12:21 PM

210 Yes replacing this school is important. It's critical for students to feel safe and secure in their
learning environment. When they are always going into and using an old building it can impact
them negatively. Modernization is important to get the high school kids ready for an extremely
technical work environment they will be heading into.

5/25/2018 12:20 PM

211 Good 5/25/2018 11:44 AM

212 Building a new North Eugene High School would address many issues at once. First providing
students and teachers a place where effective learning, teaching and safety will occur. Also
replacing North will pull in many families that reside in the region, that are currently attending other
schools with in the district, not just the high schools but he feeder schools as well. This impact will
assist 4-J by reducing the class size and load on other facilities. I believe another important impact
would be for the overall positive effect of the North Region. Having students, teachers and families
a strong positive pillar such as a new school will lead to internal investments with in the
community, these benefits would be priceless for the area and will have a long lasting positive
impact on schools, business and growth.

5/25/2018 11:40 AM
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213 Looking around the school it is not safe or secure. 5/25/2018 11:24 AM

214 Build it on the existing property and DO NOT DISPLACE OR REMOVE YG!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

215 I am in favor. 5/24/2018 11:49 PM

216 Do you really need a fifth survey to ask me again if I think a new NEHS is warranted ? Hello. 5/24/2018 11:00 PM

217 If plans are to build NEHS where YG is, and move YG to Kelly, then I will actively oppose the
bond measure. If the published plans include the idea of rebuilding YG in it's current location, then
I will support it.

5/24/2018 5:14 PM

218 We need a new HS. I like the idea of merging Corridor and YG into other schools, to help lower
costs.

5/24/2018 2:34 PM

219 YES 5/24/2018 12:43 PM

220 I agree it needs to be replaced, but we need a better long term plan for YG. 5/24/2018 10:13 AM

221 As long as the CTE programs are kept in place and there is long term funding to keep up with the
spaces that are built. It is my understanding that ATA and the Churchill STEM buildings are
useless now because they don't have the materials need to use what was built.

5/24/2018 9:49 AM

222 NEHS is a complete disaster. I has been managed SO POORLY for so many years. The district
has failed this school and community in providing a safe and effective learning environment. It
needs to offer the SAME programs and clases as all the other high schools. Things do not seem to
be improving with the new principal.

5/24/2018 9:41 AM

223 North does need a new school but with that being said curriculum needs to be revisited with this
new school. If you are teaching or training to teach vocational learners to further education and
skills sectoror in the workplace, this is essential to students to be successful in the workplace and
in general life.

5/24/2018 8:43 AM

224 This schools affected by this need addressed. 5/24/2018 7:19 AM

225 Sounds like a grand plan, but are you providing training for teachers to utilize all this new, modern
teaching space? North teachers are not prepared for modern technology. Feeder schools are
sending kids up to North ready for challenges.

5/24/2018 6:47 AM

226 Can corridor or Yujin Gakuen use the old high school building? 5/24/2018 5:44 AM

227 I support this only if we have a plan in place to replace a building for the two elementaries that will
be displaced by the new NEHS.

5/24/2018 3:31 AM

228 I think it is unnecessary and unfair to displace over 500 students at the current YG/corridor school
to build a new school. Tearing down north might seem cheaper in the short term but is wasteful.
Yes current teaching trends might support a different school layout, but these will soon be
outdated, how long will this school last until we build another?

5/23/2018 11:57 PM

229 Listen to YG families! 5/23/2018 11:34 PM

230 Is needed. The current buidling isn't attractive at all or make a family from another 4J region want
to send their kids there.

5/23/2018 11:04 PM

231 How will it impact Yujin Gakuen? 5/23/2018 10:42 PM

232 This will be supported by YG staff and families if there is an adequate plan for YG to continue to
grow and develop as it has been. Staff and families will likely not support a move to any middle
school unless the set up is developmentally appropriate for all students like the Bethel models.

5/23/2018 10:13 PM

233 agree 5/23/2018 9:48 PM

234 Hard pass on the bond measure if this causes the relocation of Yujin Gakuen. There is no
permanent plan for the relocation (Kelly is entirely unequipped to handle elementary students,
lacking basic infrastructure like a playground or kinder sized bathrooms) that makes it obvious this
has not been thought through or planned in any way. I have never voted against a school bond
measure in my life, but no one has ever presented one so poorly designed as to give me a reason
to, either. No YG, no bond. There isn’t even a plan for moving YG back into its own space after the
“temporary” relocation to Kelly. Find a way to build a new NEHS without displacing YG/Corridor. It
baffles me that the athletic facilities have been deemed more important than the building that
houses two schools full of K-5th graders. Raze the track or baseball facility (or part of one) and
deal with moving practices and games for a year before you start throwing kids to the wind with no
actual plan for their schools.

5/23/2018 9:09 PM
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235 As a north Eugene parent I'm totally in favor of a new high school, however displacing Yujin
Gakuen, where my daughter is currently enrolled, is neither a good nor fair plan. You are asking
the tax-paying parents of these children to vote on a bond without knowing how it will impact their
children long term. Yujin Gakuen is an amazing program with 30 years of history and a growing
enrollment. Lots of parents feel like displacing the school would be the beginning of the end of this
amazing program. In addition, the other elementary schools in this area are at capacity and there
is no way they can absorb the 500 students that go to YG and Corridor. Giving the time and
attention to a sustainable long term plan for YG will benefit the entire north Eugene community.

5/23/2018 8:51 PM

236 As a north Eugene parent I'm totally in favor of a new high school, however displacing Yijin
Gakuen, where my daughter is currently enrolled it neither a good not fair plan. You are asking the
tax paying parents of these children to vote on a bond without knowing how it will impact their
children long term. Yujin Gakuen is an amazing program with 30 years if history and a growing
enrollment. Lots of parents feel like displacing the school would he the beginning of the end of this
amazing program. Is addition, the other elementary schools in this area are at capacity, and there
is no way they could absorb the 500 students that go to YG and corridor. Giving the time and
attention to a sustainable long term plan for YG will benefits the entire north Eugene community.

5/23/2018 8:35 PM

237 My concern with building it were the YG location currently sits is that we share a fence line with the
playground. I don’t want to look out my living room window and see a large building. I’m concerned
about graffiti to our fence possibly getting worse with high schoolers that close in proximity to our
home. I’m concerned about what moving the high school that close to our home will do to our
property value. My son is going to begin attending YG in the fall and I’m extremely concerned
about the plan of moving the school to Kelly. There is no playground for smaller children, I’m
concerned with him going to school with children that much older than him and about how that
many more students will fit at Kelly.

5/23/2018 8:31 PM

238 The school needs to be replaced, but you rather obviously failed to mention that Corridor and Yujin
Gakuen will be torn down to build the high school, displacing all of the students without including a
plan for the future. Kelly Middle School is older than North Eugene or Corridor, yet that's where
you want to pack in the YG kids. Leaving that info out of the description is not transparency.

5/23/2018 8:17 PM

239 Being a parent of a North student I think we need a school. I’m not ok approving a bond that
displaces the kids in the elementary school children.

5/23/2018 7:57 PM

240 The old north building should be utilized for YG. There should be bond dollars dedicated to it. 5/23/2018 7:53 PM

241 Not without a long range plan for a K-8 for YG, either in the old North building or another building
that is for that purpose and not simply shoehorning YG into a middle school and calling it a k-8

5/23/2018 7:46 PM

242 As a parent in the North region, I want to see North Eugene High School rebuilt, but not if your
long-term plan is to displace two elementary schools to do it. Make sure Yujin Gakuen and
Corridor have proper buildings (and are not shoved into sharing space in another aging building
with a middle school).

5/23/2018 7:07 PM

243 Where would the YG kids be moved to??? Another location? Kelly middle school is not an option. 5/23/2018 5:25 PM

244 I think North Eugene definitely needs to be replaced or updated but don’t like that they are getting
rid of the current YG/Corridor building.there needs to be a better plan in place.

5/23/2018 4:47 PM

245 This is lacking so much information and feels like you are being intentially misleading by omitting
where the building is going to be built. I think that building a new building for North makes sense,
but it does not make sense to remove YG and Corridor with no plan for the children that are in that
school. Moving the elementary children to a Middle school that does not have the proper facilities
for elementary school children does not make any sense and is extremely short sighted. Unless
there is a reasonable long term plan for relocating these children I will not vote for this measure.

5/23/2018 4:26 PM

246 I am concerned about displacing Yujin Gakuen and Corridor schools to build a new building for
North. It seems very unreasonable to squeeze YG into Kelly and there has been no mention of
where Corridor will go. This is unfair to the students, families and staff at these schools. Please
make a good plan for these 2 schools before displacing them permanently apparently.

5/23/2018 2:12 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 Why is the board not providing a permanent location or a real plan for a permanent location for
Yujin Gakuen? It appears the board does not support the school.

6/5/2018 3:46 PM

2 Can this project be done in phases, e.g. phase I on this bond, phase II on the next bond issue? 6/4/2018 1:46 PM

3 I am concerned it may displace Corridor and YG. Can these Choice school programs be folded
into on of the other renovated schools listed above?

6/4/2018 10:01 AM
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4 As I mention above, reports and data to support claims that this building is no longer usable.
These are false and creative solutions should be explored immediately.

5/31/2018 9:35 AM

5 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:09 AM

6 What would the capacity be? What else would be special about it? Other than CTE and health?
Great science facilities? Creative space planning for interdisciplinary and or cross-grade work?
Creative curriculum?

5/30/2018 10:07 PM

7 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:21 PM

8 How do we make school funding sustainable in our state? 5/30/2018 3:45 PM

9 For how long did the district support the shift at North into different learning "pods?" 5/30/2018 2:42 PM

10 Some more specifics on how YG would fit into Kelly MS bldg, and for how long this temporary
placement would last, and what the next plan would be for YG. We would like specific verbiage
regarding YG's future written into the bond.

5/30/2018 2:36 PM

11 None. 5/30/2018 1:55 PM

12 What would happen to the displaced kids from corridor elementary. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

13 Why do you think it is okay to gouge the property tax payers? 5/30/2018 11:49 AM

14 None. ANY investment in Education is well spent. There is no higher priority. 5/30/2018 11:29 AM

15 What will happen to Yukon Gakuen? We need to make sure that rebuilding North does not hurt YG
as a school.

5/30/2018 10:35 AM

16 See above 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

17 I would like to see a cost-benefit analysis performed by a qualified independent professional of 2 to
3 renovation scenarios for the building.

5/30/2018 8:46 AM

18 How much opex would be saved by a new building? 5/30/2018 8:07 AM

19 We need to know what is going to happen to corridor Elementary 5/29/2018 11:25 PM

20 Why can't the new building be built where the track or baseball field is? 5/29/2018 10:42 PM

21 What exactly is the problem with the existing school building? All we have here is an indication
that it is old.

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

22 With the River road area expanding, how many additional students would the rebuilt high school
be able to accomodate?

5/29/2018 4:13 PM

23 Will this new school include a pool? Again, when you say being designed for "security", do you
mean how all the remodels were done making schools essentially giant indefensible fish bowl of
windows where any shooter has a clear line of sight and no one can hide from them? Or, was
actual safety going to be made the priority over design?

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

24 Is 4j lobbying to change the arcane funding structure for schools in Oregon? We are desperate for
more public school funding. I'm offended that teachers are paying for supplies and its absurd that
all of our schools are not at the top of the county when the USA is on the bottom internationally ...

5/29/2018 2:13 PM

25 What is the capacity (# of students)? 5/29/2018 1:26 PM

26 What would happen to the YG/Corridor Silverlea building--used for classes during construction?
Torn down?

5/29/2018 11:49 AM

27 The cost of rehab instead of a new building. 5/29/2018 11:01 AM

28 Would it be possible to include additional programs, particularly CTE programs, with a school
rebuild?

5/29/2018 10:25 AM

29 Sad that smaller class sizes are a thing of the past . .. 5/29/2018 10:11 AM

30 Where will Corridor and Yujin Gakuen elementary school go? Will they relocate or be shut down?
Be honest and up front please!!! Have a plan before creating a bond measure to ask for our tax
money!!

5/29/2018 9:43 AM

31 How Corridor Elementary community would be handled. My son is at Corridor and it’s a tight knit
community.

5/29/2018 8:36 AM
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32 Would it be possible to build the new school on the site where the track/baseball fields are? How
could this process be made less disruptive to students?

5/29/2018 8:23 AM

33 A plan in place for the elementary schools that will be displaced 5/29/2018 8:15 AM

34 Assurances that YG and Corridor will not be crammed into a school where there is no room for
their continued growth

5/29/2018 7:42 AM

35 North Eugene region is growing at a rapid pace and we need schools that can handle the influx of
students.

5/29/2018 7:33 AM

36 I would like to know more about NE high since I’m in the area. 5/29/2018 6:09 AM

37 My concern is that the one program that is drawing students to the North region, the Japanese
immersion program, is not seeing any investment and is losing those high performing kids at the
middle school level.

5/29/2018 4:33 AM

38 It has been shared that YG is moving to Kelly Middle School. I am highly concerned about many
aspects of this possible location. Developmentally it’s not a good idea to mix elementary and
middle school students sharing the cafeteria, certain halls, and middle school students in their
hallway periodically for Middle School Japanese classes. YG is thriving and growing. YG needs
space to continue. YG is the nation’s first Japanese Immersion School, celebrating its 3oth Year.
This gives these students what they deserve. A permanent K – 8 school. YG is a thriving, growing
school. The district supports out ability to grow but Kelly does not provide adequate space. I am
concerned that in the coming years we will need more classrooms as our 5th grade classes
continue in Kelly Middle School. We need storage space for our Taiko’s, drums, costumes, and
Japanese screens. I have heard that the Japanese program this year is struggling. There are Kelly
families I have talked to that will be strongly considering returning there next year. Other families
don't want to enroll their students there. Others are just concerned and trying to be open-minded
but it’s hard when you here this type of information. Yujin Gakuen is celebrating their 30th Year
Anniversary this year. All of these years we it has been collocated with another elementary school.
Both schools are very different in their culture and learning styles. Scheduling seems tricky and
sharing building space is always challenges. Especially classrooms with every years fluctuating
numbers in both buildings. Luckily, Corridor and Yujin Gakuen have their own libraries, staff
rooms, IMC, nurse’s office and office. I couldn’t imagine sharing all of those resources with
another school. So many questions. We have a large, beautiful collection of elementary and
Japanese books. Where are these going to go? Will the classrooms all have sinks, water
fountains, elementary desks, a reading corner, and enough storage for science, art, language arts,
and math all in one class? What’s going to happen to the lockers in the hallway? Will the
bathrooms have little stalls? What about the hallway drinking fountains, those will need to be
lowered? What about the parents, volunteers, and staff parking? Another thing is the name of
Collin Kelly as it relates to our Japanese Program. Did you know, “Colin Purdie Kelly Jr. (/ˈkoʊlɪn/;
July 11, 1915 – December 10, 1941) was a World War II B-17 Flying Fortress pilot who flew
bombing runs against the Japanese navy in the first days after the Pearl Harbor attack. “ Wow!
Let’s give these Yujin Gakuen students, the families, and the staff what they have been asking for
for so many years. A building with space, a building with growth ability, and a K – 8 opportunities.

5/28/2018 9:28 PM

39 How is the cost determined? 5/28/2018 6:57 PM

40 Is this building usable as another school? Do we need to tear it down? 5/28/2018 3:18 PM

41 How is it the district is choosing newer high schools for rebuilding? I would not vote for a bond
unless SEHS was also on it.

5/28/2018 9:18 AM

42 What, specifically, are the major problems with this building and why is the cost so high? 5/27/2018 9:27 PM

43 Where will the two elementary schools go? How will the kids be transported? How long will the
displacement last and what will become of the land the high school is currently on?

5/27/2018 8:02 PM

44 Why would North be replaced and not South, which is 10 years older? 5/27/2018 7:56 PM

45 Where would Corridor go? Is there a proposal for a new building for Corridor or do you plan to
blend those students into other schools? Letting parents know what will happen to their
Corridor/YG students would be helpful in considering this measure.

5/27/2018 6:52 PM

46 I would like to actually see a well thought out plan to address the issues and needs of all the
schools involved. This will affect a significant portion of the children involved school careers and
should not be taken lightly.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

47 How can you sleep at night sacrificing the Yujin Gakuen like this? 5/27/2018 12:41 PM
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48 see above 5/27/2018 7:58 AM

49 Couldn’t this be built between the current building and YG? Or displace the high schoolers for 1
year and rebuild their building and move them back?

5/27/2018 6:35 AM

50 Why is our school not important enough to save? Why are the sports fields more important than a
thriving school? Save YG! 30 years of excellence.

5/27/2018 12:18 AM

51 I believe Charlemagne Elementary needs to receive funds as their school is beautiful with their
programs; their students work twice as hard, their building is old. Please provide funding to enrich
this school’s needs.

5/26/2018 3:07 PM

52 How are we ensuring that the needs of the YG and Corridor students are being addressed?
Where will Corridor be housed?

5/26/2018 11:24 AM

53 What is the plan for Corridor and YG if there is a new high school built. I know those families aren’t
happy with being displaced and I worry that those would be “yes” voters lost if the plan doesn’t
include a reasonable solution for them. I don’t want to miss this opportunity for a new high school
in this region because of that.

5/26/2018 11:04 AM

54 Why do you want to get rid of a quality school like corridor/yg? Why can't you build off to the side
and or back?

5/26/2018 8:30 AM

55 Could the site be renovated rather than entirely rebuilt? What about the families at the elementary
schools next door?

5/26/2018 8:23 AM

56 Done piecemeal your solutions. They cause more heartache and problem for everyone involved.
Corridor and YG should be part of the NEHS solution!

5/26/2018 8:15 AM

57 What happens to YG and Corridor? 5/26/2018 7:41 AM

58 It is about time you did something to support the "ugly stepchild" in the 4j region. Thank you! 5/25/2018 8:52 PM

59 This part of Eugene seems likely to grow. 5/25/2018 7:41 PM

60 Why does corridor have to move? 5/25/2018 7:22 PM

61 What will happen to Corridor Elementary??? 5/25/2018 6:39 PM

62 Where will you permanently house the 500 kids displaced by building on the silver lea site? Is
there a way to build north a new building without demolishing silver lea?

5/25/2018 5:41 PM

63 Why isn't there a plan to renovate that includes a new/better home for YG? 5/25/2018 5:17 PM

64 Why can’t more buildings just be added? Or YG/Corridor moved? 5/25/2018 4:40 PM

65 "Would include dedicated spaces for career technical education." What spaces? What CTE
courses are being considered for this school? How would the construction of this school impact
the two elementary schools it would displace (nice job not even mentioning that would occur in this
survey though... way to be transparent with the facts!)

5/25/2018 4:17 PM

66 I’d like to see a timeline on when construction can start. 5/25/2018 4:08 PM

67 Why bother? Sounds like the focus needs to be on student support and parent attitudes not on a
shiny new building for a community that is not getting excited about the curriculum

5/25/2018 3:39 PM

68 Why is North Eugene high school a priority over other high schools in the area? 5/25/2018 3:28 PM

69 Good security.. Medal detectors. 5/25/2018 2:57 PM

70 What other places could YG and Corridor children go to besides Kelly MS? I don't think it's great
to have 5 year olds going to school with 12 year olds. also, that building isn't built to help younger
children be successful.

5/25/2018 2:04 PM

71 What programs are accommodated and move forward with the new build? Are there any programs
like theater or shop that would’ve cut or expanded with a new build?

5/25/2018 1:45 PM

72 see above. 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

73 Isn't it the lowest attended high school? 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

74 see above 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

75 N/A 5/25/2018 1:26 PM
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76 We are only disappointed not to see South Eugene High School on this list. Not instead of North,
but in addition. South Eugene High is allegedly the 6 best high school in the state but it is built with
toxic materials, has rats and mold, has terrible technologies, underserves the female athletes, and
is a seismic mess. South is a security nightmare and makes terrible use of the space. South
Eugene High should have been on this list. The fact that it is not means a school built in 1953 will
be ineligible for a rebuild until MAYBE the next ballad measure. That means it will be at least 80 or
90 years old, or will collapse in an earthquake killing hundreds of students and staff, before
anything is done. This is a serious problem. All of the above projects need attention along with
South Eugene High. I think 4j needs a dedicated lobbyist in Salem to keep up the pressure to fully
fund education— including infrastructure.

5/25/2018 1:15 PM

77 The last 2 bonds have not included Churchill Area Schools. Please provide information on other
schools and projected growth in those areas.

5/25/2018 12:51 PM

78 I'd want to know what impact prioritizing this school would have on other schools in need. 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

79 Where will Corridor and YG go? 5/25/2018 12:34 PM

80 Why are larger class sizes a desired outcome? 5/25/2018 12:27 PM

81 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

82 What is the long term plan for YG? 5/25/2018 8:56 AM

83 #NOYGNOBOND 5/24/2018 11:00 PM

84 How would this impact the Japanese immersion elementary school? I see no mention of it 5/24/2018 4:48 PM

85 Did NEHS get an update in the last few decades? 5/24/2018 2:38 PM

86 What has the district done to work with LTD and the city to improve busing and housing to support
growth in the North region?

5/24/2018 2:34 PM

87 Does this bid include cost for updated security? Has security technology been taken into account ?
maybe more cameras and more ability to lock down the school from the interior if necessary....
being able to shut doors and close off hallways with the touch of a button seems like a
technological change that would increase studnet and staff safety.

5/24/2018 12:43 PM

88 YG is currently a stand alone school. To combine it with a middle school will overcrowd classes.
What is the long term plan?

5/24/2018 10:13 AM

89 What is the future plan for Yujin Gakuen Japanese Immersion program which has been very
successful. This needs to be addressed before a bond measure can and will be suucesful.
Remember children are only successful if we are successful. Maybe setting up a committee for
Immersion’s programs would assist in making this district the best!

5/24/2018 8:43 AM

90 What are the short and long term plans for the schools affected by a new North Eugene High? 5/24/2018 7:19 AM

91 What is the plan for Corridor/YG? A clear concise plan, not maybe this or that. 5/24/2018 6:47 AM

92 What is the long term plan for YG and Corridor 5/24/2018 6:38 AM

93 Where is the new building going to be built? Is this new building affecting other schools? 5/24/2018 5:44 AM

94 What are your long term, actionable plans to House the elementary schools you are displacing?
What will become of Coridor and YG? What will happen to the 600+ kids in the North region if the
district decides to tear down their school with out a plan and funds allocated to implement that
plan?

5/24/2018 3:31 AM

95 Why does it have to be on YG/Corridor campus?!? Why not on the sports field? This is a huge
area, why tear down our elementary school and risk losing 2 programs?!? Not fair!!

5/23/2018 11:57 PM

96 What about YG??? 5/23/2018 11:54 PM

97 Why can’t we salvage ANY of the North building? 5/23/2018 11:34 PM

98 Is this esitmated or actually budget number for building cost? And how long will it take from start
date to when school is starts back up there?

5/23/2018 11:04 PM

99 What is going to happen to YG and Corridor students after North Eugene HS gets brand new
building? Where do they come back from Kelly MS? How long do you plan to keep K-5 students in
Kelly?

5/23/2018 10:54 PM
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100 A long-range plan needs to happen for YG or YG will not support the bond and actively work to
defeat it.

5/23/2018 10:42 PM

101 Why isn’t YG information being provided in this survey? Families want to know the repercussions
of this build.

5/23/2018 10:13 PM

102 long term plans for yg?! 5/23/2018 9:48 PM

103 What happens to the Yujin Gakuen program? A long-term plan is needed if you are going to
demolish their building.

5/23/2018 9:25 PM

104 What is the short, medium, and long term plan for YG? Why is Kelly deemed an acceptable
location for YG, keeping in mind that it is wholly unequipped to serve the needs of a K-5
population? What is the plan to move YG back into it’s own space, and what is the timeline for that
process? Why are athletic facilities more important than educational facilities to 4J, seeing as how
no one has suggested building the new NEHS building where the baseball, football, or track
facilities are currently?

5/23/2018 9:09 PM

105 I would like to know what the long range plans for Yujin Gakuen are before voting on this bond
measure.

5/23/2018 8:51 PM

106 Who is effected? Who suffers? What is the environmental and community impact? Is it racist to
displace a Japanese immersion program and a program that helps the Native American
community after decades or centuries of displacement?

5/23/2018 8:17 PM

107 Why is there not bond money for YG to utilize this old north building? 5/23/2018 7:53 PM

108 I am concerned about the lack of long range planning for the programs at Silver Lea 5/23/2018 5:51 PM

109 Could there be a way to construct these buildings so it’s more cost effective. That way we could
include another building for YG K-8th?

5/23/2018 4:47 PM

110 information on where the children of YG and Corridor will be getting moved and what the long term
plan for those schools are.

5/23/2018 4:26 PM

111 idgaf 5/23/2018 1:56 PM
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98.82% 252

25.49% 65

Q9 Safety and Security: Our children deserve to feel safe and be safe at
school. A bond measure could provide funds for school security and

safety upgrades such as securing school entryways, fencing school site
perimeters, upgrading fire alarms, and improving security technology.

Answered: 255 Skipped: 345

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT INVESTING IN SCHOOL SAFETY AND SECURITY
IMPROVEMENTS?

DATE

1 Safety is great. 6/5/2018 3:47 PM

2 I generally am saddened to see our schools turned into "safety prisons" but understand why we
are heading in this direction. Just don't arm the teachers, please.

6/4/2018 4:50 PM

3 Great idea! 6/4/2018 3:49 PM

4 I support funding some of these upgrades, depending on where there is the biggest bang for the
buck.

6/4/2018 1:52 PM

5 NO ARMING TEACHERS. The best defense is more counselors and better training for warning
signs. There's no tech fix

6/4/2018 10:05 AM

6 Totally in support. 6/3/2018 1:04 PM

7 I do believe we should address these areas of concern. 6/2/2018 7:03 AM

8 Sure. 6/1/2018 11:40 AM

9 This is paramount in the light of school intrusions and violence. 6/1/2018 7:02 AM

10 Keeps as is. It’s worked this long. A stronger community is our best defense 5/31/2018 9:11 PM

11 More social workers and funding for poor kids needs. More mental health classes and training for
staff and students.

5/31/2018 9:02 PM

12 I think what would have the most impact in improving student safety is to increase the number of
resource officers on campus. These should be the same people assigned to the school so they
get to know the student body and are familiar with the school and staff.

5/31/2018 8:44 PM

13 Yes, 100%.. 5/31/2018 5:37 PM

14 Please improve. I teach at one of our schools that has no fences - a major security issue both for
visitors entering our campus and students leaving.

5/31/2018 5:14 PM

15 Please do 5/31/2018 2:17 PM

16 We should absolutely invest in safety and security, but not at the level of investment that requires
wiping out historically significant buildings and constructing new ones. Simply replace the systems
and upgrade them. It is really quite simple.

5/31/2018 9:38 AM

17 Do NOT add security to the doors of school buildings; do NOT add more police presence. Instead
the school board, district staff, teachers, parents and students should be advocating for gun
control, not preying on fears to further militarize the schools!

5/31/2018 9:28 AM

18 Yes, very important 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

19 No way do I want a school looking like a prison, but there should be better camera surveillance
and fire alarms.

5/31/2018 6:59 AM

20 I support security upgrades for schools. 5/31/2018 12:17 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about investing in school safety and security improvements?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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21 Invest in metal detection screening now! Lets not wait ! 5/30/2018 11:52 PM

22 May be worthwhile depending on specifics 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

23 sadly, this seems like a good idea, would like to see increase of counseling services at the same
time

5/30/2018 9:39 PM

24 Absolutely needed! I am shocked that nothing has been done sooner. Parents are told at
orientation (by vp) that Sheldon is the most easily accessed school in the city. Amazed that I can
go anywhere in the buildings during school hours and never be questioned. There is no way kids
are safe there.

5/30/2018 9:18 PM

25 The intersection of Queens and Cal Youg is horrible. The left turn should be inplenented. To avoid
having to sit and wait for a turn. If they are late, they will definitely be late because of hat light.

5/30/2018 8:33 PM

26 Needed 5/30/2018 7:18 PM

27 yes please 5/30/2018 7:17 PM

28 We should definitely invest in school safety, but it doesn't have to come at the cost of an entire
historic building. Again, thoughtful/mindful and perhaps creative design–what architects are hired
to do–would solve any problems in this regard.

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

29 I think this is necessary in today's age. Hopefully if we get a bond to do this, we will have money in
the general fund to also pay to have additional supervision in currently unsupervised areas.

5/30/2018 4:47 PM

30 HiGH priority ,safety is of utmost importance 5/30/2018 4:31 PM

31 Knee jerk reaction. Schools are already resembling prisons. 5/30/2018 4:23 PM

32 I would rather build beautiful, engaging, nourishing and inspiring learning environments than focus
on anything beyond reasonable security. Let's not make our schools look like prisons.

5/30/2018 3:50 PM

33 First, we need to train teachers to stop propping their doors open; stop allowing disgruntled
parents free range of hallways during school hours; stop allowing elementary students to move
independently from main buildings to portables; invest time developing plans for active shooters on
playgrounds before spending more money on other safety issues.

5/30/2018 2:54 PM

34 Sounds good. 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

35 Good idea to beef up security. 5/30/2018 1:01 PM

36 Depends on cost. 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

37 Safety for natural disasters and security please 5/30/2018 11:06 AM

38 THIS IS MY PRIORITY. One way or the other, we have to make all of our schools more secure. 5/30/2018 10:55 AM

39 Much needed. Let's make our schools safe! 5/30/2018 10:51 AM

40 Video security cameras for school grounds that are not viewable from administrative offices. Such
as the playgrounds at Edgewood Elementry.

5/30/2018 10:47 AM

41 Yes 5/30/2018 10:36 AM

42 Yes, I want to improve school buildings and student safety, but as a tax payer, I cannot afford to
keep paying for these new buildings. I completely agree that we, somehow, need to fund schools
(as well as parks, firedepartments, police departments, etc.) but we CANNOT keep expecting
home owners to pay for these things. We've GOT to think outside the box to create funding.

5/30/2018 10:31 AM

43 I also think SEHS needs attention, particularly to make it safe in the event of an earthquake if not
to rebuild

5/30/2018 10:28 AM

44 I'm wary of turning our schools into mini surveillance states and feeding children's fear and
paranoia with obtrusive security measures. Especially if the elem schools are to have 600+
students, that is a lot of kids all funneling through the same entrance at the same time (start of
school day). Schools are part of the community, not a military installation.

5/30/2018 10:01 AM

45 Some elementary schools have a critical fencing need for safety. 5/30/2018 9:59 AM

46 This is an overblown concern. Eugene is already very safe. I don't want schools that look like
prisons (e.g. Springfiled High).

5/30/2018 9:10 AM

47 Of course! 5/30/2018 9:00 AM
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48 It's important to take steps to keep children safe while at school. 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

49 I have mixed feelings about this. Of course we want the students and staff to be safe and yet if
someone is determined to wreak havoc they will find a way...

5/30/2018 8:48 AM

50 Recent advanced in technology may offer extremely economical and effective solutions for 4J
going forward. I urge the district to retain an independent professional with expertise in this area to
advise on options in this regard.

5/30/2018 8:48 AM

51 Extremely important. Camas Ridge is porous and unsecure. 5/30/2018 8:15 AM

52 I am for increased security measures that will fundamentally impact security. Except for fire
alarms, these seem like they provide a sense of security, more than providing actual security.

5/30/2018 8:12 AM

53 I’m in favor of this 5/30/2018 8:11 AM

54 South Eugene high school refuses to make lobby changes for school safety that are FREE! The
lobby is totally unsecure. The counseling office has covered the door window, the office has
double doors and a counter that restricts view the finance window is offset. A human could enter
that school without a single adult knowing they are there. Pull the office doors off. Remove the
paper from the door window from the counseling office. Better yet remove the door. If a kid knew
they were going to be seen it would help security immensely, right now that school is completely
unsecured. I want school safety. I want you to do what you can today. Make the lobby of SEHS
safer today. Have the janitor pull those doors now. You want to spend a bunch of money on high
tech. Which I’m okay with if you do the things that are right in front of you now. Common sense.
What’s more important? A little noise from the office in the hall which is not near any classrooms
or a gunman ebtering in that school with no chance of being seen until he opens fire?

5/30/2018 8:02 AM

55 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

56 This would be my first priority. 5/30/2018 7:36 AM

57 Very important 5/30/2018 7:24 AM

58 No don’t spend on that 5/30/2018 6:46 AM

59 The schools more need dedicated mental health counselors to keep them safe. 5/30/2018 6:42 AM

60 I support this need 5/30/2018 6:21 AM

61 Must get to single point of entry with modern equipment 5/30/2018 6:01 AM

62 Of course we all want safety but use common sense when improving 5/30/2018 5:23 AM

63 Yes! Very good idea 5/30/2018 1:27 AM

64 This sounds great 5/29/2018 11:26 PM

65 It's a good idea. 5/29/2018 10:53 PM

66 I am in full support of upgrading security on our campuses 5/29/2018 9:25 PM

67 Yes. And sadly, maybe we should consider metal detectors at least at the high school level with
the horrible gun violence in our country

5/29/2018 9:20 PM

68 Yes 5/29/2018 8:28 PM

69 I am completely for upgrading for safety and security. 5/29/2018 8:06 PM

70 Yes! So much school violence, intruders, etc. They need to be safe. 5/29/2018 8:05 PM

71 Yes. All for it. 5/29/2018 7:49 PM

72 Good ideas; at the very least school entryways (all of them) and fencing school perimeters 5/29/2018 6:05 PM

73 Schools like prisons? No thank you. 5/29/2018 4:28 PM

74 Hard to understand what this is or why it is needed. Every school I can think of already has
fences, door locks, fire alarms.

5/29/2018 4:21 PM

75 This would be prudent. Limiting points of entry should add security. 5/29/2018 4:18 PM

76 It is crucial to have schools that are safe and up to date with the times. 5/29/2018 4:11 PM

77 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

78 Do it 5/29/2018 3:34 PM
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79 I don't think that we do invest in school safety. Based on the remodels of the schools that I have
seen, we have made them less safe. ATA is a wall of windows, as is Roosevelt. You can have
panic buttons or lock down buttons, but windows can be shot out. The staff that push those
buttons are also seated in front of windows and could easily be shot before they could hit the
buttons. The doors in classrooms also have big windows and cannot be blocked easily to make
them better barriers. Many schools have rooms with only 1 exit or entrance. Schools on the 2nd
story don't have portable fire ladders to be deployed incase there is a cause that necessitates
them fleeing from the windows of the upper floors.

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

80 yes I think this is important 5/29/2018 3:08 PM

81 Yes, these upgrades are needed. 5/29/2018 2:59 PM

82 A must have 5/29/2018 2:53 PM

83 Yes 5/29/2018 2:51 PM

84 That is a great idea and needs to be addressed sooner than lataer. 5/29/2018 2:43 PM

85 I'm offended by this request only as it is obvious that the buildings just bonded for - Roosevelt and
ATA notably - did not build for safety. Have you walked these buildings between classes?
Impossible to navigate. Doors don't open correctly or lock. Huge windows for a shooter to access.
Is 4j suing the architect and builder? If not why not?

5/29/2018 2:22 PM

86 Totally agree 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

87 I would support a bond measure for safety. 5/29/2018 1:00 PM

88 Very important, the school officers arent enough 5/29/2018 12:58 PM

89 Makes sense 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

90 I support it to the extent that safety is always a priority. I do not however want our schools to feel
like jails.

5/29/2018 11:26 AM

91 Bullet proof windows 5/29/2018 11:22 AM

92 It should be a priority for all schools to have sidewalks in the neighborhoods they are in. Howard
and Kelly are on a major street with out sidewalks. Very dangerous, especially on trash pickup
days where there is little should for kids to walk and bike on.

5/29/2018 11:19 AM

93 needs to be done 5/29/2018 11:12 AM

94 I'll leave that to the experts but if I've got a complaint about the Roosevelt site it is the fact that
there is no easy access for bicycles. Someone seems to have decided that kids on bikes would
enter via the parking lot entrance? If the district wants to promote use of bikes, it needs to think
about how the bikes are going to get to the bike racks and where the bike lanes are placed so that
the kids don't have to compete directly with cars and/or pedestrians for space. I regard this as a
safety issue.

5/29/2018 11:07 AM

95 Yes 5/29/2018 11:02 AM

96 Very important given the number of gun violence, shooting issues occuring 5/29/2018 10:56 AM

97 I am not convinced fencing provides that much more security, but these I would like to see
increased improvements in security.

5/29/2018 10:56 AM

98 Secondary to new facilities 5/29/2018 10:51 AM

99 This should be a top priority, as well. While no district wants to be the target of unsafe individuals,
safety is something we should consider before the fact. No one wants to explain to parents or the
news that what happened could have been abated or prevented if only we had been willing to take
the time and spend the money to do so.

5/29/2018 10:36 AM

100 YES! We need this. 5/29/2018 10:30 AM

101 Absolutely! 5/29/2018 10:13 AM

102 Honestly I’m not comfortable paying for security based on your political agendas. Whose to say
that your choices for our students and children are the best ones?

5/29/2018 10:03 AM

103 This seems increasingly important as time goes on, sadly. 5/29/2018 9:52 AM

104 High on my list! This is top priority for me, I want a happy and safe learning environment for my
daughter and fellow students

5/29/2018 9:38 AM
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105 It is imperative that students and educators feel safe in our schools. Safety and security
improvements must be, and continue to be, a top priority for our students. In addition, more school
counselors are needed.

5/29/2018 9:07 AM

106 Money well spent. 5/29/2018 8:43 AM

107 Definitely 5/29/2018 8:16 AM

108 I agree 5/29/2018 7:47 AM

109 This is important 5/29/2018 7:47 AM

110 Much needed. This should be the first priority! 5/29/2018 7:09 AM

111 I agree. 5/29/2018 6:11 AM

112 Extremely important. I am more worried about kids being safe from other kids, not outside
intruders.

5/29/2018 12:45 AM

113 This is less of a priority for me. Dispite sensational headlines, schools are extremely safe already,
and perfect safety is a wild goose chase

5/28/2018 10:40 PM

114 Thinking of security, Roosevelt’s glass wall design is beautiful but doesn’t offer much in the way of
security if there were ever an inside threat. I would hope that is taken into consideration during
planning and design of new schools.

5/28/2018 10:01 PM

115 This is why Camas Ridge is so risky. Three separate building. Each with multiple entries and exits.
Each leading to the outside with no barrier.

5/28/2018 9:28 PM

116 Great! 5/28/2018 8:39 PM

117 yes 5/28/2018 7:56 PM

118 Kids need to be safe and secure 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

119 This is important and I support it generally, but I think more information on the type of changes is
needed.

5/28/2018 7:02 PM

120 Very important. It would be nice for schools to have a better security system to include gates,
training for teachers and admin.

5/28/2018 5:58 PM

121 Since gun violence does not seem to be improving and since it doesn't seem that congress is
going to make an effective gun policy changes I think student safety is extremely important

5/28/2018 5:38 PM

122 100% on board with this. We MUST do everything humanly possible to protect our children at any
cost.

5/28/2018 12:37 PM

123 YES. School safety should be a high priority. 5/28/2018 12:28 PM

124 most important priority period 5/28/2018 11:02 AM

125 Keep our students safe. Do what needs to be done. 5/28/2018 9:36 AM

126 I would not vote for this. It isn’t doing any good anywhere else in th nation. It is a waste of money. 5/28/2018 9:22 AM

127 Yes! 5/28/2018 12:41 AM

128 needed with the current mass school shootings 5/28/2018 12:12 AM

129 should have been done already. 5/27/2018 9:34 PM

130 These are all wonderful things to do for our children. 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

131 I don’t like the perimeter fences. They make the schools feel unwelcoming and promote a sense of
fear.

5/27/2018 8:01 PM

132 Don't turn the schools into a prison! We already, only half-jokingly, called Sheldon a prison when
we were students because the atmosphere felt so oppressive (i.e. bars, no windows). If there were
fewer entry points and more gates, it would be even more oppressive. Even amid the recent
school shooting crisis, we should not have to give up our freedoms to go to school. I don't want the
schools to become like airports.

5/27/2018 7:15 PM

133 I support having the perimeters of schools more secured 5/27/2018 6:54 PM

134 Get rid of guns instead of spending money on fences. If they want to get in, they will get in. 5/27/2018 4:47 PM

135 Let's work on this as we go. 5/27/2018 3:32 PM
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136 Security is needed, how the security needs will be met still needs to be worked on. 5/27/2018 1:00 PM

137 We have to do whatever we can to keep schools safe. 5/27/2018 12:47 PM

138 I think this is a wise imvestment to make important upgrades and improvements to the school
buildings.

5/27/2018 12:05 PM

139 Obviously investing in safety is of most importance 5/27/2018 11:02 AM

140 All for safety. Would rather see money invested on quality teachers, continuing education, art and
music programs. Nice schools with no operating budgets still equals bad education.

5/27/2018 10:52 AM

141 Safety for children is number one in our community. 5/27/2018 10:45 AM

142 see above 5/27/2018 7:59 AM

143 Good 5/27/2018 6:35 AM

144 How about schools were harder to get into? How about if we make it impossible to allow someone
in to shoot up a school.

5/27/2018 12:21 AM

145 Given the state of our current world, I think it is imperative that our children be safe. Adding the
above mentioned features will help to do that and I support them.

5/26/2018 9:29 PM

146 Please increase safet and security at all schools!!! 5/26/2018 3:09 PM

147 Investing in saftey is a no-brainer. 5/26/2018 1:20 PM

148 Good idea. 5/26/2018 11:52 AM

149 cLOSED CIRCUIT CAMERAS IN all schools 5/26/2018 11:42 AM

150 I feel this is less important than making sure that we have accessible and appropriate spaces for
existing programs, including Corridor, Chinese Immersion, Family School, NATIVES Program, and
an appropriate place for YG.

5/26/2018 11:36 AM

151 Huge priority for me given the world we live in today. My children attend Madison currently and I’m
appalled at the fact that they don’t have security cameras in the school.

5/26/2018 11:07 AM

152 Yes yes yes! 5/26/2018 10:29 AM

153 Our children deserve to be safe at school. I volunteer every week at my kids school. I appreciate
the efforts currently in place but feel that more needs to be done.

5/26/2018 10:23 AM

154 Should happen. 5/26/2018 8:46 AM

155 As with all old buildings, modern earthquake rating, asbestos and lead piping and other hazards
will nessesitate upgrades

5/26/2018 8:38 AM

156 Definitely worth it 5/26/2018 8:32 AM

157 In general, I would be supportive. 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

158 Invest in long term solutions, particularly related to safety from violence. 5/26/2018 8:26 AM

159 This is very important in these times to have extra safety measures installed at schools 5/26/2018 8:17 AM

160 Seems more important than new buildings 5/26/2018 7:42 AM

161 DO NOT fence the school. This does not keep bad people away. Violent crime is down from the
1980s, kidnapping by strangers RARELY happens and is not a threat. School shootings are the
only motivation in the public’s eye. The schools need to remain a neihhborhood gathering place in
the evenings and summers and fences only keep the good people out.

5/26/2018 6:57 AM

162 Very important 5/26/2018 6:27 AM

163 Sounds good 5/26/2018 6:06 AM

164 Yes please 5/26/2018 5:42 AM

165 Yes, please. One of the things that makes us all a little nervous at Camas is the lack of full secure
fencing around the school grounds.

5/26/2018 12:59 AM

166 Yes please!! It’s absolutely terrifying that you can pretty much walk right into any school at any
point and nobody stops you. I’ve done it many time as a U of O grad student on practicum and as
a parent.

5/25/2018 11:17 PM
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167 According to multiple 4j staff that have attendeds ALICE training gating the site perimeters can
create a cage effect trapping kids in the case of an active shooter. Upgrading fire alarms,
earthquake warnings and security technology is important.

5/25/2018 11:01 PM

168 Stop mainstreaming and expel kids that are unwilling to behave 5/25/2018 9:54 PM

169 Yes! Alarms and technology in place to make staff feel confident as well. 5/25/2018 9:37 PM

170 Yes! I agree we need all of the above! 5/25/2018 9:13 PM

171 Extremely important 5/25/2018 8:59 PM

172 I hate this! I despise that we have to lock our children into a jail to keep them safe. The perimeter
fencing is awful.

5/25/2018 8:55 PM

173 Yes. I have to scan a badge 4 times to get to my desk at work. Anyone can walk straight into
Camas Ridge. Unacceptable.

5/25/2018 8:44 PM

174 Fire alarms and sprinklers make sense to me. Less sure about the security elements. 5/25/2018 7:48 PM

175 Security improvements in schools I feel in today’s world are always a welcome thing. 5/25/2018 7:23 PM

176 Spending money on capital improvements to 'improve school security' is a waste of money. To
date, no security measure has prevented a school shooting. Spend the money on taking care of
the students' needs so they don't feel like they need to shoot up the school instead.

5/25/2018 7:15 PM

177 Yes!!! 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

178 NEED BETTER SECURITY IN SCHOOLS 5/25/2018 6:26 PM

179 I'm not a fan of turning our schools into prisons, but high tech security features that aren't obvious
(like Roosevelt), ugly, or scary to kids would be nice

5/25/2018 6:22 PM

180 Why are their no plans to replace Kelly middle school? It is one of the oldest schools. Doesn’t
seem safe

5/25/2018 6:07 PM

181 Important. 5/25/2018 5:46 PM

182 only in high schools 5/25/2018 5:21 PM

183 Great 5/25/2018 4:52 PM

184 Sounds like a good idea that shouldn't cost too much. 5/25/2018 4:46 PM

185 It is clear that some schools in the District need more safety measures be put in place. 5/25/2018 4:22 PM

186 Definitely 5/25/2018 4:14 PM

187 Support. 5/25/2018 4:12 PM

188 100% Agree this should be at the tippy top of the list for a new North Eugene HS 5/25/2018 4:09 PM

189 Important 5/25/2018 3:51 PM

190 Full investment in security measures from Courthouse to Airport style security, ASAP 5/25/2018 3:40 PM

191 Not interested. Staff is incapable of protecting students with or without improvements. 5/25/2018 3:40 PM

192 Safety and security should be top on the list. Not facncy bells and whistles, so that schools use
"we are brand new, so we are better".

5/25/2018 3:39 PM

193 I think this is important. 5/25/2018 3:31 PM

194 YES! 5/25/2018 3:29 PM

195 Yes best high quality secuirty out there 5/25/2018 2:59 PM

196 Some is good, but I do like openness to some school grounds. For example, part of the appeal of
Gilham Elementary to the neighborhood is how open it is to the park next to it. I creates a very
welcome and engaging area.

5/25/2018 2:40 PM

197 This should be a priority 5/25/2018 2:35 PM

198 The schools are too easy to walk into, doors should be locked when school is in session. We went
to a school where you had to scan an id in order to get in, and be buzzed in through 2 locked
doors.

5/25/2018 2:34 PM
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199 Support it. 5/25/2018 2:33 PM

200 Please 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

201 perimeter fencing is probably most important. 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

202 Yes! 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

203 Money wasted in the hands of 4J 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

204 100% in favor! 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

205 YES! Needs to happen. 5/25/2018 1:47 PM

206 Yes, My vote is for metal detectors at all main enterances and better check-in policies at the high
schools

5/25/2018 1:46 PM

207 no guns please. 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

208 DO IT PLEASE 5/25/2018 1:38 PM

209 yes, please do this 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

210 I think this is a good idea, assuming it is for all the schools and not targeted toward the wealthy
neighborhoods

5/25/2018 1:33 PM

211 I support this 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

212 Important to secure schools. 5/25/2018 1:29 PM

213 Okay 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

214 Please update security and safety district wide. 5/25/2018 1:21 PM

215 I support it 5/25/2018 1:19 PM

216 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

217 Agree with the security and safety. Above replacing buildings that are adequate, the overall
security of ALL campuses should be the priority. One access point.

5/25/2018 1:07 PM

218 A sad necessity 5/25/2018 1:04 PM

219 I support this. 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

220 We absolutely need this implemented in today's world. I don't feel safe sending my kids to school
anymore.

5/25/2018 12:55 PM

221 I agree but I also believe that school grounds/fields should still be accessible to local community. 5/25/2018 12:54 PM

222 Top priority! 5/25/2018 12:53 PM

223 Definitely Needs to be done 5/25/2018 12:50 PM

224 We absolutely need to do this. 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

225 This is an ongoing discussion at my school. We need additional fencing and security upgrades to
fully secure our school.

5/25/2018 12:45 PM

226 Full speed ahead please! 5/25/2018 12:43 PM

227 Before fencing a school, visit a school that has recently installed fencing and determine whether it
is effective. I doubt it is effective at keeping people out. If fences don't keep the bad guys out, they
serve only to deliver a powerful visual message to those on the inside and outside about what
school is. Fire alarms are great as is surveillance. I'm not sure about metal detectors.

5/25/2018 12:39 PM

228 Fences around all campuses 5/25/2018 12:38 PM

229 School security is of the utmost importance. 5/25/2018 12:37 PM

230 Safety is a priority, but not if schools feel like prisons and are unwelcoming to the families. This is
especially true for elementary schools, which should feel like home for younger children.

5/25/2018 12:29 PM

231 I value spending on education. 5/25/2018 12:26 PM

232 This is important. As the parent of two elementary age students who rely on the school for safety,
this seems critical to me.

5/25/2018 12:24 PM
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233 With all the school saftey issues everyone sees on the news it's important to make the schools feel
as safe as possible while on the same hand not making them feel like prisons,

5/25/2018 12:23 PM

234 Please 5/25/2018 12:18 PM

235 We owe it to our kids and our community to provide the best safety we can for our students now
and in the future.

5/25/2018 11:43 AM

236 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

237 How a bout a counselor at every school. Fund that. 5/24/2018 11:06 PM

238 North Eugene area needs a safe environment. Brick may last longer and what is the plan to
maintain the

5/24/2018 2:50 PM

239 This would be nice. Gilham School is so open to the public without a fence. 5/24/2018 2:40 PM

240 Yes yes yes... I believe that the money for safety MUST be a priority. Being able to have cameras
in hallways, being able to have doors and hallway gates that close with the touch of a button.
Security cameras are only one step if there is no one to monitor them.

5/24/2018 12:47 PM

241 The open campuses concern me. It's too easy to get into both of my children's schools without
checking in.

5/24/2018 10:14 AM

242 I don't think we need to have schools feel like prisions. Saftey is a mental constuct that is not
real....if people want to hurt others they will find a way.

5/24/2018 9:54 AM

243 Taxes are too high and the district needs figure this our without spending a fortune. 5/24/2018 9:46 AM

244 Very important 5/24/2018 7:20 AM

245 Some security improvements are good but not to the point of looking like our children are
incarcerated.

5/24/2018 6:58 AM

246 I support this 5/24/2018 3:35 AM

247 Is need. Cameras would be nice around the school, entrances. 5/23/2018 11:36 PM

248 Big yes. 5/23/2018 10:44 PM

249 Safety is good, but you won’t pass a badly planned bond measure on its back. 5/23/2018 9:13 PM

250 These improvements are vital, especially to open-air schools with breezeways. 5/23/2018 8:23 PM

251 Security is important. 5/23/2018 7:57 PM

252 All of that is great but what about inside the classroom with violent children attending taking
learning from others and causing stresses on their peers?

5/23/2018 7:35 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 How do intend to build truly secure schools with the imminent threat of social terrorism pervasive
in our culture?

6/5/2018 6:33 PM

2 Just don't give the design to overpriced Portland architects. 6/4/2018 3:49 PM

3 I would want to know all the information and all the details of the plans. 5/31/2018 9:28 AM

4 Exactly what those upgrades would fund and where. 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

5 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:17 AM

6 price tag 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

7 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:23 PM

8 Is this comprehensive or is there more that could be done? 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

9 Cost comparisons. 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

10 More specifics as the word security is very vague. 5/30/2018 9:00 AM

11 I would like to see the report on technology options to address safety and security. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

12 Don't you think having school counselors on site, and dealing with the source problems would be
a better way to spend money? and be better for the students? I don't want my kids to feel like they
are going to prison every morning.

5/30/2018 8:12 AM
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13 what would it cost to install and supervise a metal detector at doors of schools? 5/29/2018 9:20 PM

14 What is actually effective - not just what designers want to sell us. 5/29/2018 4:28 PM

15 What is actually being planned here? 5/29/2018 4:21 PM

16 Are metal detectors being considered? What are the larger metropolitan areas doing to reduce
problems?

5/29/2018 4:18 PM

17 I would like to know what you intend to do to actually make real changes that make our schools
safer. I would also like to address why when you sent out a survey this year not all grade levels
were included and you only addressed "bullying and harassment," and avoided asking if our
students felt "safe" at all grade levels. Kids throwing chairs, hitting staff, etc. and kids, parents, staff
being traumatized by that on a daily basis doesn't feel "safe" at all, but it isn't necessarily "bullying
or harassment" either. It seems like it is really bad in the lower grades too.

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

18 Is there any data that suggests these upgrades actually increase security? 5/29/2018 2:59 PM

19 Can you put together a competent group to handle this? After the lack of response to new
buildings following Thurston I doubt it

5/29/2018 2:22 PM

20 Cost? 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

21 Can buildings where there is not a second exit/entrance door in classrooms be provided with
something that would break an exterior window in the case of an emergency? Such as the kind
people keep in cars to break windows should your car fill with water.

5/29/2018 11:36 AM

22 What improvements will be made to school exactly? 5/29/2018 11:26 AM

23 What kind of security upgrades will specifically address potential shooting incidents? 5/29/2018 10:56 AM

24 What are the school security improvements with evidence supporting that they work? 5/29/2018 10:56 AM

25 Which specific schools will benefit from added security features and what the cost is for each of
those upgrades.

5/29/2018 10:36 AM

26 Would want to make sure the upgrades improve safety, but don't make the schools feel like a
militarized state

5/29/2018 10:13 AM

27 Costs, specific requirements. Breakdown of costs in each category to make a better informed
decision.

5/29/2018 10:03 AM

28 In the meantime, while waiting for these funds, what is being done to improve safety NOW. We still
do not have an off campus reunification spot for our elementary school, after talking about it for 2
years now. "It's held up at the district level" is an inadequate answer at this point.

5/29/2018 9:52 AM

29 Will the bond be able to pay for these upgrades at all schools? 5/28/2018 8:39 PM

30 What current case studies are being consulted to ensure we are actually making our kids safer? 5/28/2018 7:02 PM

31 How would the district determine the priority for which schools get these improvements? 5/28/2018 3:22 PM

32 A bond measure WILL provide funds for school security and safety upgrades. "Could" doesn't
guarantee fund allocation so I'd like bond measure to be reworded.

5/28/2018 12:28 PM

33 I believe there should be cameras installed in Regional Behavior campuses to protect not only the
district, but also staff and students from increased danger posed by this special population

5/28/2018 12:41 AM

34 Which schools will be left out? 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

35 see above 5/27/2018 7:59 AM

36 Security at all schools. One way in, fenced grounds, locked doors. 5/27/2018 12:21 AM

37 What is the long term plan for Corridor, Chinese Immersion, Family School, NATIVES Program,
and YG?

5/26/2018 11:36 AM

38 Would metal detectors be included or excluded in these safety upgrades? 5/26/2018 10:29 AM

39 Specific plans. 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

40 Why did you build River Road without bullet proof glass? This seems skimping on safety and
security in today's cultural climate of school shootings.

5/26/2018 8:26 AM

41 Make sure it is cutting edge security technology 5/26/2018 7:42 AM
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42 How can we best improve security without making kids feel like they're in jail? 5/26/2018 12:59 AM

43 Is earthquake and seismic standards part of this? 5/25/2018 9:13 PM

44 Do we really have to go to this measure? Sure, school safety, but at what cost? Seriously!
Condisider the cost of telling our children they have to live inside a fences area.

5/25/2018 8:55 PM

45 I’d like some examples and budgets for potential security upgrades. 5/25/2018 7:48 PM

46 Buzz people in? At least 2 exits for all classrooms 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

47 Which schools? Why not just do this to all schools needing improvement? 5/25/2018 4:52 PM

48 Details of what you hope to acheive and the cost of the same. 5/25/2018 4:46 PM

49 What specific measures would be taken at which schools? 5/25/2018 4:22 PM

50 I feel most new schools are 2 story, will these new schools also have 2 floors? 5/25/2018 3:39 PM

51 Update all 5/25/2018 2:59 PM

52 South Eugene High especially vulnerable 5/25/2018 1:29 PM

53 N/A 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

54 Why has this been delayed so long, after all the school shootings we have? 5/25/2018 12:55 PM

55 Even before these changes and improvements take place, we as parents would like 4j to consider
addressing the current security in place at all the schools. With shootings happening seemingly all
the time now, we would like to know how exactly our kids are being kept safe from a gun entering
the school.

5/25/2018 12:50 PM

56 How will 4j protect children against school shootings? 5/25/2018 12:37 PM

57 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

58 What makes you think that will work? 5/24/2018 11:06 PM

59 It seems other schools in the country are using some great technology for lock down safety and
other situations. What security system are you considering?

5/24/2018 2:50 PM

60 What are the safety measures being considered? 5/24/2018 12:47 PM

61 Does this include security cameras? If so, I probably wouldn’t support it. Security cameras at all
schools is unnecessary.

5/24/2018 6:58 AM

62 A detailed long-term plan for Yujin Gakuen Elementary in order our family to sign off on voting for
this bond. Would there be another capitol building bond for Howard MS and a separate one for
YG? What other school will be addressed and when? Also, does the district have the costs and
budget for what it takes to bring YG into Kelly MS for the short-term to make that work? Also, how
long will YG be at Howard MS. Because last time, I check corridor and YG have shared a school
for way to long without a long term plan.

5/23/2018 11:36 PM

63 Very timely with what is happening at school across the US. 5/23/2018 10:44 PM

64 Will all the schools be upgraded at the same time? How much of the bond would go to these
improvements? Is there an actual plan for these upgrades, or is this an attempt to convince scared
parents to support the bond despite the concerns for the future of left-behind schools and
programs?

5/23/2018 8:23 PM

65 I would like to see more sensory rooms and parenting outreach as well to make students and their
families feel supported--I'm talking about ALL students, those with emotional/behavior needs and
students who are in class with them.

5/23/2018 7:35 PM
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97.12% 202

18.75% 39

Q10 Seismic Safety and Resiliency for Disaster Recovery: The
Willamette Valley sits on one of the most dangerous earthquake fault

lines in the country. A natural disaster could strike our community at any
time. Resiliency upgrades at new schools—such as a higher level of

seismic resistance, water access and power generation—would enhance
these facilities to weather a disaster and be immediately available to

continue school operations and/or serve as disaster shelters and relief
sites in case of an emergency like an earthquake or major weather
storm.Seismic upgrades may also be needed at current schools for

earthquake safety measures that give students and staff time to
evacuate. The district assessed all existing buildings and made the most
critical seismic upgrades in the 1990s and beyond. Since then, seismic

standards for buildings have changed, and more has been learned about
the potential for a significant earthquake in our area. Further retrofit
improvements may be needed at some of the district’s older, more

vulnerable schools. 
Answered: 208 Skipped: 392

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT ENHANCING THE SEISMIC SAFETY OF EXISTING
SCHOOLS AND THE RESILIENCY OF NEW SCHOOLS FOR A POTENTIAL NATURAL
DISASTER?

DATE

1 This is important. 6/4/2018 4:50 PM

2 Great idea! 6/4/2018 3:49 PM

3 I strongly support seismic funding, although replacement of old facilities seems like a better
investment than retrofitting old failing buildings.

6/4/2018 1:52 PM

4 YES of course, please protect all our children. Schools can also serve as community
centers/distributions centers in the event of major disaster.

6/4/2018 10:05 AM

5 This is important. 6/3/2018 1:04 PM

6 Careful how far down this path you go. Safety is important, but you can't safeguard against all
outcomes, and sometimes the perceived benefits don't justify the costs.

6/1/2018 11:40 AM

7 Absolutely important 6/1/2018 7:02 AM

8 Budget to address issues as funds are available 5/31/2018 9:11 PM

9 Budget for this 5/31/2018 9:02 PM

10 This is actually of equal to concern to me with school shootings. As I understand it. We WILL have
a major earthquake. We just don't know WHEN. I think we would all benefit from knowing we have
prepared as well as we could.

5/31/2018 5:14 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about enhancing the seismic safety of existing schools and the resiliency of new schools for a
potential natural disaster?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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11 Seismic upgrades are a priority - but again, do not necessitate the removal of historically
significant buildings to construct new ones in the name of seismic upgrades. Simply retrofit current
building stock at a much lower price remaining responsible with our money AND with our cultural
heritage all the while providing a safer space for our students!

5/31/2018 9:38 AM

12 Not sure - sounds great but what exactly is the plan? 5/31/2018 9:28 AM

13 Definitely important. 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

14 I am concerned about the seismic safety of buildings and support upgrading wherever possible. 5/31/2018 12:17 AM

15 This seems important 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

16 yes 5/30/2018 9:39 PM

17 Makes sense 5/30/2018 7:18 PM

18 Seems like a must do 5/30/2018 7:17 PM

19 This is also a definite priority, but again it doesn't have to come at the cost of an entire historic
building. Good, experienced architects are able to design solutions for this challenge, EVEN IN
HISTORIC BUILDINGS.

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

20 This is extremely important. Although a disaster is slim, if it were to occur, 100's of children and
many adults could be injured and killed. It is worth the money to make the buildings safe.

5/30/2018 4:47 PM

21 YES,same as above 5/30/2018 4:31 PM

22 Unneeded. 5/30/2018 4:23 PM

23 Needed 5/30/2018 3:50 PM

24 Absolutely necessary for the safety of our kids and the support of the community. 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

25 HIGHLY IMPORTANT!!! The Cascadia earthquake is very real and important to make sure our
kids aren't in dangerous building earthquake-wise.

5/30/2018 1:01 PM

26 Depends on cost. 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

27 Yes 5/30/2018 11:06 AM

28 I would place safety from outside intruders above this kind of safety, although I know it is also
critical.

5/30/2018 10:55 AM

29 Look into it, but making scools safe in other ways seems to be a higher priority. 5/30/2018 10:51 AM

30 Yes 5/30/2018 10:36 AM

31 Yes, but we cannot keep asking tax payers to pay for these things. Why not businesses who make
millions? Let's tax them to pay for the community in which they make their money.

5/30/2018 10:31 AM

32 strongly agree this should be done 5/30/2018 10:28 AM

33 Sounds like a good idea. 5/30/2018 10:01 AM

34 Need more info on each structure, and the price tag for this work. 5/30/2018 9:59 AM

35 We should concentrate an make sure kids won't be hurt. If the buildings have to be razed, so
what.

5/30/2018 9:10 AM

36 I would support a bond measure that included these upgrades to the buildings. 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

37 Support. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

38 This keeps me up at night, thinking about my kids being at school when (if) the earthquake occurs.
It would be a catastrophic disaster.

5/30/2018 8:15 AM

39 I’m in favor of this idea 5/30/2018 8:11 AM

40 No. Use the money to rebuild south. 5/30/2018 8:02 AM

41 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

42 Important 5/30/2018 7:24 AM

43 No don’t spend on that 5/30/2018 6:46 AM

44 I support this need 5/30/2018 6:21 AM
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45 Yes, please do this. Schools left standing offer shelter to those that lose their homes 5/30/2018 6:08 AM

46 Not really visible but must be done 5/30/2018 6:01 AM

47 Common sense again. 5/30/2018 5:23 AM

48 Very good idea 5/30/2018 1:27 AM

49 It's great if we had money to reinforce all the 4j buildlings. 5/29/2018 10:53 PM

50 We need to ensure our buildings are safe for students 5/29/2018 9:25 PM

51 A necessity 5/29/2018 8:28 PM

52 Yes, an earthquake is imminent and this needs to be addressed. 5/29/2018 8:06 PM

53 What's more likely, a school shooting or an earthquake? Put the funding towards safety. 5/29/2018 8:05 PM

54 Yes. Our kids are worth it 5/29/2018 7:49 PM

55 Seems most important of all, really. 5/29/2018 6:05 PM

56 This one seems pretty important, unlike the others. 5/29/2018 4:21 PM

57 Yes, a good idea. Let's protect and extend the life of our existing buildings 5/29/2018 4:18 PM

58 Earthquake safety is necessary in this region. 5/29/2018 4:11 PM

59 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

60 Do it 5/29/2018 3:34 PM

61 Not tsure this is possible without a complete overhaul 5/29/2018 3:08 PM

62 I'd like to see it done because there would be such a high cost of life if it upgrading wasn't made. 5/29/2018 2:59 PM

63 Important to do 5/29/2018 2:53 PM

64 Potentially. With a well thought out and cost efficient plan. Perhaps apply for some grant funding
through OEM to help offset the costs.

5/29/2018 2:51 PM

65 Totally agree as I grew up in LA with lots of earthquakes. 5/29/2018 2:43 PM

66 Why hasn't this been handled at the time buildings were constructed? We have known about our
seismic activities since 4j was created.

5/29/2018 2:22 PM

67 Totally agree 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

68 Focus on replacing older schools with new construction. 5/29/2018 1:00 PM

69 Makes sense 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

70 I support the resiliency efforts and am interested in how you collaborate with other stakeholders in
funding these efforts

5/29/2018 11:26 AM

71 needs to be done 5/29/2018 11:12 AM

72 Yes 5/29/2018 11:02 AM

73 Very important! 5/29/2018 10:56 AM

74 Good idea to provide structural improvements in this area. 5/29/2018 10:56 AM

75 Prioritize below new facilities & and safety/security. 5/29/2018 10:51 AM

76 Thank you for addressing this. 5/29/2018 10:36 AM

77 YES! We need this. 5/29/2018 10:30 AM

78 Good use of funds. 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

79 Yes 5/29/2018 10:13 AM

80 This seems like an increasingly important conversation, as the threat of a large quake becomes
more realistic. I'd like to know that our students are protected, should that happen.

5/29/2018 9:52 AM

81 Yes! We need safer schools 5/29/2018 9:38 AM

82 I support any measures to increase safety in our existing students. 5/29/2018 9:07 AM
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83 Obviously, keeping people safe is a priority. 5/29/2018 8:25 AM

84 Great idea 5/29/2018 8:16 AM

85 I agree 5/29/2018 7:47 AM

86 This is important 5/29/2018 7:47 AM

87 Yes. 5/29/2018 7:09 AM

88 Not something I see as a priority. 5/29/2018 12:45 AM

89 This is a good idea, the earthquake threat in our region is real and building preperation makes a
huge difference in outcome

5/28/2018 10:40 PM

90 absolutely! 5/28/2018 9:28 PM

91 Great! 5/28/2018 8:39 PM

92 no 5/28/2018 7:56 PM

93 Let’s do it 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

94 I support this. 5/28/2018 7:02 PM

95 Very important and should have all schools to a earthquake grade facilities 5/28/2018 5:58 PM

96 I think keeping our children safe should be an utmost concern 5/28/2018 5:38 PM

97 This is the least of my priority, as we build new buildings and improve buildings this should already
be accounted for.

5/28/2018 3:22 PM

98 YES. Our schools should be as safe as possible. 5/28/2018 12:28 PM

99 Absolutely. Do what needs done. 5/28/2018 9:36 AM

100 Yes on older buildings. 5/28/2018 9:22 AM

101 Yep 5/28/2018 12:41 AM

102 Needs update 5/28/2018 12:12 AM

103 needs to be done ASAP 5/27/2018 9:34 PM

104 Again, a lovely idea. 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

105 Retrofitting the older schools makes sense 5/27/2018 8:01 PM

106 Yes -- urgent priority 5/27/2018 7:15 PM

107 I do not think we should spend any money fixing up opder buildings, they need replaced. 5/27/2018 1:00 PM

108 How did the district ever allow things to get this bad? Yes, the schools need to be safe. 5/27/2018 12:47 PM

109 I think making these improvements is very important. 5/27/2018 12:05 PM

110 This is an important retrofit that needs to occur 5/27/2018 11:49 AM

111 Yes. It is needed considering the risks. 5/27/2018 10:55 AM

112 Plaaning for natural disaster will help the children to focus better on learning than on worrying
about their school getting destroyed.

5/27/2018 10:45 AM

113 Good. 5/27/2018 6:35 AM

114 Necessary 5/27/2018 12:21 AM

115 I feel that these improvements are beneficial as well. 5/26/2018 9:29 PM

116 Please invest! 5/26/2018 3:13 PM

117 Yes 5/26/2018 3:09 PM

118 Please update to increase siesmic safety. 5/26/2018 1:20 PM

119 It is important, absolutely, but perhaps less time critical than housing existing programs. 5/26/2018 11:36 AM

120 My father is an architect and we often discuss how unsafe old buildings are in the event of an
earthquake. I am a fan of updating the buildings.

5/26/2018 10:23 AM
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121 New buildings may in the long run be a better option. 5/26/2018 8:46 AM

122 Yes!!! This is important 5/26/2018 8:40 AM

123 Definitely worth it 5/26/2018 8:32 AM

124 In general, I am supportive. 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

125 We need to upgrade buildings for resilience during these natural disasters. 5/26/2018 8:26 AM

126 Rather than upgrading all schools in this region, begin practicing earthquake drills regularly, just
as I did growing up in CA. A big one never hit but we knew what to do if necessary.

5/26/2018 8:17 AM

127 Yes, needs to be done 5/26/2018 7:42 AM

128 No 5/26/2018 6:57 AM

129 Very important 5/26/2018 6:27 AM

130 Makes sense 5/26/2018 6:06 AM

131 I think there are other more important issues to address that are here and now beside what could
maybe not happen for 50 years.

5/26/2018 5:42 AM

132 Yes! Schools, along with other major community resources like hospitals, need to be some of the
most seismically resistant buildings we have.

5/26/2018 12:59 AM

133 As long as older school also were getting upgrade... then yes. 5/25/2018 11:17 PM

134 New schools are needed. Retrofitting may help but shaking lead and asbestos are also of concern. 5/25/2018 11:01 PM

135 It would make me feel more confident and secure knowing that during a natural disaster of any
kind that my son would feel safe and protected!

5/25/2018 9:37 PM

136 Yes! Very important! 5/25/2018 9:13 PM

137 Extremely important 5/25/2018 8:59 PM

138 I guess this is a good idea. 5/25/2018 8:55 PM

139 New schools absolutely must be built to the strictest standards available today. No point in cutting
corners there. Would recommend speeding up construction of newer schools vs spending money
to fix schools (unless they aren’t due for replacement for a decade or more)

5/25/2018 8:44 PM

140 Strongly support. Schools would Kelly serve as community shelters as well in a disaster so having
them equipped with water systems and power generation is a good idea.

5/25/2018 7:48 PM

141 Always a good idea. 5/25/2018 7:23 PM

142 yes 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

143 Yes, I believe this would be a great idea 5/25/2018 6:22 PM

144 Less necessary. 5/25/2018 5:46 PM

145 I am not sure on this one! 5/25/2018 5:21 PM

146 Good 5/25/2018 4:52 PM

147 The Willamette Valley DOES NOT SIT on one of the most dangerous earthquake fault lines in the
country. Not even close. Peak Ground Acceleration expressed as a percentage of gravityin
Eugene is in the range of about 24. By way of contrast, Brookings, Oregon is 85.

5/25/2018 4:46 PM

148 Good idea. 5/25/2018 4:22 PM

149 Definitely needed 5/25/2018 4:14 PM

150 Support. 5/25/2018 4:12 PM

151 Agree we need this! 5/25/2018 4:09 PM

152 Important 5/25/2018 3:51 PM

153 Not interested. Earthquake risk for death is low so it is money wasted. 5/25/2018 3:40 PM

154 Absolutely need to have it. 5/25/2018 3:39 PM

155 I would rather see money spent on other areas 5/25/2018 3:31 PM
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156 Agreed, this is important planning 5/25/2018 3:29 PM

157 New school shouls already prepared 5/25/2018 2:59 PM

158 Support it. However, seismic upgrades might lead to layers and layers of unearthing deferred
maintenance issues. Work through the numbers and get the best value for the work. In other
words, a seismic upgrade might be better thought of as a knock-down and rebuild.

5/25/2018 2:33 PM

159 Yes! 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

160 Yes, I would support this! 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

161 Edison is a potential major loss of life disaster in the event of an earthquake. Unbelievable you
claim to care about kids and have them packed in the basement of that building.

5/25/2018 2:04 PM

162 I think it’s really important to create a safe space for our kids! 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

163 YES! 5/25/2018 1:47 PM

164 The four area high schools should have this first 5/25/2018 1:46 PM

165 it would be nice if I thought my kids were attending schools that could keep them safe 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

166 PUT SAFETY FIRST 5/25/2018 1:38 PM

167 This is a good idea 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

168 I support this 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

169 Please, PLEASE, build ALL future building at the very top level of seismic security. All schools are
designated as community emergency centers. Consider each school to be the very heart and core
of the community they serve and build appropriately

5/25/2018 1:29 PM

170 Okay 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

171 Please make all 4j buildings more earthquake resilient. 5/25/2018 1:21 PM

172 I support it 5/25/2018 1:19 PM

173 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

174 Have you had an evaluation done by OEM? May be needed? Perhaps reserch before listing it
would be beneficial when trying to convince the community to give 4J MORE MONEY.

5/25/2018 1:07 PM

175 Hard to do efficiently 5/25/2018 1:04 PM

176 I support this. 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

177 Upgrade to the law, no more, no less. 5/25/2018 12:55 PM

178 Yes, in favor. 5/25/2018 12:54 PM

179 Needs to be done 5/25/2018 12:50 PM

180 We absolutely need to do this. 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

181 In favor. 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

182 Yes please, full speed ahead! 5/25/2018 12:43 PM

183 I think we are obliged to meet whatever the current standards are. 5/25/2018 12:39 PM

184 needs improvements! 5/25/2018 12:38 PM

185 This should be a primary focus, that all schools can withstand an earthquake. 5/25/2018 12:37 PM

186 Priority 5/25/2018 12:26 PM

187 This also seems critical at this time. 5/25/2018 12:24 PM

188 Broad scale seismic retrofitting should be a top priority where necessary 5/25/2018 11:53 AM

189 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

190 Yes please. 5/24/2018 11:06 PM

191 This would be a great idea. I'm hoping any new schools would have these in place. 5/24/2018 2:40 PM

192 I find this to be less of a priority I believe safety should be the 1st priority 5/24/2018 12:47 PM
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193 Waste of money. We will not survie the earthquake that is supposed to hit. 5/24/2018 9:54 AM

194 Not now, taxes are too high. The district does not efficiently us the bond money. 5/24/2018 9:46 AM

195 Very important 5/24/2018 7:20 AM

196 Seems like that money could be better spent on updating classroom technology and furniture, or
possibly ensuring all facilities are ADA compliant.

5/24/2018 6:58 AM

197 I support this 5/24/2018 3:35 AM

198 Yes, that's important and I do care about enhancing the seismic safety but there's other school
safety issues I'm more concern with that's going on in our nation right now unfortunately.

5/23/2018 11:36 PM

199 A good idea. 5/23/2018 10:44 PM

200 Again, this is good work to have done, but it will not make people vote for s bond measure that is
woefully short on olanning and information on the school construction side of things.

5/23/2018 9:13 PM

201 Yes. 5/23/2018 8:23 PM

202 Seismic upgrades are important. 5/23/2018 7:57 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 I 6/3/2018 1:04 PM

2 All the info -- what exactly is the plan? 5/31/2018 9:28 AM

3 Again, exactly what those upgrades are and where. 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

4 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:17 AM

5 specifics & price tag 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

6 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:23 PM

7 Are we going far enough? 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

8 Do costs comparisons. 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

9 How much? I would like to see upgrades to the schools themselves and safety before this. 5/30/2018 9:00 AM

10 No questions. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

11 What are the estimated costs? Why would this be better than rebuild? 5/30/2018 8:12 AM

12 Do we have enough money to do all the buildlings? 5/29/2018 10:53 PM

13 What are the costs for this? 5/29/2018 4:21 PM

14 Does every classroom have a first aid kit? Does each class have a supply of water and snacks to
sustain them in the event of a natural disaster?

5/29/2018 3:10 PM

15 Seismic reports needed. What do these upgrades actually entail? 5/29/2018 2:59 PM

16 Can you put together a competent group to handle this? After the lack of response since 4j was
incorporated I doubt it and that's annoying

5/29/2018 2:22 PM

17 Cost? 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

18 Who will fund these efforts in addition to the school district? 5/29/2018 11:26 AM

19 Which schools currently are not up to safety standards for seismic activity? 5/29/2018 10:36 AM

20 Needed - flat out. State assistance should be available 5/29/2018 10:13 AM

21 Is this in addition to the estimated costs for rebuilding schools? Breakdown of costs in each
category to make a better informed decision.

5/29/2018 10:03 AM

22 Again, an off campus reunification point needs to be established immediately for ALL schools. 5/29/2018 9:52 AM

23 Will this be enough money for all school? 5/28/2018 8:39 PM

24 What is the long term plan for Corridor, Chinese Immersion, Family School, NATIVES Program,
and YG?

5/26/2018 11:36 AM

25 Specific information (which building for how much). 5/26/2018 8:29 AM
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26 none 5/25/2018 8:55 PM

27 not sure yet 5/25/2018 5:21 PM

28 Honest information about fault lines and earthquake hazards in the 4J District Area. 5/25/2018 4:46 PM

29 Which schools need more work? 5/25/2018 4:22 PM

30 How much will it cost? 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

31 Please review the seismic predicament at South Eugene High School. Only a small section of the
building is up to current code. Many will die is a subduction zone intense quake. Its time to put
South on the priority list.

5/25/2018 1:29 PM

32 N/A 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

33 When the next big earthquake is! 5/25/2018 12:55 PM

34 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

35 What existing schools are you proposing these upgrades be installed? Why are ADA problems at
schools not a top priority?

5/24/2018 6:58 AM

36 What are some examples of retrofit improvements? Are improvements being made at all schools? 5/24/2018 5:44 AM

37 Are you retro-fitting other schools that aren't being rebuilt or remodeled anytime soon is that cost
in the current bond?

5/23/2018 11:36 PM

38 Again, there have been dollar amounts attached to the school builds. What are the specifics of this
plan? Is this really to be included under the bond proposal?

5/23/2018 8:23 PM

39 What are the current evacution policies? Are staff trained to be able to handle an emergency of
this nature?

5/23/2018 7:35 PM
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94.50% 189

23.00% 46

Q11 Equity, Access and Health: School facilities and programs should be
equitable, accessible and healthy for all—both because it is the right thing

to do, and because it is required by federal law (ADA, IDEA and Title
IX). Bond funds could help: • Meet Title Nine requirements with equal

access to high-quality facilities for girls and boys• Improve academic and
athletic facilities to be accessible and equitable for all • Enhance special
education facilities and equipment • Upgrade kitchen facilities to improve

school food service
Answered: 200 Skipped: 400

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT INVESTING IN IMPROVING EQUITY, ACCESS AND
HEALTH IN 4J SCHOOL FACILITIES?

DATE

1 Important to a point, but it needs to be recognized that there are limited resources. 6/4/2018 4:50 PM

2 Great idea. 6/4/2018 3:49 PM

3 I support a larger cond issue ($450M) that sufficiently funds this area. 6/4/2018 1:52 PM

4 I think we need to think about our schools as providing social services, at least for the North area.
At high school, students need a place to do laundry even (for free). We need to have space for
nurse/medical clinics. There are just basics that are not be addressed and we need to think what
infrastructure needs to be place to support human infrastructure (i.e. teachers and staff)

6/4/2018 10:05 AM

5 I support the improvements to sped and kitchens and if sports is truly title 9, I support a limited
amount of fixing up girls facilities to be comparable - but givn other needs don't really support
improvements to athletic facilities in general - just specifically to title 9

6/3/2018 1:04 PM

6 Sure, within financial reason. 6/1/2018 11:40 AM

7 Should be included as a benefit to the bond 6/1/2018 7:02 AM

8 Do with existing funding, reduce funding from the Haves to Help the have nots 5/31/2018 9:11 PM

9 Excellent idea!! 5/31/2018 9:02 PM

10 I am deeply concerned over what we are providing for our special eduaction students. I'm not sure
how much we can do for them under a bond measure, but I think we should do all we can. They
are probably the most underfunded segment of our local school population - not in terms of how
much is spend on them, but in terms of how much is spent compared to how much is needed.

5/31/2018 5:14 PM

11 Equity. Matter s 5/31/2018 2:17 PM

12 Please do! 5/31/2018 9:38 AM

13 The only one I know much about is the food one - upgraded kitchen facilities would be awesome,
also fully fund school gardens so they can be amazing learning spaces as well as feeding high-
quality fresh food to kids. Get rid of Sodexho and spend those funds on real food!

5/31/2018 9:28 AM

14 Also important, although slightly less than the other two. 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

15 We need to triple the amount of counselors and psychologists. 5/31/2018 6:59 AM

16 I fully support being in compliance of federal law as well as ethical standards. 5/31/2018 12:17 AM

17 Make working kitchens! Provide local produce and healthier food ! 5/30/2018 11:52 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about investing in improving equity, access and health in 4J school facilities?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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18 May be worthwhile, depending on specifics 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

19 access and support for sports other than football, basketball and track would be nice 5/30/2018 9:39 PM

20 Yes- however I would prefer that classrooms are equipped with what they neeed. Ridiculous that
students can't have books, that teachers have to make illegal photocopies, and that parents have
to purchase books from Amazon in order for kids to be able to study at home.

5/30/2018 9:18 PM

21 Upgrade food service only if it is real food and not processed 5/30/2018 7:18 PM

22 Yes! The hard thing is that every thing you are asking about is important. Why can't we just have
adequate school funding.

5/30/2018 7:17 PM

23 yes 5/30/2018 4:31 PM

24 We hold these truths to be self-evident that all humans are created equal...as stated, this is the
right thing to do, period.

5/30/2018 3:50 PM

25 I supoort these efforts, but also support the need for acilities that allow for all-school events.
Additionally, ALL elementary schools need to be provided with covered areas to allow for outdoor
recess at all times of the year. Indoor recess should be a thing of the past.

5/30/2018 2:54 PM

26 Excellent. 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

27 Ridiculous. 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

28 Yes 5/30/2018 11:06 AM

29 In all we do, there must be close attention paid to the issues of equity and of improving schools that
are not in affluent areas.

5/30/2018 10:55 AM

30 Sounds costly. Equality is important but not if there is not equal demand for the "equal" facilities.
School food service is very important to kids health. Equal academic facilities make sense. Equal
athletic facilities may not make sense if there is not demand for new facilities in the name of
equality.

5/30/2018 10:51 AM

31 in favor as long as basic hierarchy of needs met first 5/30/2018 10:28 AM

32 I'm especially supportive of improving special ed facilities and upgrading food service. Athletic
facilities should be equal for all, but are a lower priority than academic in terms of quality.

5/30/2018 10:01 AM

33 We have several very overdue equity issues in terms of our facilities- please do address these! 5/30/2018 9:59 AM

34 I have a daughter and there is a clear disparity in what is afforded the boys for sports and the girls.
How do you explain that to your child?

5/30/2018 9:00 AM

35 Equal access to these services and upgraded facilities is very important. 5/30/2018 8:54 AM

36 Support. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

37 I would like more specific information about funding any projects in these categories. I believe
most of these topics are political fodder of the far progressive left, but also believe there are small
pockets of value to be had in each of these categories.

5/30/2018 8:45 AM

38 Also important. Drop those food service contracts and give our kids local, healthy food! Also, kids
in the behavioral program need assistance...so do TAG kids. There are no resources for them, at
least at Camas Ridge and as far as I know, the law says otherwise.

5/30/2018 8:15 AM

39 This is something that I think needs to be looked at from a case by case scenario for existing
buildings. I would move more existing facilities to be co-ed.

5/30/2018 8:12 AM

40 I’m in favor of this 5/30/2018 8:11 AM

41 We have Oregon Health Plan which is awesome and I fully support. The community already
provides access to health.

5/30/2018 8:02 AM

42 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

43 If this money mostly goes toward athletics... that’s totally screwed up. 5/30/2018 7:36 AM

44 Important 5/30/2018 7:24 AM

45 This should be a high priority 5/30/2018 6:57 AM

46 Moderate priority 5/30/2018 6:46 AM
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47 Not necessary 5/30/2018 6:21 AM

48 Ok 5/30/2018 6:08 AM

49 What is the implication for Title IX if the district acts like gender is fluid? 5/30/2018 6:01 AM

50 Common sense again. 5/30/2018 5:23 AM

51 I feel that buildling a new elementary for North region would be a higher priority than this. 5/29/2018 10:53 PM

52 In support 5/29/2018 9:25 PM

53 Yes! 5/29/2018 8:06 PM

54 In support 5/29/2018 7:49 PM

55 Of least concern to me, though of course I recognize this is important. But I would sooner scrap
sports if it meant making sure all schools were safe and could serve all students

5/29/2018 6:05 PM

56 I can't think of a school that doesn't already have equal access. 5/29/2018 4:21 PM

57 I'm in support of equity in all schools. 5/29/2018 4:11 PM

58 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

59 Do it 5/29/2018 3:34 PM

60 Improve academic facilities; enhance special education facilities and equipment; upgrade the
kitchen facilities only if it's going to improve the FOOD served.

5/29/2018 2:59 PM

61 This will NEVER be carried out properly. 5/29/2018 2:51 PM

62 Totally agree. Equality for all 5/29/2018 2:43 PM

63 Use Village School as a guide for all schools. Its absurd that ATA and Roosevelt don't have
serviceable kitchens were students and chefs can cook as opposed to warm up the unhealthiest
processed crap we can buy. Its a joke that you allow Sysco to handle food service contracts. We
live in a community that values organic real food and we serve our kids expired processed crap. I
wouldn't let my kids eat it and have complained multiple times to no avail.

5/29/2018 2:22 PM

64 Agree 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

65 Not a high priority. Can be paid with federal money. 5/29/2018 1:00 PM

66 Super important!!!!! 5/29/2018 12:58 PM

67 Quality food is critical to learning and community health. 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

68 Yes 5/29/2018 11:02 AM

69 Also, important areas for improvement 5/29/2018 10:56 AM

70 Important 5/29/2018 10:51 AM

71 Awesome. Thank you! It's kind of sad that we have to have someone force us to give equal
facilities to males and females instead of just generally doing this anyhow.

5/29/2018 10:36 AM

72 YES! We need this. 5/29/2018 10:30 AM

73 Wonderful! 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

74 Sure 5/29/2018 10:13 AM

75 I’m in agreement to upgrade special ed facilities. School food is not going to improve. Nothing
healthy can come from a package or frozen bag! Improvements to upgrade facilities to allow
transgender access is unnessecary and will create more trouble in the future. Creating one or two
bathrooms that are unisex is sufficient. It doesn’t single any one out and give access to all.
Changing facilities are unnessecary. Change in the locker room that matches with your biological
makeup. Adding gender neutral facilities to elementary schools is NOT necessary and only
enables these kids and encourages the behavior. Yes it is a choice!!!!

5/29/2018 10:03 AM

76 I believe this should be high on the list of "to-do"s, but this feels less critical in the iimmediate term,
when compared to earthquake and intruder/violence concerns.

5/29/2018 9:52 AM

77 Yes! 5/29/2018 9:38 AM
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78 Improving access to health in 4J school facilities is very important. As stated above, "School
facilities and programs should be equitable." This is "required by federal law" and our public
school system-- in accordance to ADA, IDEA, and Title IX-- should fully fund our facilities and
these programs.

5/29/2018 9:07 AM

79 Yes 5/29/2018 8:16 AM

80 I agree 5/29/2018 7:47 AM

81 You do not mention equity in music facilities. In some schools there is not a decent designated
space for music, which is noisy, and needs space for movement and instruments.

5/29/2018 7:47 AM

82 If your going to do it, do it in all schools. Don’t just put gem in “low income” schools because you
assume poor people can’t access regular health care.

5/29/2018 7:35 AM

83 Yes. 5/29/2018 7:09 AM

84 Important! 5/29/2018 12:45 AM

85 yes. there should be a nurses station in each school. Those schools that are deemed behaviors
schools should be built with this in mind. Lets serve a highest needs students the best we can.

5/28/2018 9:28 PM

86 Great! Yes, we should do this! 5/28/2018 8:39 PM

87 no 5/28/2018 7:56 PM

88 Yes please 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

89 I support this. 5/28/2018 7:02 PM

90 Important 5/28/2018 5:58 PM

91 I think ALL of our students should have access to school facilities and healthy food 5/28/2018 5:38 PM

92 I think meeting title nine requirements is important as it directly impacts the culture of the schools
and kids are treated.

5/28/2018 3:22 PM

93 Definitely need to address this with the growing need we have. 5/28/2018 12:37 PM

94 YES 5/28/2018 12:28 PM

95 Invest in the people. That encourages success. 5/28/2018 9:36 AM

96 Yes. 5/28/2018 9:22 AM

97 Needs improvement 5/28/2018 12:12 AM

98 Isn't it already being done!! Title nine isn't new. 5/27/2018 9:34 PM

99 Again...good ideas. 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

100 Yes -- the kitchens are a current health hazard. I will add that as a trans person who was recently
a student, gender neutral bathrooms are extremely important

5/27/2018 7:15 PM

101 Important issue - always! We should be inclusive. 5/27/2018 6:54 PM

102 Yes to all 5/27/2018 4:47 PM

103 This should always be thought of, but a lot has been done already and built into recent projects,
as it should be, but not above all else.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

104 I dont think the schools should provide the food service, cant outside vendors offer food service to
reduve the cost of kitchen builds and kitchen staff in the long term.

5/27/2018 1:00 PM

105 I agree completely. 5/27/2018 12:47 PM

106 I hope the upgraded kitchens is reflected in the kids having healthy food options. 5/27/2018 12:05 PM

107 Good idea 5/27/2018 11:49 AM

108 Yes. Healthy minds and bodies create a good learning environment 5/27/2018 10:52 AM

109 All high schools need a School Based Health Center. 5/27/2018 10:45 AM

110 Good 5/27/2018 6:35 AM

111 All of the above should also be a priority. 5/26/2018 9:29 PM
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112 Please improve 5/26/2018 3:09 PM

113 I would like to see all inclusive schools, and not see programs put into school "surplus" buildings. 5/26/2018 1:31 PM

114 great. 5/26/2018 1:20 PM

115 I strongly support this. 5/26/2018 11:52 AM

116 We need more computers in schools (SEHS currently has a computer shortage and as such this
impeded on the 2020 vision, it makes it hard for all students to access technology at school

5/26/2018 11:42 AM

117 I absolutely agree, especially about making all schools fully accessible. 5/26/2018 11:36 AM

118 I am in favor of these updates. 5/26/2018 10:23 AM

119 Improve school food and remove pizza and taco businesses from school. 5/26/2018 8:46 AM

120 Yes!!!! This is important. 5/26/2018 8:40 AM

121 Definitely worth it 5/26/2018 8:32 AM

122 Yes! 110% support!!! 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

123 Yes, improve kitchen facilities and procedures so we actually have food cooked in site locations
again. Yes, support SPED needs. Yes improve academic spaces.

5/26/2018 8:26 AM

124 Why are other elementary schools being upgraded, but the one being impacted the most is not
being considered?

5/26/2018 8:18 AM

125 Of course 5/26/2018 8:17 AM

126 Yes, fully support 5/26/2018 7:42 AM

127 Yes. 5/26/2018 6:57 AM

128 Fine. 5/26/2018 6:27 AM

129 A much overlooked area in need of improvement 5/26/2018 6:06 AM

130 These are all important, yes. I worry about the money, but it's very difficult to say that any one of
these is more critical than any other unless it directly affects health and safety.

5/26/2018 12:59 AM

131 ABSOLUTELY YES! This is so needed! Especially in terms of heath and wellness. There is a
significant amount of research on the relationship between health and academic performance. And
given the recent deaths by suicide in Lane County, there is an urgent and critical need for school-
based prevention strategies for screening and identifying students that may be at risk for mental
health problems. Moreover, there is a clear need to promote help seeking behavior and build a
culture of health and wellness.

5/25/2018 11:17 PM

132 Healthy food would help children with behavior problems immensely. My children complain of gas
and stomach aches after eating hot lunch. One time they were given pancakes cooked in a bag.
Kids need good nutrition be able to function and learn.

5/25/2018 11:01 PM

133 This is a complete waste of money. The fact that you buy into this PC nonsense shows you can’t
be trusted with more tax dollars

5/25/2018 9:54 PM

134 This is very important!! Especially serving healthy, local food in the cafeteria. 5/25/2018 9:13 PM

135 Not a huge priority 5/25/2018 8:59 PM

136 In favor. 5/25/2018 8:55 PM

137 Yes to kitchen and special ed. 5/25/2018 8:44 PM

138 Sound like good ideas. Having healthier food options and equitable facilities is important. 5/25/2018 7:48 PM

139 This should be a higher priority than 'school security' and seismic retrofitting. Special Education
facilities in this district are at best an afterthought, crammed in basements and other spaces
deemed unusable by other staff. It is a disgrace and these kids deserve better.

5/25/2018 7:15 PM

140 yes 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

141 I would vote that this is important 5/25/2018 6:22 PM

142 Necessary. 5/25/2018 5:46 PM

143 yes upgrade all those point! 5/25/2018 5:21 PM
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144 You just said required so this should be a priority. 5/25/2018 4:52 PM

145 What exactly needs to be done? The kitchen facilities don't need upgrading. The food needs
upgrading.

5/25/2018 4:46 PM

146 Great! 5/25/2018 4:22 PM

147 Important but we can fund everything at once so I think safety should be a priority 5/25/2018 3:51 PM

148 Address security concerns now, before other issues. This is literally potentially life or death, so it's
time to act immediately

5/25/2018 3:40 PM

149 Not interested. 5/25/2018 3:40 PM

150 Ties into new schools being 2 floors. Not a fan. 5/25/2018 3:39 PM

151 I support this 5/25/2018 3:31 PM

152 Yes, agreed. Kitchen facilities and kitchen staffing should be improved. Especially at Gilham, my
children and their friends constantly find long hair in their food. My kids don't want to eat at either
Gilham or Cal Young.

5/25/2018 3:29 PM

153 For us, number one priority is healthy food for optimal learning for all students. Hungry students
can’t learn, unhealthy food doesn’t help with behavioral issues. Please make sure we have local
whole foods for our kids.

5/25/2018 2:51 PM

154 Support it. All kids deserve an education. 5/25/2018 2:33 PM

155 I feel like this is a lower priority than the other things. I wouldn't support a bond that aimed money
at athletic facilities and special ed over building enough classroom spaces to reduce class sizes
across the board.

5/25/2018 2:07 PM

156 I support this 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

157 YES! 5/25/2018 1:47 PM

158 these all seem very important 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

159 do it 5/25/2018 1:38 PM

160 maybe stick with just rebuilding schools 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

161 great idea. I'm tired of the wealthier population having unfair advantages 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

162 I support this 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

163 This is urgent. School inequities have contributed to gender and racial discrimination throughout 4j
persistently for years. The fact that this survey is canvassing the public on their opinion about the
importance of equity is concerning. This is not a matter of preference. Schools must demonstrate
Leadership in equity instruction— starting with equal facilities.

5/25/2018 1:29 PM

164 Okay 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

165 I support it 5/25/2018 1:19 PM

166 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

167 The only thing justifiable on this list is "enhance facilities and equipment." 5/25/2018 1:07 PM

168 I support this. 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

169 Yes! 5/25/2018 12:55 PM

170 Yes, in favor. 5/25/2018 12:54 PM

171 Needs to be done 5/25/2018 12:50 PM

172 We absolutely need to do this 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

173 It sounds like this is a non-optional legal requirement. 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

174 This is a given. 5/25/2018 12:43 PM

175 This is clearly important 5/25/2018 12:39 PM

176 This is important as well, but in my priorities, safety and security need to be taken care of first. 5/25/2018 12:37 PM
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177 I think as long as this is spread equally across the district so that not any one school is far
improved over the others, it is important and should be done.

5/25/2018 12:24 PM

178 Meeting title nine needs is imperative 5/25/2018 11:53 AM

179 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

180 Food is not a corporation. Nor do you need a fancy kitchen to be healthy. What about a garden?
Locally sourced. ?? Boxes of mixed “oatmeal breakfast cookies” are not a solution or good for our
kids.

5/24/2018 11:06 PM

181 There are so many needs. 5/24/2018 2:40 PM

182 This is a very broad group of people and need to classify and put together as one group. 5/24/2018 12:47 PM

183 I think that funds should focus on teaching the students. 5/24/2018 9:46 AM

184 Stop putting money into athletics. Let’s spend money that makes a difference in literacy and
graduation rates.

5/24/2018 6:58 AM

185 I support this 5/24/2018 3:35 AM

186 I like this idea. 5/23/2018 10:44 PM

187 Required by federal law. You have to come up with the funds for this stuff anyways. If it isn’t
already in your budget, it reflects pretty poorly on your long term planning and budgeting.

5/23/2018 9:13 PM

188 Yes. 5/23/2018 8:23 PM

189 I would need more information on this. 5/23/2018 7:35 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 Would the money really go to items listed above? What do you mean equitable for all? 6/5/2018 6:33 PM

2 Specific information about what's happening and why it's needed. 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

3 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:17 AM

4 details & price tag 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

5 Is the priority sports, clubs, social programs, or is it academics? 5/30/2018 9:18 PM

6 If kitchen facilities were upgraded to improve school food service, does that mean the menu is
changing? Can more healthy and fresh foods be supplied?

5/30/2018 4:47 PM

7 None. 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

8 How much do you already waste on those in special education who have no ability to learn? 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

9 Yes 5/30/2018 10:36 AM

10 No questions. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

11 specifics would be needed before questions could be formed. 5/30/2018 8:12 AM

12 Why the focus on what the community already provides through OHP, planned parenthood and
lane county health? How about schools focus on the drop out rate?

5/30/2018 8:02 AM

13 What is the current condition of the kitchens? 5/30/2018 6:01 AM

14 Would the schools go back to cooking real food? Or would it still be outsourced and using pre-
packaged food?

5/29/2018 9:20 PM

15 What exactly are we talking about here? And what do kitchen facilities have to do with equity? 5/29/2018 4:21 PM

16 Is equity for one group at the cost of another? 5/29/2018 3:10 PM

17 Make the 4j staff eat the crappy food Sysco provides for b-fast and lunch everyday and try to do
their jobs and not be obese

5/29/2018 2:22 PM

18 Costs 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

19 wish you would have student plant and maintain a garden 5/29/2018 11:12 AM

20 Important 5/29/2018 10:51 AM
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21 What do these changes cost? Are they already I included in the building estimate? Breakdown of
costs in each category to make a better informed decision.

5/29/2018 10:03 AM

22 My concern is always about how this will actually work in reality rather than in theory. 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

23 How come this doesn't apply to programs that aren't majority white like the Yujin Gakuen,
Indigenous People's Program, and the Chinese Immersion School? Where is the equity and
equality there? Why is it that everyone suffering from this bond is majority people of color?

5/27/2018 12:47 PM

24 What is the plan for which buildings' needs are addressed? I don't know all of the schools well, but
several in the South region are on hills and only nominally, if that, accessible. The Crest sure is
not wheelchair accessible, for example, which makes two choice programs but available to kids,
parents, and staff who use wheelchairs. No public school should be inaccessible to any student or
staff member, choice or not.

5/26/2018 11:36 AM

25 No questions needed. We should do it! 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

26 What is currently being done in these areas? 5/25/2018 11:17 PM

27 none - don't really care, but I support those that do 5/25/2018 8:55 PM

28 I’m curious what is meant by improving food service. 5/25/2018 7:48 PM

29 How are academic and athletic facilities not already accessible and equitable for all? 5/25/2018 4:46 PM

30 What are the current issues with food service? Is a green kitchen program something that is being
considered? (I was disheartened to find that my child's school uses disposable silverware - how
hard is it to wash some forks?!)

5/25/2018 4:22 PM

31 What are you afraid of that prevents this school board from providing healthy food for all students?
Where is the equity you are after? Let’s start with basics: our daily food

5/25/2018 2:51 PM

32 Specifics 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

33 I'm not sure what this means. Please be more specific 5/25/2018 1:46 PM

34 All new schools should work with an equity professional. No school created to last for the decade
moving into a progressive future should skimp on equity. This shouldn’t even be a question. It’s
the law,

5/25/2018 1:29 PM

35 N/A 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

36 Can we please bring back a school nurse at every school 5 days a week! 5/25/2018 12:55 PM

37 Why isn't this funded by the government entity that signed it into law? 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

38 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

39 Why do the voters need to pay for new kitchens? Sodexo makes lots of money from our contract.
Should be there bill to foot. Plus they are the ones who took out stoves and replaced them with
more ovens.

5/25/2018 8:59 AM

40 Will you staff teachers to teach at these facilities?? 5/24/2018 11:06 PM

41 What will the money be spent on and how will it help SPED? There is never any money for SPED
and even when bounds are past for this purpose there is no money for SPED. Where is the
accountablity?

5/24/2018 9:54 AM

42 How can you justify spending on athletics when we have increasing numbers of students not
graduating?

5/24/2018 6:58 AM

43 Is it equitable to remove an elementary school from a low income neighborhood while
simultaneously building a new elementary school in an upperclass neighborhood for growth
purposes?

5/24/2018 3:35 AM

44 If the bond were more about needed repairs for all schools and less about building a few that leave
the rest falling apart, the bond would have wide support.

5/23/2018 8:23 PM

45 Where is the equity in immersion programs? Why is it the Asian language schools continue to
reside in co-located buildings?

5/23/2018 7:57 PM

46 I feel all schools are doing there best to provide access to all areas of the buildings, staffing is the
biggest issue, would this include more monies to provide 1-1 support for students?

5/23/2018 7:35 PM
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96.53% 195

16.83% 34

Q12 Critical Repairs and Maintenance: Worn-out roofs. Corroded pipes
and cracked pavement. End-of-life heating systems and controls.

Inefficient windows that let in the cold. Buildings across the district need
critical repairs and improvements to keep students warm, safe and dry,

and protect the community’s investment in our schools. Bond funds would
allow the school district to make basic, large-scale repairs to school

buildings that are over 50 years old, much like you might make to your
house. Like with your own home, it will cost taxpayers more to fix these

problems later if they're not taken care of now. Without bond funds, costly
repairs and maintenance would come out of the budget the district uses

for classroom education.
Answered: 202 Skipped: 398

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT INVESTING IN CRITICAL REPAIRS AND
MAINTENANCE FOR SCHOOL FACILITIES?

DATE

1 Important. 6/4/2018 4:50 PM

2 Great idea! 6/4/2018 3:49 PM

3 I think 4J should prioritize facilities projects that also reduce carbon footprint (glazed windows,
insulation, replacement of older natural gas heating systems with electric HVAC systems, etc.)

6/4/2018 1:52 PM

4 Support this 6/3/2018 1:04 PM

5 Yes, and put aside adequate funds for proper long-term maintenance in the future. Some of these
problems are the result of maintenance neglect.

6/1/2018 11:40 AM

6 We should treat our schools like temples of leaning. We need to maintain them 6/1/2018 7:02 AM

7 Use existing budget and prioritize 5/31/2018 9:11 PM

8 Definitely! 5/31/2018 9:02 PM

9 Add a/c to South Eugene High School 5/31/2018 8:44 PM

10 Please repair and upgrade. Hopefully, some building replacements would belay the need for as
much funding in this area.

5/31/2018 5:14 PM

11 This seems like a priority. Buildings must be in good repair and properly maintained to provide a
safe and secure space for chidren to learn and thrive in.

5/31/2018 3:43 PM

12 Please DO maintain schools! Invest in our buildings so that they can continue to operate! Provide
adequate systems for positive learning environments within our existing buildings!!

5/31/2018 9:38 AM

13 Great idea - also we should be advocating at the state level for a decent school funding
mechanism so that basic things like this are not left to local districts, while ridiculous mandates on
curriculum and high-stakes testing flow from the state. How many repairs could we do with the $$$
currently spent on SBAC and the 100+ other standardized tests our kids take?

5/31/2018 9:28 AM

14 Important 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about investing in critical repairs and maintenance for school facilities?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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15 Rooms must be swept every day. Provide a sub to all building that are short on custodians. It
looks terrible when a school is not swept.

5/31/2018 6:59 AM

16 Repair and remodel preferred. Teardown is a waste of our resources. Most of us remodel our
homes not tear down ! We live in a 66 year home in great condition and have added some rooms.
Consider this !

5/30/2018 11:52 PM

17 This is a good use of funds. 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

18 nice spaces increase children's ability to learn by feeling safe and comfortable. these repairs
would help with that

5/30/2018 9:39 PM

19 Makes sense 5/30/2018 7:18 PM

20 again, super important, but so is the rest 5/30/2018 7:17 PM

21 With regard to historic schools such as Edison, this is a FAR better attitude and approach than
tearing the building down and building new. Act as good stewards for the community's heritage
and invest in the building and the neighborhood. Future students and neighbors will thank you!

5/30/2018 6:25 PM

22 As a current employee of Monroe Middle School and previously SEHS, I can attest to the
inefficient heating systems. I've had students show up with gloves and hats to where while trying
to learn and complete their work. It is terrible. Somebody in a typical business office would never
have to work in these conditions!

5/30/2018 4:47 PM

23 yes 5/30/2018 4:31 PM

24 Maintain the properties. 5/30/2018 4:23 PM

25 Agreed. 5/30/2018 3:50 PM

26 As a homeowner with a 50 year old house, I think some aspects of this plan need to be deferred. I
need a new heating system, I need a new roof, I need a new sewer line. I think the district needs to
have a longer timeline for these types of repairs.

5/30/2018 2:54 PM

27 Great. Needed. 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

28 Depends on cost. 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

29 Yes 5/30/2018 11:06 AM

30 I think the mix of repairs/maintenance have proven to strengthen our whole system. 5/30/2018 10:55 AM

31 4j should have reserves for these upgrades and that should always be in the budget much like ot
would be for any other real estate holding company. Take care of problems as needed but also
budget for these items as a reserve fund so it will not be so much of an issue going forward.

5/30/2018 10:51 AM

32 Yes 5/30/2018 10:36 AM

33 I am a teacher and a homeowner. I'm passionate about the value and importance of education.
However, I CANNOT keep paying for these improvements. Social services are funded on tax
payer money and my taxes keep going up. We've got to get creative and find a different way to
fund these schools.

5/30/2018 10:31 AM

34 makes sense 5/30/2018 10:28 AM

35 High priority, especially if there are no plans to replace the buildings any time soon. 5/30/2018 10:01 AM

36 Seems like a must-do 5/30/2018 9:59 AM

37 Do it! 5/30/2018 9:10 AM

38 Yes. Our children's future depends on it. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

39 Support. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

40 YES!! 5/30/2018 8:15 AM

41 I’m in favor of this 5/30/2018 8:11 AM

42 South has almost every one of the issues. Rebuild SEHS 5/30/2018 8:02 AM

43 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

44 Important 5/30/2018 7:24 AM

45 This should be a high priority 5/30/2018 6:57 AM
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46 Yes 5/30/2018 6:46 AM

47 I'm supportive of this need. 5/30/2018 6:21 AM

48 Yes 5/30/2018 6:08 AM

49 These sound like maintenance rather than capital repairs 5/30/2018 6:01 AM

50 Common sense 5/30/2018 5:23 AM

51 Very good idea 5/30/2018 1:27 AM

52 Sounds great 5/29/2018 11:26 PM

53 In support 5/29/2018 9:25 PM

54 When building improvements are underway also add solar panels 5/29/2018 8:28 PM

55 Yes! 5/29/2018 8:06 PM

56 Keep the buildings healthy for it's students and staff. 5/29/2018 8:05 PM

57 Yes. Needed 5/29/2018 7:49 PM

58 Wouldn't it make sense to REPAIR first before we think of building new? Of course, repair first!! 5/29/2018 6:05 PM

59 We absolutely need to maintain our buildings (after building them to the best specifications in the
first place).

5/29/2018 4:28 PM

60 What have you been doing the last 20 years? Clearly not focusing on upkeep for your buildings. 5/29/2018 4:21 PM

61 Let's extend the life of our existing buildings. Too often, we jump at the chance to build new
buildings when with maintenance we can keep old buildings going and save millions.

5/29/2018 4:18 PM

62 Updates and maintenance is important for the longevity of our buildings. 5/29/2018 4:11 PM

63 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:41 PM

64 Do it 5/29/2018 3:34 PM

65 Necessary. 5/29/2018 3:10 PM

66 Well, yes, but … see questions below. 5/29/2018 2:59 PM

67 Maybe. Hire an outside firm to manage the oversight. 4J cannot be responsible with spending
funds appropriately.

5/29/2018 2:51 PM

68 Yes. Need to be updated. 5/29/2018 2:43 PM

69 We need to fund supplies and teachers first. Buildings are secondary to educating our kids 5/29/2018 2:22 PM

70 Totally agree 5/29/2018 1:24 PM

71 Would approve a bond measure to fix critical repairs. 5/29/2018 1:00 PM

72 makes sense 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

73 Yes 5/29/2018 11:02 AM

74 Important 5/29/2018 10:51 AM

75 Thank you. 5/29/2018 10:36 AM

76 YES! We need this. 5/29/2018 10:30 AM

77 Good. 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

78 Needed 5/29/2018 10:13 AM

79 These repairs are necessary 5/29/2018 10:03 AM

80 These things really do help provide a comfortable learning environment and should be done in the
most efficient and cost effective way possible. It's a shame that the district couldn't allow 4J
parents who are licensed/insured/bonded to volunteer time and get some of these things taken
care of.

5/29/2018 9:52 AM

81 Yes! This is a no brainer 5/29/2018 9:38 AM
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82 We must invest in "critical repairs and maintenance" for our "school facilities." Our school facilities
and programs reflect our commitment to students and our community as a whole. If we neglect our
facilities, we are showing our community that our students are not a priority.

5/29/2018 9:07 AM

83 I think these are important. 5/29/2018 8:25 AM

84 Upkeep is good 5/29/2018 8:16 AM

85 I agree 5/29/2018 7:47 AM

86 Please invest in a/c in our schools 5/29/2018 7:47 AM

87 Yes. 5/29/2018 7:09 AM

88 I agree 5/29/2018 6:11 AM

89 Very important. The heat in my child's classroom can't be regulated. 5/29/2018 12:45 AM

90 I believe strongly in maintaining buildings (when possible and sensable) instead of letting them rot
and rebuilding. It is easy to get behind and let problems stack up. Strongly support use of bond to
do good maintanence.

5/28/2018 10:40 PM

91 lets do this 5/28/2018 9:28 PM

92 Yes! 5/28/2018 8:39 PM

93 yes 5/28/2018 7:56 PM

94 Fix the schools please 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

95 I support this. 5/28/2018 7:02 PM

96 Important 5/28/2018 5:58 PM

97 I think if making changes ultimately saves money and the environment then it is worthwhile 5/28/2018 5:38 PM

98 Safety is critical and keeping schools is good repair is a part of that. 5/28/2018 12:37 PM

99 YES 5/28/2018 12:28 PM

100 Repair what can't be replaced right away. 5/28/2018 9:36 AM

101 NO. The facilities are OLD and in poor condition. My kids are in one of the older buildings
currently. I feel they are in toxic workspaces given the lead levels and asbestos present
throughout. Schools built in 40’s and 50’s really need to be leveled one by one.

5/28/2018 9:22 AM

102 Yes! 5/28/2018 12:41 AM

103 Needs to be done 5/28/2018 12:12 AM

104 not as important as seismic safety upgrades 5/27/2018 9:34 PM

105 Yes, this should happen 5/27/2018 8:01 PM

106 Worthwhile, and should be prioritized over new schools 5/27/2018 7:15 PM

107 Necessary on many levels. 5/27/2018 6:54 PM

108 I support 5/27/2018 6:54 PM

109 Yes 5/27/2018 4:47 PM

110 Of course. How about pulling weeds and general maintenance at our newer schools to, before the
get wasted.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

111 Would rather see the money go to replacing the buildings 5/27/2018 1:00 PM

112 This is very important. 5/27/2018 12:47 PM

113 This is very important, we need to maintain and repair the older buildings so they can continue to
be used by the community.

5/27/2018 12:05 PM

114 This should be taken care of 5/27/2018 11:49 AM

115 Critical repairs must be clearly defined 5/27/2018 10:55 AM

116 Repairing buildings is a basic need. 5/27/2018 10:45 AM

117 Good 5/27/2018 6:35 AM
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118 The above mentioned repairs should be included for the well-being of all students. 5/26/2018 9:29 PM

119 Yes, please improve 5/26/2018 3:09 PM

120 yes 5/26/2018 1:20 PM

121 SEHS needs updated water fountains 5/26/2018 11:42 AM

122 We should focus on those sites that are not on the line for major renovation. 5/26/2018 11:36 AM

123 Let's make our buildings safer. 5/26/2018 10:23 AM

124 New school may be a better option than upgrades. 5/26/2018 8:46 AM

125 Definitely needed and needs to be done 5/26/2018 8:32 AM

126 These must be completed for additional safety and security issues. 5/26/2018 8:26 AM

127 This is imperative in Oregon 5/26/2018 8:17 AM

128 Fully support 5/26/2018 7:42 AM

129 Yes. But the basics. We have a mild climate and don’t need AC put in for the 20 days a year it
would feel good

5/26/2018 6:57 AM

130 Who writes your surveys. They aren’t very good. Of course this is important 5/26/2018 6:27 AM

131 Common sense 5/26/2018 6:06 AM

132 I agree 5/26/2018 5:42 AM

133 I am happy to give money to this, as is my landlady, whose grandchildren are in Eugene. 5/26/2018 12:59 AM

134 if this means cleaner air and more comfortable classrooms for kids then it a good thing. 5/25/2018 11:01 PM

135 Stop wasting money on PC nonsense and you can pay for this 5/25/2018 9:54 PM

136 Critical repairs should be made. But Camas Ridge is in need of more than just repairs, so I’m very
glad to see it’s on this survey to be rebuilt!! Repairs would not be enough and would not be a good
use of funds. That school needs to be completely rebuilt.

5/25/2018 9:13 PM

137 important 5/25/2018 8:59 PM

138 Yes, please! Take care of issues before they are. 5/25/2018 8:55 PM

139 Taking care of what we have is critical and a good value. 5/25/2018 7:48 PM

140 Yes. This is a no brainer. And is also a higher priority than wasting money on a security fence that
is not going to do anything.

5/25/2018 7:15 PM

141 yes 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

142 Important, but moreso in buildings that have longer life expectancy. 5/25/2018 5:46 PM

143 yes, replace for fire prevention 5/25/2018 5:21 PM

144 Needed, but not only in the oldest schools. Gilham has been remodeled, but has skylights in
classrooms that get very hot and sunburn students.

5/25/2018 4:52 PM

145 Repair things that need to be repaired. 5/25/2018 4:46 PM

146 Good idea 5/25/2018 4:22 PM

147 Support. 5/25/2018 4:12 PM

148 Important but we can’t fund everything at once. 5/25/2018 3:51 PM

149 Address security concerns now, before other issues. This is literally potentially life or death, so it's
time to act immediately

5/25/2018 3:40 PM

150 Not interested 5/25/2018 3:40 PM

151 If we can make upgrades to existing schools that would be great. 5/25/2018 3:39 PM

152 Yes it needs to be fixed and the money shouldn’t come from classroom education funds. 5/25/2018 3:31 PM

153 Critical repairs should always take precedence to keep our kids in a safe and clean learning
environment.

5/25/2018 3:29 PM
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154 These repairs should have been taken care of years ago 5/25/2018 2:34 PM

155 Support it. Fix them. 5/25/2018 2:33 PM

156 Yes 5/25/2018 2:04 PM

157 Won't support any more funding until you address grossly negligent expenditures and end teacher
tenure

5/25/2018 2:04 PM

158 Not sure it’s money well spent if you’re going to replace the school in the near future or even within
10 years

5/25/2018 1:52 PM

159 Important repairs should be included 5/25/2018 1:51 PM

160 Of course! 5/25/2018 1:47 PM

161 Charlemagne School is in clear need of some improvements. Outdoor recreation area needs to be
graded (leveled) and resurfaced. Field needs improvement. Gym is way too small.

5/25/2018 1:46 PM

162 Yes, needs to have a $ limit written into the bond and as longas the worst gets taken care of first 5/25/2018 1:46 PM

163 please make sure these can happen, if possible. 5/25/2018 1:45 PM

164 Approve 5/25/2018 1:38 PM

165 Can we do small repairs to keep functioning until new buildings are available? 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

166 great idea. would rather see this than the wealthier neighborhoods getting brand new schools 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

167 I support this 5/25/2018 1:31 PM

168 As above. Investment is schools is an investment in community. 5/25/2018 1:29 PM

169 Okay 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

170 Please make necessary repairs to buildings that need renovation. McCornack elementary needs
better indoor air quality. Especially with the smoke at the beginning of the year.

5/25/2018 1:21 PM

171 I support it 5/25/2018 1:19 PM

172 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

173 Eye roll. Since when is it the tax payers responsibility to fund new windows? Roofs? Etc. 5/25/2018 1:07 PM

174 I support this. 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

175 Yes! 5/25/2018 12:55 PM

176 Yes, in favor 5/25/2018 12:54 PM

177 Needs to be done 5/25/2018 12:50 PM

178 We absolutely need to do this 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

179 In favor. 5/25/2018 12:45 PM

180 Yes, this is the type of work that should be prioritized before razing old buildings completely. 5/25/2018 12:43 PM

181 Yes, maintain the buildings. 5/25/2018 12:39 PM

182 AC units 5/25/2018 12:38 PM

183 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

184 Yes. Preventive measures should not be a discussion but mandated. 5/24/2018 11:06 PM

185 Sheldon HS still has issues on the heating system. It would be nice to have a balance of heat and
air there without spending lots of $$. You need to build to code, then maintain them.

5/24/2018 2:50 PM

186 Could or will? Threats don't really work so how about you lay out what will really happen? Be
truthful instead of being shifty.

5/24/2018 9:54 AM

187 The district should manage the funds they already receive to maintain the schools. We already
pay significant property taxes to fund schools.

5/24/2018 9:46 AM

188 Needs to be done but you also need staff to address these problems on a daily basis. Problems
and maintenance are not done in a timely manner creating bigger problems and bigger expenses
to repair!

5/24/2018 8:46 AM
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189 It is important to do 5/24/2018 7:20 AM

190 Probably a good idea and would save some money in the long run. 5/24/2018 6:58 AM

191 I support this 5/24/2018 3:35 AM

192 Important. Just like own my house, it's important to maintain it and make sure it's safe for my
family.

5/23/2018 11:36 PM

193 Yes. 5/23/2018 10:44 PM

194 Yes. 5/23/2018 8:23 PM

195 I feel its needed but if you're planning on tearing them down in a year or two, it's wasting money. 5/23/2018 7:35 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 Specific information on repairs. 5/31/2018 8:06 AM

2 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:17 AM

3 Specifics & price tag 5/30/2018 11:41 PM

4 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:23 PM

5 None. 5/30/2018 1:57 PM

6 Don't try to make us believe that everything is critical. 5/30/2018 11:50 AM

7 How much? 5/30/2018 9:00 AM

8 No questions. 5/30/2018 8:48 AM

9 I would like to know what assurances are in place that adequate preventive maintenance occurs. I
am not really interested in funding capital assets that are not taken care of properly

5/30/2018 8:45 AM

10 What are the estimated costs? Why would this be better than rebuild? 5/30/2018 8:12 AM

11 What is the district's plan for ongoing preventive maintenance? 5/30/2018 6:01 AM

12 What are the costs? 5/29/2018 4:21 PM

13 What does basic, large-scale repairs entail? How much money does that mean? 5/29/2018 2:59 PM

14 Can 4j please lobby the state to change the arcane funding mechanisms that don't pay for
maintaining buildings? Are we actually suing contractors who didn't build correctly in the first
place. Why aren't warranties built into contracts to build schools?

5/29/2018 2:22 PM

15 Costs 5/29/2018 11:50 AM

16 Break down of repair costs in each category to make a better informed decision. 5/29/2018 10:03 AM

17 Can you share some of the worst problems with the voters so they're sure to pass this bond? 5/28/2018 8:39 PM

18 All schools MUST have working heating and cooling, no compromise 5/28/2018 12:41 AM

19 Why aren't the schools that need critical repairs being placed as a higher priority than building
brand new facilities?

5/27/2018 8:07 PM

20 The order in which existing schools would receive the critical repairs. A list of schools requiring the
repairs/maintenance etc..

5/27/2018 6:54 PM

21 Is it cost-effective to put in windows, etc on sure that really need to be replaced in the next ten
years? I honestly would like to see those numbers.

5/26/2018 11:36 AM

22 none 5/25/2018 8:55 PM

23 Have these repairs been prioritized? 5/25/2018 7:48 PM

24 Which schools, what repairs - even broad strokes such as "replace windows at the following
schools:... , replacing heating/cooling systems at the following schools:..., re-roof the following
schools... etc.)

5/25/2018 4:22 PM

25 Timeline for building replacements vs how much is saved by replacing windows and havoc etc. is it
worth it cost out vs. money saved?

5/25/2018 1:52 PM

26 Where are these things on the improvement list? 5/25/2018 1:46 PM
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27 Any chance for air conditioning? 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

28 N/A 5/25/2018 1:28 PM

29 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:11 AM

30 Which schools? Would want to see an exact plan. 5/24/2018 6:58 AM

31 Is their an existing plan for repairs needed? Or will the repairs be done as they arise? 5/24/2018 5:44 AM

32 Again, where are the specifics, and why are these repairs not the focus of the bond. 5/23/2018 8:23 PM

33 Will there be enough money in this bond to put YG into the old north building? Where is the bond
dollars for YG?

5/23/2018 7:57 PM

34 It would be nice to have a projection of all buildings being re-built as to wether I would support the
Bond and Levie but it seems like the areas being given these options have a higher SES than
some other areas who are facing the same/similar issues. It would seem more equitable to give
lower SES areas a newer building first in order to "even the playing field."

5/23/2018 7:35 PM
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97.35% 220

20.35% 46

Q13 Career Technical Education (Vocational): Vocational/technical
education has evolved and entered the 21st century. It is now called

career and technical education (CTE). CTE programs provide students
hands-on learning opportunities to master academics and technical skills

within courses that interest them and can lead to rewarding
careers. Students can gain career-related experience, industry

certifications and college credits. Bond funds could enhance hands-on
career and technical education spaces and equipment at every high
school for learning such as computer programming, health sciences,
high-tech manufacturing and construction, environmental science or

culinary education and more.  
Answered: 226 Skipped: 374

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT INVESTING IN SPACES AND EQUIPMENT AT HIGH
SCHOOLS FOR CAREER TECHNICAL EDUCATION?

DATE

1 How is this going to happen exactly when wood and metal shops, home ec courses all over the
district have been cut in favor of avid, IHS, and far more computer technology than many other
school districts??

6/5/2018 6:39 PM

2 Yes, important. 6/4/2018 4:54 PM

3 Great idea! 6/4/2018 3:50 PM

4 I support some bond funding going to this area. 6/4/2018 1:54 PM

5 I think this is essential and is the will of the voters - fund it! We need smart investments in tech and
training. not the woodshop I tool as a kid. Smarter - student business/entrepreneur type classes
and training. Coding and designs classes. 3d printers and maker spaces. This mandate is really:
make our kids problem solvers and builders. Lets teach them to be tool users and tool makers, not
just tools, which can always be replaced.

6/4/2018 10:11 AM

6 I think that you should use measure 98 money for this rather than bond money 6/3/2018 1:05 PM

7 I believe more emphasis is needed for CTE programs. Adding CTE programs that provide a
realistic, livable wage is needed.

6/2/2018 7:06 AM

8 Yes, it was shortsighted to ever have eliminated such courses and classrooms. 6/1/2018 11:43 AM

9 Imperative. 6/1/2018 7:05 AM

10 No new funding, trades is a real need. 5/31/2018 9:13 PM

11 Yes! 5/31/2018 9:03 PM

12 I support this. 5/31/2018 8:47 PM

13 Sounds great. 5/31/2018 5:24 PM

14 Please don't forget art 5/31/2018 2:20 PM

15 Yes. This would be very useful. 5/31/2018 2:19 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about investing in spaces and equipment at high schools for career technical education?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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16 I think this should be in the budget, not bond-funded. One of my daughters attends ATA which
was touted to be a science/tech focused school, however, the elective offerings are sub-par when
it comes to expectation and do not even come close to utilizing the spaces that were created. And
then, by the next bond measure, everything will be obsolete. Fund technology in schools with the
school budget and save bond-funding for longer-term upgrades. Please do, however, use bond
funding to provide spaces for these vital learning opportunities, but then be sure to follow up with
curriculum and tools necessary for the students to actually benefit from these upgrades because
right now, my children are not.

5/31/2018 9:44 AM

17 This could be awesome - as long as CTE doesn't fall into the same trap as Vo-Tech did back in
the day, where the well-to-do (and mostly white) kids get the college-bound TRACK and poor kids
and kids of color are TRACKED into the construction business. If everything were available to all
kids equally that would be great!

5/31/2018 9:40 AM

18 Extremely important 5/31/2018 8:08 AM

19 Today’s schools should be centered around CTE programs and electives. Yes, invest heavily in
this and make connections with community members involved in CTE.

5/31/2018 7:04 AM

20 This should be an option available to students. 5/30/2018 11:46 PM

21 bring back shop, auto mechanics and other progams that provide these types of skills! yes please
to more hands on learning.

5/30/2018 9:41 PM

22 Yes! We moved one of our children to a different district precisely for this reason! 5/30/2018 9:19 PM

23 They should bring more technical courses 5/30/2018 8:36 PM

24 If we have the teachers to teach these things, sure 5/30/2018 7:20 PM

25 Spaces, yes. Equipment should be a budget line-item, not a bond-funded thing. Depending on the
equipment, it could be obsolete/need replacement before the bond is even paid off.

5/30/2018 6:29 PM

26 Absolutely! College is not the answer for everyone. And we need workers that can do these skills! 5/30/2018 4:50 PM

27 hands on learning and apprenticeship is a great way to learn 5/30/2018 4:32 PM

28 Not before you can maintain proper basics. 5/30/2018 4:26 PM

29 As long as offerings are not concentrated in one region, the North region for example, I fully
endorse the need for and desirability of CTE programs.

5/30/2018 3:55 PM

30 Imperative. 5/30/2018 2:58 PM

31 Yes, we need to return to more vocational training. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

32 Agree. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

33 Yes 5/30/2018 11:07 AM

34 This is important, but if something has to be delayed, I firmly believe there are community
resources that could be used.

5/30/2018 10:57 AM

35 Makes a lot of sense. Let's teach kids skills they will use. History and geography is great but will it
get kids a job?

5/30/2018 10:53 AM

36 We need technical programs as not all students will follow a college path. 5/30/2018 10:48 AM

37 Yes 5/30/2018 10:36 AM

38 Fix the buildings first, then work on the curriculum. We need secure buildings. However, tax
payers can't keep paying for all social services. We've got to find an alternative way to pay for
these aging school buildings. Think outside the box! What are other towns doing to create
revenue?

5/30/2018 10:34 AM

39 makes sense if hierarchy of basic needs met first 5/30/2018 10:29 AM

40 I strongly support hands-on education to keep kids engaged and physically active, as well as
mentally active.

5/30/2018 10:06 AM

41 Need a variety of CTE programs- and accessible for a wide variety of students, including kids with
disabilities

5/30/2018 10:00 AM

42 I support this. 5/30/2018 9:15 AM
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43 South used to have an auto shop which was turned into IHS. 5/30/2018 9:12 AM

44 Like the idea. 5/30/2018 9:02 AM

45 I fully support offering students CTE opportunities. 5/30/2018 8:58 AM

46 I would urge the district to thoroughly evaluate "global best practice" in the field of CTE, publish the
findings, and base its spending proposal on replicating best practices in 4J.

5/30/2018 8:53 AM

47 Yes. I have for years now wished that we had more apprenticeships and vocational training for
students not on the college track.

5/30/2018 8:51 AM

48 I’m in favor of this idea 5/30/2018 8:11 AM

49 I would support this. 5/30/2018 8:06 AM

50 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

51 Continue expanding the programs so that all students gain life and work skills. 5/30/2018 7:27 AM

52 Much needed 5/30/2018 7:03 AM

53 With the rising costs of college and the fact that many students are not college bound, this is a
critical addition to education

5/30/2018 7:03 AM

54 Yes big priority 5/30/2018 6:47 AM

55 Yes! 5/30/2018 6:43 AM

56 I'm supportive of this need. 5/30/2018 6:23 AM

57 These should be integrated with the academic curriculum 5/30/2018 6:12 AM

58 Yes 5/30/2018 6:09 AM

59 Amazing and hard to trust a school district that had a lot of this and removed or lessened it due to
what was popular at the time. Short sighted at best.

5/30/2018 5:28 AM

60 Great idea 5/30/2018 1:28 AM

61 It's a great thing. I feel that this kind of high school needs to be built separate from North Eugene
HS. If this will be a part of North, the "north region" will be labled as "vocational high school."

5/29/2018 11:02 PM

62 In support 5/29/2018 9:26 PM

63 This is an important element to have in the schools, particularly for students who don't want to go
on to get a 4 year degree.

5/29/2018 9:22 PM

64 Should be available in all high schools 5/29/2018 8:30 PM

65 Sounds valuable but not as necessary as some of the other school improvements 5/29/2018 7:50 PM

66 I need to know a whole lot more. What are other districts of similar size doing? What reliable valid
research has been done on what careers will be needed in next 10 years? Which programs, given
that information, are most needed? How expensive would, say, the facilities for the top three fields
be? How many students would be served? Could system be scaled up if demand rose? Could 4J
partner with LCC or UO? Who would qualify for these programs? Etc etc

5/29/2018 6:15 PM

67 Could be useful. 5/29/2018 4:24 PM

68 CTE programs are crucial for preparing students for the future. 5/29/2018 4:15 PM

69 Yes, yes, yes! 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

70 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:42 PM

71 Do it 5/29/2018 3:38 PM

72 YES! Not every kid is going to college and we are not preparing our kids for actual life. We should
get rid of state testing which only measures limited knowledge and implement experiential
opportunities for students to develop actual success and discover talents and possibilities.

5/29/2018 3:20 PM

73 Potentially. But there are plenty of untapped resources for this (state grants, federal grants,
measure 98 dollars).

5/29/2018 2:52 PM

74 We need to educate kids not give work skills 5/29/2018 2:25 PM
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75 Totally agree 5/29/2018 1:25 PM

76 Would support funding CTE education. 5/29/2018 1:02 PM

77 This IS VITAL TO OUR CHILDREN'S FUTURE! NOT every kid is cut out for college. We need to
quit pushing every kid to try college. Our tradesmen need the next generation!

5/29/2018 1:02 PM

78 I don't like the idea of one school having more CTE opportunities than others. All kids should have
access to the same opportunities regardless of the school they attend--this goes for scholastic as
well as CTE opportunites

5/29/2018 11:52 AM

79 Critical area for high school instruction and the needs of the future work force!!! 5/29/2018 11:38 AM

80 I think this diversity of opportunities is an exciting area of growth for schools. 5/29/2018 11:32 AM

81 totally in favor of doing this 5/29/2018 11:14 AM

82 In my mind the emphasis on college prep and college track is misplaced. There should be CTE
available for students who want/should/prefer that track. I say this as a university professor - there
are plenty of good career tracks that don't necessarily run through college education and I see too
many students who either don't want to be or shouldn't be at the university.

5/29/2018 11:10 AM

83 Yes 5/29/2018 11:04 AM

84 Important. Reducing class size more important. 5/29/2018 10:57 AM

85 Along with the rebuilding of North and the Safety upgrades, CTE is among the most important
programs we can invest in. This is perhaps the highest benefit to cost ratio of all the proposals.

5/29/2018 10:41 AM

86 Fantastic. 5/29/2018 10:16 AM

87 ok 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

88 Yes! Students need to have options for after high school and be able to explore vocational
interests!

5/29/2018 10:10 AM

89 I feel like these things are especially important in today's post-secondary school job market. 5/29/2018 9:54 AM

90 Yes! 5/29/2018 9:39 AM

91 I support "investing in spaces and equipment at high schools for career technical education." 5/29/2018 9:09 AM

92 I think it is worthwhile, but only if all students could benefit, including students with disabilities. 5/29/2018 8:30 AM

93 Sounds good 5/29/2018 8:19 AM

94 That would be wonderful! 5/29/2018 7:50 AM

95 Sounds like a good idea 5/29/2018 7:49 AM

96 Yes! 5/29/2018 7:10 AM

97 Yes. These classes (metal shop, auto shop, etc) were some of my favorite in HS and the ones that
stuck with my the most.

5/28/2018 10:47 PM

98 We absolutely need to give students access to the skills needed to enter the work force of today.
Not all students need to attend a 4 year college to obtain skilled labor jobs, and those programs
are shrinking without highly qualified young people.!

5/28/2018 10:03 PM

99 This is good. But I also think you should start partnering more with the community college. Bring
high school students to take classes at the college. ON Fridays or..., some CTE equipment can not
exist everywhere. Leverage what Lane County has.

5/28/2018 9:31 PM

100 Great! 5/28/2018 8:40 PM

101 yes 5/28/2018 7:57 PM

102 Yes please 5/28/2018 7:07 PM

103 I support this. 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

104 Important 5/28/2018 5:59 PM

105 I think students having exposure to future careers before they enroll in college or if exposure
sparks their interest and propells their futue I think it is extremely worthwile.

5/28/2018 5:42 PM
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106 I think this is important but we need to make sure we are offering the basics to get kids to college
first.

5/28/2018 3:27 PM

107 Next to safety this is one of the more important topics. Children learn in s variety of ways and we
MUST accommodate that to set the students up to be a successful adult.

5/28/2018 12:39 PM

108 YES 5/28/2018 12:31 PM

109 Yes. We need our students ready for the real world and reaching their full potential. 5/28/2018 9:38 AM

110 Yes, Not everyone goes to college. This helps the community work force. 5/28/2018 9:25 AM

111 Students need be better informed of all the options 5/28/2018 12:14 AM

112 neutral 5/27/2018 9:36 PM

113 These kids learn everything from you tube videos. I’m not sure they need classes in technology. 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

114 Yes, this is a huge priority I want to see more of 5/27/2018 7:17 PM

115 Necessary 5/27/2018 6:56 PM

116 I strongly support 5/27/2018 6:55 PM

117 Yes 5/27/2018 4:48 PM

118 No brainer. Good idea. Wait, didnt we used to do this? Why did we ever quit? 5/27/2018 3:32 PM

119 High priority, this is the future and the earlier we can syart the better for the kids. Use technology
to replace textbools

5/27/2018 1:05 PM

120 Not everyone goes to college, kids should be able to graduate with skills that can get them jobs. 5/27/2018 12:50 PM

121 If this leads to the kids having access to programming classes then I think that is a good idea.
Leading to opportunities in tech related jobs.

5/27/2018 12:13 PM

122 Sure 5/27/2018 11:50 AM

123 Yes. Rising cost of post-secondary education is making access more difficult. Voct tech creates an
alternative path to success.

5/27/2018 10:55 AM

124 Vocational classes are more beneficial to our community than out dated math classes. Focus
more of the curriculum around vocational futures for the kids than on learning unnecessary
science and math related old school “core” information they will never use. Learning about old
ways does not make sense to these students and they “hate” school because they are being
taught things they cannot apply to real life. Vocational training helps with hands on learning and
feels relevant and is more useful.

5/27/2018 10:54 AM

125 I completely agree that this should be included. This will help prepare students with necessary
skills to enter the job market.

5/26/2018 9:41 PM

126 I agree 5/26/2018 3:09 PM

127 Great idea, but if we are not going to build a regional CTE center, then the District should
purposefully develop and place a wide variety of CTE options across all the high schools. Students
from all 4 high schools should be able to option CTE choices at other hgih schools. Don not
duplicte these options, but rather approach it as a District rather than a buildings

5/26/2018 1:38 PM

128 When you build a new North, include a automotive technology program 5/26/2018 1:34 PM

129 Fantastic! 5/26/2018 1:21 PM

130 Definitely need to improve in this area. 5/26/2018 12:01 PM

131 SEHS needs more computer cows (Chrome books are adequte and affordable as opposed to
Macs--please don't waste money on expensive Macs)

5/26/2018 11:46 AM

132 I think this is very important, but we need supports in place for kids in elementary school first. K-2
class sizes need to be smaller, elementary schools need social workers and more educational
aides. While those can't be a part of the bond, you'll need to convince a lot of is, including those of
us with kids just out of high school, that you've got a plan to support our youngest school kids
before we will want to spend money on these programs.

5/26/2018 11:46 AM

133 I think this should be a priority at all high schools 5/26/2018 11:08 AM

134 Good idea and workshop and cooking school. 5/26/2018 8:48 AM
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135 I think to be able to get exposed to technical careers is important for kids to know if this is a field for
them. These are the up and coming careers.

5/26/2018 8:36 AM

136 Yes, high schools need to better adapt to today's needs. 5/26/2018 8:33 AM

137 This is absolutely essential. Not all youth are able to handle to rigors or demands of (or are even
interested in) college and need other avenues that are valued and supported by schools and
employers for long term successful career opportunities.

5/26/2018 8:29 AM

138 This could be implemented slowly as kids are mastering new technologies on their own. Also,
neighboring schools could visit other schools with advanced technology programs periodically and
share the space, creating a better sense of community and connectedness with other student
bodies in the area.

5/26/2018 8:21 AM

139 Absolutley 5/26/2018 7:44 AM

140 Yes! 5/26/2018 7:02 AM

141 Great. 5/26/2018 6:28 AM

142 Important. Too bad we gutted these programs in the past and now need to revitalize them. 5/26/2018 6:11 AM

143 Yes!! Double yes!! They need access to these skills to make like choices and these could replace
other classes that are huge time sucks and don’t offer any help in navigating life in this day/age.
Update the curriculum at the same rate as the buildings ... because it’s just as dates. Dark ages
dates. Look at schools in other areas (PDX/Beaverton) as examples

5/26/2018 5:47 AM

144 CTE is really important. I teach at the college level, and I've seen way too many students in
college simply because that's where everyone goes. We are short on folks in tech and trades, and
anything we can do to show that those are viable, respectable, important career fields is important.

5/26/2018 1:03 AM

145 Yes! We need this! And especially because of the steady increasing need for knowledge of tech
and data science Skills in the workforce.

5/25/2018 11:26 PM

146 Yes. I think this would help so many high schoolers and probable prevent many kids from
dropping out.

5/25/2018 11:04 PM

147 Good idea. If you didn’t waste money publishing content in a foreign language maybe you could
afford to teach kids to weld without picking my pockets

5/25/2018 9:57 PM

148 I’m open to hearing more about why this is more important than other areas. I’m more interested in
having enough classrooms so there can be adequate class sizes for all grades!!

5/25/2018 9:19 PM

149 Finally, some realy education our students can use. 5/25/2018 8:57 PM

150 Strongly support vocational education. Particularly if it involves significant technological skills. 5/25/2018 8:00 PM

151 Yes! Yes! Yes! 5/25/2018 7:17 PM

152 great 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

153 Should include education for trades like construction, electricians, plumbers, etc 5/25/2018 6:13 PM

154 This is a great idea! 5/25/2018 6:07 PM

155 This is great. We have left many kids out by canceling these programs. 5/25/2018 5:48 PM

156 yes and yes and yes! This one is huge in my book! 5/25/2018 5:23 PM

157 Great idea 5/25/2018 5:05 PM

158 CTE programs are a good idea. But don't forget about providing educational opportunities for
students who require college level and even graduate student level classes to keep them engaged
and not bored. The school district also has an obligation to enrich the educational experiences of
those high acheiving children.

5/25/2018 4:50 PM

159 Sounds good in general... 5/25/2018 4:28 PM

160 I think our schools are lacking in this area. I personally work in a machine shop at PakTech and
we cannot find qualified machinists, etc.

5/25/2018 4:12 PM

161 NO. 4J needs to college now all vocational learning in a half day senior year schedule. Why build
what LCC already has?

5/25/2018 3:43 PM

162 Security first 5/25/2018 3:42 PM
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163 YES! Please do this across the district, not just in one area. 5/25/2018 3:41 PM

164 I love this and think it’s important to have at the high school level. 5/25/2018 3:35 PM

165 Yes, ALL high schools should have all vocational CTE opportunities. Sheldon is lacking especially
in computer design, CNC machining, metalworking, and woodworking. These are all skills that
every student could benefit from.

5/25/2018 3:32 PM

166 Yes! CTE needs additional funding and attention. 5/25/2018 2:41 PM

167 Support it. Our kids need options other than college track educations. 5/25/2018 2:35 PM

168 Yes. Not every kid is college bound. Please let them graduate employment ready 5/25/2018 2:13 PM

169 Let a charter school do it. The right one would do it 2X as well for 1/2 the cost. 5/25/2018 2:09 PM

170 can the school not partner with the community college for this. I am more interested in college
predatory training.

5/25/2018 2:07 PM

171 Yes! 5/25/2018 2:05 PM

172 Yes! Getting rid of this type of program was biggest mistake ever! 5/25/2018 2:00 PM

173 Somewhat important 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

174 North Eugene needs to be the only school for this for this bond measure 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

175 YES! Not every student wants to go to a 4 year university. 5/25/2018 1:48 PM

176 this seems very useful to our students and the health of our community. 5/25/2018 1:46 PM

177 I think it's a good idea. 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

178 Approve 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

179 great idea and very valuable 5/25/2018 1:35 PM

180 Always a good idea. 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

181 Yes 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

182 I ssupport it 5/25/2018 1:21 PM

183 You have state funding for this. Measure 98?!?!?!?!! Again, publish a report that clearly itemizes
the current funding source, and what the dollars are spent on. How many students are currently
being served? Why you need additional funds and what the plan would be. The vague, enhance...
blah blah blah is just not cutting it anymore. I sat in a meeting and first hand witnessed a principal
state that the dollars that went to the school were left to the building, principal, PTO board to help
decide how best to spent. Essentially the board and parents were overridden by the pricipals
desire to have an electronic reader board installed. You simply cannot continue to ask for funds
without being able to guarantee to the community you are a responsible holder of those funds.

5/25/2018 1:12 PM

184 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

185 Sounds good. 5/25/2018 1:04 PM

186 Great idea 5/25/2018 1:04 PM

187 No opinion 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

188 Great idea 5/25/2018 12:57 PM

189 Very much in favor! 5/25/2018 12:56 PM

190 Great idea! 5/25/2018 12:53 PM

191 Yes!! We need to give our kids lots of options to ensure their bright futures. Employers are looking
for employees who have these skills!

5/25/2018 12:52 PM

192 Important 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

193 technology only 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

194 Connections need to be made and maintained with community colleges and other schools in the
region that support CTE.

5/25/2018 12:49 PM

195 Very good idea 5/25/2018 12:49 PM
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196 I am generally for this, but would prefer to focus on the safety and security of our students and
replacing older buildings.

5/25/2018 12:48 PM

197 Absolutely needed 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

198 Lowest on my personal priority list because the community colleges do an excellent job of this
training and are accessible and affordable for majority of citizens.

5/25/2018 12:46 PM

199 We need WAY MORE career and technical education and exposure for kids. Teaching all kids that
college is the only way only creates many dissatisfied and disappointed kids. For the future of the
country, we need more exposure and training to vocations that don't require college.

5/25/2018 12:40 PM

200 This would be worth reinvesting in. 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

201 Having options such as this that will allow kids to feel that even if they aren't on a college path,
don't wish to go to college, already know what industry they want to be in is an important addition
to our educational system. This seems like a step in the right direction to move us closer to how
the rest of the world sees and provides education.

5/25/2018 12:27 PM

202 It's critical for students to be ready to enter a technically advanced work environment so getting
them ready for that is important. s

5/25/2018 12:24 PM

203 I love the idea of having this type of learning, the important focus will be to offer it at all schools to
avoid the possibility of a classicism effect

5/25/2018 12:15 PM

204 I highly support career technical programming. I would like to see this at South Eugene High
School.

5/25/2018 12:05 PM

205 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

206 Support programs and fully fund part time cte before you add new cte programs 5/25/2018 9:00 AM

207 Great. 5/24/2018 11:08 PM

208 It would be nice, but there are also so many needs in the general ed classroom. 5/24/2018 2:41 PM

209 This is a vastly expanding options for many studnets and I am glad to see its being address.
Running a program like CTE effectivly and effeciently would require a lot of money and specificity.
Can each high school have a specailized CTE program focused on one area it seems more cost
effective and a studnet could in-district transfer to the school they needed for CTE

5/24/2018 12:52 PM

210 Again...how and what will be done? 5/24/2018 10:00 AM

211 The trades programs should have NEVER been taken away in the first place! Yes, EVERY high
school needs to offer these types of classes.

5/24/2018 9:47 AM

212 Great idea but we also need to address vocational ! Proven fact that all students do not learn the
same but vocational learners have been put in the background!

5/24/2018 8:51 AM

213 Fantastic idea 5/24/2018 7:21 AM

214 Definitely needed, but need to include money for training teachers. 5/24/2018 7:05 AM

215 I support this 5/24/2018 3:37 AM

216 Are all the progams the same for all schools? Or is the CTE just at certain ones? 5/23/2018 11:36 PM

217 This seems like a good idea. 5/23/2018 10:47 PM

218 No YG, no bond. 5/23/2018 9:14 PM

219 I agree it is needed. 5/23/2018 7:40 PM

220 This is a lower priority than refurbishing or building a new building for the displaced Silver Lea kids. 5/23/2018 7:08 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 Are these programs sustainable? I'm thinking of the investment in a state hospital near Junction
City that is very new and about to be closed due to lack of funding. I don't want to see us make
huge investments for programs that will be running less than ten years. Are the forecasts complete
to show that we have the means to keep these programs running for the long term?

5/31/2018 5:24 PM

2 Would each high school get a specific CTE project (perhaps it could work as a magnet so that
"school choice" might be less about segregation and more about real choices)? Such as South
gets high-tech manufacturing and construction, Sheldon gets culinary, North gets computer
programming, and Churchill gets health sciences? that would be awesome!

5/31/2018 9:40 AM
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3 Which technical careers you're talking about. 5/31/2018 8:08 AM

4 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:22 AM

5 Specifics & price tag 5/30/2018 11:46 PM

6 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:26 PM

7 Are CTE programs being equally implemented across 4J high schools? 5/30/2018 3:55 PM

8 None. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

9 Costs comparisons. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

10 How are you going to get qualified teachers? The current staff don't have the right training. My
daughter was in a "computer science" class where all the teacher could do was type.

5/30/2018 9:12 AM

11 How much? More specifics. 5/30/2018 9:02 AM

12 It is very important to have more traditional , Non-high tech vocational training considered such as
welding, plumbing/pipe fitting, heating ventilation and air-conditioning , and woodworking.

5/30/2018 8:54 AM

13 I would like to independent professional recommendations for specific CTE programs/investments
based on the results of a global best practices review.

5/30/2018 8:53 AM

14 If we can't afford the basics in education, what makes you think we can afford this? 5/30/2018 8:14 AM

15 Has a study been done about which careers are growing and declining as well as wage prospects?
While culinary arts is popular wages aren't that high.

5/30/2018 6:12 AM

16 How would the decision be made as to which schools would get what type of improvements? 5/29/2018 9:22 PM

17 What are the costs? 5/29/2018 4:24 PM

18 What is the most efficient use of space for the money? 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

19 I would like 4J to start having some standards of accountability across all grades, because part of
the work experience that kids would get in these vocational/technical education programs is going
to be that the real world is not as permissive and won't excuse their behavior like school does. My
kid comes home and talks about things that occur and I wonder how why schools don't have
standards because those kids aren't going to be able to do those things in the real world. How are
you going to better prepare them for that?

5/29/2018 3:20 PM

20 We can't pay for basic education. Once we have an above 90 percent graduation rate we can care
about skills training

5/29/2018 2:25 PM

21 Will Measure 98 funds go toward this as well? (no, right?) 5/29/2018 11:52 AM

22 Could you provide an accounting of the high school's CTE program types, proposed facilities and
upgrades, and itemized costs?

5/29/2018 10:41 AM

23 Specific costs for these extra spaces. Which types of equipments will be invested in and added? 5/29/2018 10:10 AM

24 How is this possible with the current 5 x 70 configuration of classes? 5/29/2018 8:30 AM

25 Where would this take place? Would teachers require additional education? Would more teachers
be needed and how will they get paid?

5/27/2018 8:13 PM

26 Good 5/27/2018 6:36 AM

27 Curriculum needs to match CTE options. More specifically, middle school activities that assist a
student in exploring and identifying CTE areas of choice which might include sampling and inter-
connecting activities with the local business community.

5/26/2018 1:38 PM

28 Why aren't existing facilities being used at schools where it exists? such as kitchens at Roosevelt?
Why should we invest in building more when existing spaces are not used (or kids don't have the
opportunity to access them?), and this could happen with new facilities?

5/26/2018 12:01 PM

29 We need Jones for existing programs first, with a long-term plan for housing programs like
NATIVES and Chinese Immersion.

5/26/2018 11:46 AM

30 Having worked with youth, I would like to more about this plan and give input. 5/26/2018 8:33 AM

31 Lets get the private sector to help fund this not just taxpayers 5/26/2018 7:44 AM
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32 Would this include programs at the middle school level? 5/26/2018 6:11 AM

33 How can we make the CTE spaces and plans flexible enough that they won't go obsolete quickly? 5/26/2018 1:03 AM

34 none 5/25/2018 8:57 PM

35 But how would these programs be implemented? Would these be electives or career-training
programs as an alternative to a diploma? Would every school offer every program? Would school
choice be available?

5/25/2018 4:28 PM

36 I’d love to see a plan of action. 5/25/2018 4:12 PM

37 Specific program additions leading to what specific careers 5/25/2018 2:00 PM

38 How can students have access to a variety of CTE options without changing the school attended? 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

39 Would like to see analysis of vocational type jobs vs technology jobs and future growth. 5/25/2018 12:56 PM

40 Which high schools will have which training? Will different high schools have different training, or
will each high school have all the same?

5/25/2018 12:40 PM

41 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

42 would all types of CTE be offered at every high school? 5/24/2018 12:52 PM

43 Plans for vocational learners???? 5/24/2018 8:51 AM

44 How do you plan to pay for training needed and compensating teachers who get CTE license? 5/24/2018 7:05 AM

45 What exact programs are being considered? Will the district be working with the local community
college for these programs?

5/24/2018 5:45 AM

46 Although my kids will go to college, I do feel that for those who don't go to college having program
in high school that gets them trained in a traded is valuable especally since the cost of college is
getting more and more outrageous.

5/23/2018 11:36 PM
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98.04% 200

22.55% 46

Q14 Curriculum Adoption: Many of 4J’s textbooks and other instructional
materials are out of date—curriculum updates postponed during the
Great Recession are now overdue. Modern curriculum materials are

needed to align with updated state standards, provide the highest quality
instructional materials for student learning, and help ensure students

graduate ready for college and careers. Bond funds could support
modernized curriculum in areas such as English language arts, social

studies, math, health and the arts.  
Answered: 204 Skipped: 396

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT REPLACING OUTDATED TEXTBOOKS
WITH MODERN CURRICULUM?

DATE

1 Will this be like the poorly vetted and dumbed down mandated science curriculum currently being
taught at the middle school level?

6/5/2018 6:39 PM

2 It just seems like this whole area needs to be rethought. The textbook industry is terrible. I favor
more use of the web-based non-profits such as Khan Academy, etc.

6/4/2018 4:54 PM

3 Great idea! 6/4/2018 3:50 PM

4 I do not know enough about this issue to provide an informed opinion on this one. 6/4/2018 1:54 PM

5 We need to support our multi-lingual learners too. The Spanish curriculum should be on par with
whatever English programs.

6/4/2018 10:11 AM

6 This is always importantant. 6/3/2018 1:05 PM

7 Most curriculum is now online and blended with books. We need to keep up. 6/1/2018 7:05 AM

8 Use Existing funding 5/31/2018 9:13 PM

9 Definitely!! 5/31/2018 9:03 PM

10 I support this. I also support getting real French textbooks for the French Immersion students
rather than having teachers photocopy packets.

5/31/2018 8:47 PM

11 Sounds good. 5/31/2018 5:24 PM

12 I think given the massive upgrades needed, this is a very wise way to dedicate bond funding.
Please do adequate research to implement curriculum that is beneficial for students and does not
make them feel like guinea pigs, though. The new science curriculum was a bit of a dud and my
children felt that they did not take very much away from this curriculum.

5/31/2018 9:44 AM

13 Needs to be done -- and according to SB 13 we also need to invest in high-quality social sciences
to include accurate (not white fantasy) history of Native people, including current issues and
struggles over sovereignty, environmental justice, rights of nature, etc.

5/31/2018 9:40 AM

14 Good idea, although I'd like to see fewer textbooks and more digital materials. 5/31/2018 8:08 AM

15 If by modernized we’re talking about having less textbooks and providing all students with a digital
device and free home WiFi, then yes, fund this.

5/31/2018 7:04 AM

16 Important, but should be done from operating funds on an ongoing basis, not bonds 5/30/2018 11:46 PM

17 meh 5/30/2018 9:41 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about replacing outdated textbooks with modern curriculum?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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18 Yes!!! 5/30/2018 9:19 PM

19 Old text book. Maybe download online. That way no one will destroy, misplace and/or loose the
text books.

5/30/2018 8:36 PM

20 The other things mentioned are more important 5/30/2018 7:20 PM

21 I would not support this item for inclusion in the bond. This should be a budget line item, not a
bond question.

5/30/2018 6:29 PM

22 Yes, these are needed. But we also need to be creative with how we use our money. 21st century
does not always require actual books.

5/30/2018 4:50 PM

23 yes 5/30/2018 4:32 PM

24 Move to Open materials, move away from publishers. 5/30/2018 4:26 PM

25 Imperative for a fully informed electorate, what democracy is based on. 5/30/2018 3:55 PM

26 The process for choosing curriculum is ineffective. It needs to be revisited. The timeline for
curriculum adoption is too short. Increase to 9 years from 7.

5/30/2018 2:58 PM

27 Please do. The textbooks my daughter brings home are disgusting and often contain errors. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

28 No. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

29 Yes 5/30/2018 11:07 AM

30 This should be an ongoing investment, with some allocations out of the yearly budget as well. In
previous bond measures, expenditures on these types of materials was not allowed.

5/30/2018 10:57 AM

31 Yes this is needed but these things should be in the budget as a reserve fund. 5/30/2018 10:53 AM

32 Yes 5/30/2018 10:36 AM

33 strongly agree and this is lower cost upgrade 5/30/2018 10:29 AM

34 Yes please. Digital when possible (accessible by computer). Physical for schools/homes wo
adequate computer/internet access.

5/30/2018 10:06 AM

35 Urgent need, especially at secondary level. 5/30/2018 10:00 AM

36 I support this. My daughter is using the same HS textbook I used 30 years earlier. 5/30/2018 9:15 AM

37 We should do that but not a fan of the Common score so skeptical of the curriculum that would be
chosen.

5/30/2018 9:02 AM

38 I fully support the need for updated curriculum. 5/30/2018 8:58 AM

39 I think that publishing houses take advantage of schools by charging them too much for books, and
continually making non-important updates to text books . I also think that we spend too much time
worrying about technology and state of the art curriculum, and not enough time holding our children
to a high standard of learning.

5/30/2018 8:54 AM

40 Support. 5/30/2018 8:53 AM

41 If by modern you mean technology, then I think we need to keep a balance. And I am not at all in
favor of state testing to align with state standards.

5/30/2018 8:51 AM

42 YES! 5/30/2018 8:16 AM

43 I’m in favor of this idea 5/30/2018 8:11 AM

44 This is why God invented the internet. The only class textbooks are really used is math and
history. And even then, sparingly. Today’s modern youth don’t learn via textbooks. Time to move
beyond a set of encyclopedias.

5/30/2018 8:06 AM

45 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

46 Important 5/30/2018 7:39 AM

47 Elementary just received new curriculum in several areas. Please focus on high school math,
science and social studies.

5/30/2018 7:27 AM

48 Our schools should be offering students top notch education. If we are not teaching curriculum in
line with current standards, we are failing our children. This is incredibly important.

5/30/2018 7:03 AM
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49 Yes highest priority 5/30/2018 6:47 AM

50 Yes! 5/30/2018 6:43 AM

51 Not necessary 5/30/2018 6:23 AM

52 Yes 5/30/2018 6:09 AM

53 Outdated? History and basics don't change unless you're part of the movement to revise history 5/30/2018 5:28 AM

54 A lot of teachers teach without textbooks anyway. We can save money by letting teachers choose
teaching resources.

5/29/2018 11:02 PM

55 In support 5/29/2018 9:26 PM

56 Elementary social studies curriculum is severely outdated. It is from at least 15 or 20 years ago. 5/29/2018 8:46 PM

57 Yes 5/29/2018 8:30 PM

58 Yes! 5/29/2018 8:05 PM

59 Whatever will drive our students intelligence Learning and preparation I am all for it 5/29/2018 7:50 PM

60 Define "modern curriculum." Of course up-to-date, accurate texts are needed for science and
history and social studies. But I'd be thrilled to get back to basics in terms of teaching writing,
multiple foreign languages, math at all levels, statistics, English...all of which can be taught with
"outdated" or "old" materials. I AM concerned that every student have a textbook, one that isn't
falling apart or defaced.

5/29/2018 6:15 PM

61 Again, what have you been spending your money on over the last 20 years? Isn't this sort of thing
part of the budget every year?

5/29/2018 4:24 PM

62 Yes, we need updated materials. 5/29/2018 4:15 PM

63 Please do this! 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

64 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:42 PM

65 Not sure 5/29/2018 3:38 PM

66 No. Not where we need to spend our money. Old curriculum can be used just as effectively. 5/29/2018 3:20 PM

67 Important for continuing education 5/29/2018 2:54 PM

68 No. Wasn’t there recently an adoption? 5/29/2018 2:52 PM

69 Stop updating state standards without funding. 5/29/2018 2:25 PM

70 totally agree 5/29/2018 1:25 PM

71 Replace textbooks with more online curriculum. 5/29/2018 1:02 PM

72 Our curriculum SERIOUSLY SUCKS! At north, they do a study of religions.which i have issue with
at all, but, they only teach single male diety religions. Thats not learning much of a difference

5/29/2018 1:02 PM

73 Reasonable and needed 5/29/2018 11:43 AM

74 We need updated health curriculum. It would be nice to have social studies updated but it is not as
important as health.

5/29/2018 11:38 AM

75 This district has squandered money on curriculum and testing in the past. While I support having
quality curriculum, I am reticent to lend my support based on the wasted money of past
Superintendents.

5/29/2018 11:32 AM

76 Questionable 5/29/2018 11:04 AM

77 Important. But address class size first. 5/29/2018 10:57 AM

78 Yay... standardized district-wide curriculum! 5/29/2018 10:41 AM

79 Yes! We need this. 5/29/2018 10:30 AM

80 Definitely 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

81 What is modern curriculum? Be specific when you are talking about using our tax dollars! 5/29/2018 10:10 AM

82 Yes! 5/29/2018 9:39 AM
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83 In order for our students to receive the best education possible, we must "replace outdated
textbooks with modern curriculum."

5/29/2018 9:09 AM

84 Curriculum is ever changing. Invest in technology as well! 5/29/2018 8:44 AM

85 Only if the new curriculum is better than what is currently available. 5/29/2018 8:30 AM

86 Bring it on 5/29/2018 8:19 AM

87 Yes 5/29/2018 7:50 AM

88 Yes 5/29/2018 7:49 AM

89 No. Text books are fine, and everything is online as well.... 5/29/2018 7:10 AM

90 In my view part of 'whats wrong' with education is the constant churn of the latest fad or
experiment for teaching. I think consistance is more important, and having a student stay with a
similar philosophy throughout the grades. "Modern curriculum" should really be considered
skeptically unless it has obvious overwhelming improvements. And then it should be planned to be
adopted for many years and not dropped for the next new thing.

5/28/2018 10:47 PM

91 no brainer. 5/28/2018 9:31 PM

92 Great! 5/28/2018 8:40 PM

93 yes 5/28/2018 7:57 PM

94 Yes please 5/28/2018 7:07 PM

95 I think this needs to include teacher endorsements. Curriculum that changes each year or every
other year does not create a successful learning environment for year to year and also taxes our
teachers.

5/28/2018 7:05 PM

96 Very important and should be a top priority 5/28/2018 5:59 PM

97 We need to provide the strongest education and best access to different learning approaches in
order to stay competitive in the world and among other nations

5/28/2018 5:42 PM

98 Definitely a must 5/28/2018 12:39 PM

99 YES 5/28/2018 12:31 PM

100 I hate that this is a question. Yes, update the books and curriculum. 5/28/2018 9:38 AM

101 Yes. Students would benefit from curriculum that is relevant to the world they live in. 5/28/2018 9:25 AM

102 Approve 5/28/2018 12:14 AM

103 YES! 5/27/2018 9:36 PM

104 Sure.. 5/27/2018 8:13 PM

105 Textbooks? Isn’t everything online? 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

106 Good, but don't do it on iPads 5/27/2018 7:17 PM

107 I strongly support 5/27/2018 6:55 PM

108 Yes 5/27/2018 4:48 PM

109 Textbooks should be a thing of the past, let technology replace them. Use as much digital material
as possible, its easier and cheaper to update in the future.

5/27/2018 1:05 PM

110 This makes sense. 5/27/2018 12:50 PM

111 This is very important. 5/27/2018 12:13 PM

112 If curriculum is to be adopted there NEEDS to be a lengthy piloting and implementation process. 5/27/2018 11:50 AM

113 Duh 5/27/2018 10:55 AM

114 Investing in technology is a great idea as long as it is applicable to the students study and income
and access base. For the students who have internet, technology is appropriate, bit for students
who may be homeless or do not have internet, give them paper homework and books.

5/27/2018 10:54 AM

115 Teachers and schools should be able to adopt curriculum that meets the needs of their students
and teaching style....one size doesn’t fit all!

5/27/2018 6:45 AM
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116 Good 5/27/2018 6:36 AM

117 Curriculum is very important and should definitely be included. 5/26/2018 9:41 PM

118 For students with I/DD it is not about textbooks. The best instructinal strategy for these students is
community based instruction in skills of daily living and in vocational skill development. Their
"textbook" is a well trained instructional assistant, who knows how to do systematic instruction with
hands on instructiional design, training , and supervision provided by a certified teacher who
oversees the community as a classroom

5/26/2018 1:38 PM

119 High school English is massively overdue for a curriculum adoption. Include professional
development and classroom libraries, rather than textbooks.

5/26/2018 1:34 PM

120 In general, this seems like a good idea. However, 4J's history of not requiring teachers to use
standard curriculum makes me wonder whether this is a good use of money. So, unless there is a
district mandate for teacher to use purchased materials, I won't support.

5/26/2018 12:01 PM

121 SEHS needs more funds for class sets of texts..we do not use text books in the English
department, but instead, we use full texts to teach from (fiction and non-fiction)

5/26/2018 11:46 AM

122 We need updated social studies curriculum that embraces multiple perspectives and the complex
history of our nation and the world, rather than one that still is told from a white perspective. The
new elementary program is very problematic. It teaches like a first draft of a curriculum. Our kids
deserve better.

5/26/2018 11:46 AM

123 Replace textbooks, don't depend on computers too much. 5/26/2018 8:48 AM

124 Yes 5/26/2018 8:36 AM

125 My husband is a teacher for 4j. It seems at the elementary level that there has been a lot of new
curriculum introduced. I am not completely supportive.

5/26/2018 8:33 AM

126 Of course this is needed to keep up with contemporary thinking and learning processes. 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

127 Textbooks are becoming less necessary and have many limitations. Do not overburden the
students with books. Use more tablet related learning and online learning.

5/26/2018 8:21 AM

128 A balance of textbooks and tech is needed. 5/26/2018 7:44 AM

129 Yes! 5/26/2018 7:02 AM

130 Great 5/26/2018 6:28 AM

131 Sounds good as long as it doesn't mean a lock step approach to the curriculum 5/26/2018 6:11 AM

132 Ok yes!... see previous response 5/26/2018 5:47 AM

133 Ugh, yes. If students are getting anything close to what we had in high school in the 90s, there's a
problem. The country is no longer so determinedly ignorant in spite of the efforts of some.

5/26/2018 1:03 AM

134 The curriculum needs to include people from diverse backgrounds, race/ethnicity and abilities. 5/25/2018 11:26 PM

135 Necessary 5/25/2018 11:04 PM

136 Older is probably better. More math less anti-American garbage 5/25/2018 9:57 PM

137 Yes, we need updated text books. 5/25/2018 9:19 PM

138 important 5/25/2018 9:01 PM

139 Not really that in favor, but sure. I like to support schools. 5/25/2018 8:57 PM

140 Sounds like a reasonable idea as long as teachers are not overloaded with constant changing
curriculum.

5/25/2018 8:00 PM

141 Yes! Yes! Yes! 5/25/2018 7:17 PM

142 yes 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

143 Bond money should go to capital improvements. 5/25/2018 5:48 PM

144 yes! update! 5/25/2018 5:23 PM

145 make use of modern free resources -- Open Educational Resources, for instance? 5/25/2018 5:19 PM
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146 Most of these fields do not change over time. Spending large amounts of money on new shiny
things is a waste of money. If the materials are a requirement of common core, then Federal
funding should be used

5/25/2018 5:05 PM

147 Less enthusiastic about this one as curriculum and textbooks seems to be a profiteering racket. 5/25/2018 4:28 PM

148 Yes! 5/25/2018 4:12 PM

149 Common core is a disaster so I would not like any new curriculum that is not a return to basics. 5/25/2018 3:43 PM

150 Security first 5/25/2018 3:42 PM

151 I'm wondering if this might be an area to save money. So much is available online, rather than
investing in actual books that the kids have to carry in back packs, or leave in their lockers.
Perhaps there's a more efficient way.

5/25/2018 3:41 PM

152 Do we need to spend money textbooks when most are online now? If the money is spent towards
the technology associated with the text then I would support.

5/25/2018 3:35 PM

153 agreed 5/25/2018 3:32 PM

154 Definitely 5/25/2018 2:35 PM

155 Support it. But, look at modern technology solutions...more electronic curriculum sources, etc. 5/25/2018 2:35 PM

156 Waste of money and paper. Most teachers are innovative enough to build good curriculum with the
internet, and over the years of my children bringing home common core workbooks, they are rarely
more then halfway complete.

5/25/2018 2:13 PM

157 4J curriculum is a joke. A bad one. The curricula in K-5 is phantom. It doesn't exist. You don't even
teach civics, At All! Huge math and science books should be on kindles

5/25/2018 2:09 PM

158 yes, get the best stuff here. 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

159 Yes! 5/25/2018 2:05 PM

160 I like modern curriculum but maybe we are beyond needing a physical textbook for every kid 5/25/2018 2:00 PM

161 Very important 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

162 Yes, at all schools 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

163 YES! 5/25/2018 1:48 PM

164 please update the curriculum material 5/25/2018 1:46 PM

165 approve 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

166 great idea and necessary and long over-due 5/25/2018 1:35 PM

167 Excellent. Please include a top level Emotional Intelligence Curriculum in this investment. Districts
around the country are discovering higher GPA’s, better graduation rates and more productive
classroom time with E.I. Curriculums.

5/25/2018 1:33 PM

168 Yes 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

169 I support it 5/25/2018 1:21 PM

170 On all previous bonds. Not once has this been done. And, if it has... where? To what? You will
propose over 300 million dollars in building needs? I think you forget that WITHOUT STUDENTS
there would be no building.

5/25/2018 1:12 PM

171 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

172 Might be good. 5/25/2018 1:04 PM

173 Yes, these need to remain updated. 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

174 Very much in favor! 5/25/2018 12:56 PM

175 Yes we need to update the outdated textbooks. 5/25/2018 12:52 PM

176 Needs to be done 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

177 My kids at RMS don't even have textbooks! 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

178 Very good idea 5/25/2018 12:49 PM
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179 This is long overdue. 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

180 High priority. However, do it in an intelligent way, leveraging technology to its fullest. Technology
upgrades should come first before curriculum because the technology will enable new curriculum
on its own, until more resources can be procured.

5/25/2018 12:46 PM

181 Of course this is important, but security, safety, and career training are more important to me. 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

182 I would discourage investment in paper curriculum. 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

183 This seems like a critical piece! 5/25/2018 12:27 PM

184 Yes the curriculum definitely needs to be updated. 5/25/2018 12:24 PM

185 Long over due. 5/25/2018 12:15 PM

186 I definitely support this. The math book used in middle and high school is aweful. Would like to see
this as a priority. But in general I support updating textbooks with modern curriculum.

5/25/2018 12:05 PM

187 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

188 Isn’t everything online?? Seriously. 5/24/2018 11:08 PM

189 If state standards change, the state will either supply the books, or it is not important to them.
Building new schools to replace books is a mistake.

5/24/2018 5:17 PM

190 has technology been considered? Can we buy rights to the books and get them online - 5/24/2018 12:52 PM

191 Given the curriculum adoption process is not followed I don't support giving the district money to
buy things that do not have an equitable representation.

5/24/2018 10:00 AM

192 Stick to the basics 5/24/2018 9:47 AM

193 4j just makes the curriculum developers rich! 5/24/2018 8:51 AM

194 Very important 5/24/2018 7:21 AM

195 I assume this includes modern devices to use with modernized curriculum. 5/24/2018 7:05 AM

196 I support this 5/24/2018 3:37 AM

197 Sure, sounds good. 5/23/2018 11:36 PM

198 Most certainly. 5/23/2018 10:47 PM

199 No YG, no bond. 5/23/2018 9:14 PM

200 This is a lower priority than refurbishing or building a new building for the displaced Silver Lea kids. 5/23/2018 7:08 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 Our new science curriculum (elementary) is fantastic, but we don't have funding to support
materials management (should be 2 full time classified positions). This results in less than full
implementation of the curriculum (wasted $). Any new curriculum needs to come with the man
power to support implementation for the long term. And maybe we could look at man power to
support the science curriculum we just bought.

5/31/2018 5:24 PM

2 An opportunity for parents to weigh in on what works best for their students and provide input
about what kinds of curriculum they would like to see in the classroom. Make this open to the
community yet guided by subject matter experts!

5/31/2018 9:44 AM

3 Is 4j able to update curriculum without mandating everyone use exactly the same things? It is not
necessary to make everyone the SAME; let schools have their own ways of doing things and let
teachers be creative in curriculum delivery. Say no to corporate hegemonic textbooks!!

5/31/2018 9:40 AM

4 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:22 AM

5 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:26 PM

6 None. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

7 Use the books you have. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

8 How would the bond levy be written to allow this type of expenditure? 5/30/2018 10:57 AM

9 Who chooses the curriculum? Teachers or administrators? 5/30/2018 9:02 AM
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10 There are lots of online resources, including no and no cost access to the text books and
curriculum that would be necessary. To what degree does for JR access these?

5/30/2018 8:54 AM

11 No questions. 5/30/2018 8:53 AM

12 Why are you asking about this and not just do it? This seems like something that should have
been planned for and a pool of money should exist to deal with these kinds of costs.

5/30/2018 8:14 AM

13 Digital textbooks? 5/30/2018 6:12 AM

14 What curriculum will be updated in elementary? 5/29/2018 8:46 PM

15 Seems the discussion of "updated" curriculum is often driven by the industry that sells books. Of
course books need to be replaced simply because they get old, but the *content* in many areas
can still be used for teaching purposes! Don't spend money where you don't have to.

5/29/2018 6:15 PM

16 Investments in textbooks are a waste of money with all the resources available on the Internet. 5/29/2018 4:24 PM

17 I thought math recently adopted a new curriculum? 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

18 How much are the publishers pushing their curriculum due to common core and how flexible can
the district be in making curriculum choices?

5/29/2018 3:38 PM

19 Why when we have so many programs for our kids cut and too many kids to too few staff, do you
even bring up new curriculum?

5/29/2018 3:20 PM

20 Fund salaries for teachers that attract the best educators possible 5/29/2018 2:25 PM

21 How will curriculum be selected? Will teacher input be included? What is the schedule for
curriculum adoption in a long term plan? How will you avoid unneccessary turnover in curriculum?

5/29/2018 11:32 AM

22 We need to lighten these kids backpacks - over 40 lbs daily at South HS 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

23 What does modern curriculum involve? Computers for each student? New textbooks that will need
to be replace again in the future? Be specific and include costs.

5/29/2018 10:10 AM

24 Do teachers support the proposed curriculum changes? 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

25 More online curriculum? 5/28/2018 9:25 AM

26 Can this be done online? Would that save costs? 5/27/2018 8:13 PM

27 Will teachers have a say or will it be a top down decision, like the recent Math adoption? 5/27/2018 6:45 AM

28 What materials will be purchased (e.g., math, social studies), for what grade levels, and will
teachers be required to use the curriculum in a standard manner across schools?

5/26/2018 12:01 PM

29 How are you going to include teachers and parents in choosing new curricula? 5/26/2018 11:46 AM

30 How much would it cost and what would we need be able to do/buy if we bought need curriculum? 5/26/2018 8:33 AM

31 And what books can be accessed on line through student issues iPads/computers. 5/26/2018 7:02 AM

32 Are you only thinking about textbooks? Would novel sets for ELA classrooms be an option? How
much input and flexibility would teachers have in the process and outcome?

5/26/2018 6:11 AM

33 none 5/25/2018 8:57 PM

34 Does this mean buying more iPads or wiring schools for more Internet use? 5/25/2018 5:19 PM

35 More specifics needed about which curriculum, texts, etc need to be updated and why. Obviously
outdated history books make sense and anything falling apart, but with more access to digital
texts I am curious about the actual utility of "textbooks" in the higher grades.

5/25/2018 4:28 PM

36 How will this change the IB program? 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

37 Can assignments be accessed online or handed out instead of bulky books that are heavy to carry
and have a specific shelf life?

5/25/2018 2:00 PM

38 do parents or other groups have any input in "modernized" curriculum? 5/25/2018 1:35 PM

39 Please check out the Reno NV School districts Experience with EI 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

40 Would want to know that the process is based on research based practice rather than teacher
preference during pilot

5/25/2018 1:30 PM

41 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM
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42 many school have been using ipad and technology in stead of paper books? What is the price
difference in buying books for a studnet for the year VS issuing the studnet an ipad or tablet with
links for the reading?

5/24/2018 12:52 PM

43 What are the plans for new curriculum? Why do they change so much and the cost is expensive! 5/24/2018 8:51 AM

44 Is there money included for training teachers to use this new curriculum and any equipment that
goes with it?

5/24/2018 7:05 AM

45 Can technology replace books? 5/23/2018 10:47 PM

46 Current curriculum adoptions--LA?? Math?? Science?? what grade levels were these adoptions
carried out in?

5/23/2018 7:40 PM
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96.20% 152

15.82% 25

Q15 School Bus Replacements: Replacing school buses over time as
equipment ages—with replacement usually after 13–14 years of service

—keeps the student transportation fleet safe and efficient. The state
reimburses 70% of student transportation costs, including bus purchases,
so every dollar spent on school bus purchases returns funds to be used

for transportation needs.  
Answered: 158 Skipped: 442

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT INVESTING IN REPLACING AGING SCHOOL
BUSES?

DATE

1 OK. 6/4/2018 4:54 PM

2 Unnecessary! 6/4/2018 3:50 PM

3 4J should look into lower carbon fleet options (biodiesel, renewable diesel, etc.) 6/4/2018 1:54 PM

4 Make them electric! No more polluting. Work with LTD to see if we can bus passes for kids. 6/4/2018 10:11 AM

5 This is also important 6/3/2018 1:05 PM

6 We already have too many buses 6/2/2018 7:06 AM

7 Safety is primary concern 6/1/2018 7:05 AM

8 Use existing funding, 5/31/2018 9:13 PM

9 Yes. 5/31/2018 9:03 PM

10 I support 5/31/2018 8:47 PM

11 Please replace 5/31/2018 5:24 PM

12 As long as they are safe don't replace them. Just like when you are on a budget at home you don't
get a new car just cause the old one is out of style.

5/31/2018 9:40 AM

13 Investing in non-diesel buses as they age out is good. 5/30/2018 11:46 PM

14 sure 5/30/2018 9:41 PM

15 Bus services have already been cut back. High school students are not served. 5/30/2018 4:26 PM

16 Safety for our children should never be a question. 5/30/2018 3:55 PM

17 Yes, as needed 5/30/2018 2:58 PM

18 Sure. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

19 Only the worst ones. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

20 Important. 5/30/2018 10:57 AM

21 Also needs to be in the budget as a reserve fund. 5/30/2018 10:53 AM

22 agree 5/30/2018 10:29 AM

23 Sounds good. 5/30/2018 10:06 AM

24 I agree. Please consider non-diesel. 5/30/2018 9:15 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about investing in replacing aging school buses?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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25 I would urge the district to evaluate the economic benefits of electric bus technology. LTD is now
adopting this technology in its fleet. Why not 4J?

5/30/2018 8:53 AM

26 Safety first! Fix them if possible...replace them if necessary. 5/30/2018 8:51 AM

27 Nope 5/30/2018 8:06 AM

28 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

29 Important 5/30/2018 7:27 AM

30 Yes 5/30/2018 6:47 AM

31 Not necessary 5/30/2018 6:23 AM

32 This should be done with an annual general fund expenditure...not a bond. Purchasing buses with
a bond will create a glut of buses that have to be replaced simultaneously later on

5/30/2018 6:12 AM

33 Indifferent 5/30/2018 6:09 AM

34 Enough on buses. Parents should help be responsible for taking kids. I see so many empty buses
it's ridiculous. Use what you have.

5/30/2018 5:28 AM

35 I guess it's necessary. 5/29/2018 11:02 PM

36 In support 5/29/2018 9:26 PM

37 Yes part of technical education? 5/29/2018 8:30 PM

38 In support of safe transportation 5/29/2018 7:50 PM

39 Um, yes, let's keep kids safe. 5/29/2018 6:15 PM

40 Well running, safe buses are essential. 5/29/2018 4:15 PM

41 A no-brainer 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

42 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:42 PM

43 If, necessary. There are a lot of well maintained cars that are very old still on the road, and though
it might be nice to upgrade, it isn't necessary.

5/29/2018 3:20 PM

44 A Need for safety of kids 5/29/2018 2:54 PM

45 If you’re being reimbursed 70% this should be a minimal cost. 5/29/2018 2:52 PM

46 Have kids walk or bike to school so we are fighting obesity 5/29/2018 2:25 PM

47 Agree 5/29/2018 1:25 PM

48 Replace as needed. 5/29/2018 1:02 PM

49 Yup 5/29/2018 1:02 PM

50 Yes 5/29/2018 11:04 AM

51 Important. 5/29/2018 10:57 AM

52 Nice. And great explanation of how the state bus/transportation reimbursement program works. 5/29/2018 10:41 AM

53 Yes! We need this. 5/29/2018 10:30 AM

54 Needed 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

55 Not the most pressing need 5/29/2018 10:10 AM

56 Yes! 5/29/2018 9:39 AM

57 I support "investing in replacing again school buses." 5/29/2018 9:09 AM

58 Obviously, student safety is important. 5/29/2018 8:30 AM

59 Yes 5/29/2018 8:19 AM

60 Yes 5/29/2018 7:50 AM

61 If it needs to be done to keep kids safe 5/29/2018 7:49 AM

62 Nope, if they run, keep them running. 5/29/2018 7:10 AM
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63 Electric schoolbusses would be an amazing thing to consider for Eugene, don't you think? I
understand the technology has become viable recently for this.

5/28/2018 10:47 PM

64 Yes please. We update our cars, we want our kids to be safe too. 5/28/2018 10:03 PM

65 Great! 5/28/2018 8:40 PM

66 no 5/28/2018 7:57 PM

67 Yes please 5/28/2018 7:07 PM

68 I support this. 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

69 our goal is to keep our kids safe right? 5/28/2018 5:42 PM

70 Seat belts please. My son refused to ride the bus because there were no seat belts. His bus in NY
had them and the driver wouldn't start until new arrivals buckled in.

5/28/2018 12:31 PM

71 Keep the students safe. 5/28/2018 9:38 AM

72 Yes. 5/28/2018 9:25 AM

73 Approve replacing aging buses 5/28/2018 12:14 AM

74 neutral 5/27/2018 9:36 PM

75 Yes! We need buses with seatbelts. 5/27/2018 8:13 PM

76 Yes please 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

77 Good, but not the highest priority unless there is an immediate safety hazard 5/27/2018 7:17 PM

78 Support 5/27/2018 6:55 PM

79 Not important. 5/27/2018 3:32 PM

80 Do it. 5/27/2018 1:05 PM

81 Meh. 5/27/2018 12:50 PM

82 Less necessary than other improvements 5/27/2018 11:50 AM

83 Invest in more buses so that the bell schedule can fit student needs and not revolve around lack of
buses

5/27/2018 11:38 AM

84 Not a priority. They dont need luxury liners. 5/27/2018 10:55 AM

85 Yes! Make sure the buses are in perfect shape for students and include them in learning how to
maintain and keep the transport vehicles clean. Make them clean their seats and windows after
riding every day.

5/27/2018 10:54 AM

86 Good 5/27/2018 6:36 AM

87 For the safety of students, I feel this is also important. 5/26/2018 9:41 PM

88 Yes please 5/26/2018 3:09 PM

89 Important. 5/26/2018 11:46 AM

90 Replace some older buses. 5/26/2018 8:48 AM

91 Safety is very important. Especially like the idea of school buses with seat belts 5/26/2018 8:36 AM

92 Important but not my top priority. 5/26/2018 8:33 AM

93 Less important than other needs. At NE high school many sporting events required parent and
student driving. Busses weren’t even available half of the time!

5/26/2018 8:21 AM

94 Important, but lower priority than that other items on this survey. 5/26/2018 7:44 AM

95 ? 5/26/2018 6:28 AM

96 Good plan 5/26/2018 6:11 AM

97 Then yes 5/26/2018 5:47 AM
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98 We should do what we need to, though we should also consider alternatives, such as whether or
not older students could be integrated into city transit systems as they are in many larger cities.
What difference in funding would we see if, for instance, we focused on giving all high school
students year-long bus passes?

5/26/2018 1:03 AM

99 My kids didn’t ride the bus but they are not safe to drive they should be replaced! 5/25/2018 11:26 PM

100 Not a priority 5/25/2018 9:01 PM

101 no strong opinion. Do what you think is best. That is why you were chosen. But, I do very much
appreciate you soliciting our feedback!

5/25/2018 8:57 PM

102 Unsure. 5/25/2018 8:00 PM

103 Yes! 5/25/2018 7:17 PM

104 okay 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

105 lower priority. 5/25/2018 5:48 PM

106 I think the buses are just fine but I am not sure 5/25/2018 5:23 PM

107 Please do this -- our daughter's bus breaks down at least once every month. 5/25/2018 5:19 PM

108 Only investing the minimum to keep equipment up and safe 5/25/2018 5:05 PM

109 Would this mean that it would cost even more than $900 for a one day bus rental for a field trip? 5/25/2018 4:28 PM

110 Walk or go online. 4J needs to think about walkable schools before building new sites that would
need more buses.

5/25/2018 3:43 PM

111 Security first 5/25/2018 3:42 PM

112 This is not a priority for the district. 5/25/2018 3:35 PM

113 Yes, student safety should be a priority 5/25/2018 3:32 PM

114 Support it. 5/25/2018 2:35 PM

115 The money spent on bussing is a nostalgic waste. There are 100 different ways to get kids to
school cheaper and safer.

5/25/2018 2:09 PM

116 much lower priority than buildings and textbooks. 5/25/2018 2:07 PM

117 Yes! 5/25/2018 2:05 PM

118 They don’t seem that old 5/25/2018 2:00 PM

119 Somewhat inportant 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

120 Not at this time. I believe new seatbelt requirements are headed our way and we can replace them
then

5/25/2018 1:52 PM

121 YES! 5/25/2018 1:48 PM

122 Get seat belts on all school buses right away! 5/25/2018 1:47 PM

123 we don't get many bus services, but keeping kids safe would be nice. 5/25/2018 1:46 PM

124 can we do it all? Safety first 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

125 not on the top of my list of important issues. Money spent on the other needs listed makes a lot
more sense.

5/25/2018 1:35 PM

126 Important. 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

127 Okay 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

128 If you are receiving 70% back on your investment, you should not need additional funds. 5/25/2018 1:12 PM

129 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

130 OK but 4J should do more to promote walking and cycling. 5/25/2018 1:04 PM

131 We need to have more drivers/buses available for field trips, etc in the first place! 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

132 I'm ok. 5/25/2018 12:56 PM

133 Add seat belts 5/25/2018 12:53 PM
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134 Needs to be done 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

135 Not a necessity, buildings and books are more important 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

136 Good idea 5/25/2018 12:49 PM

137 Sure. 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

138 Probably my least concern among all options 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

139 Must be done. 5/25/2018 12:46 PM

140 Lower priority to me. 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

141 Do what is needed. 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

142 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

143 Will this get sped kids home in a reasonable time? 5/24/2018 10:00 AM

144 Not at this time. 5/24/2018 9:47 AM

145 Isn’t that being done now? 5/24/2018 8:51 AM

146 Would want to hear a more specific plan and details about existing fleet. 5/24/2018 7:05 AM

147 I support this 5/24/2018 3:37 AM

148 Does not apply for programs who do not have access to busing. I only agree to using bond funds
for buses if there’s bussing for ALL!

5/23/2018 11:37 PM

149 My kid doesn't take the school bus but yes, I agree 5/23/2018 11:36 PM

150 Only if they are truely at end of life. 5/23/2018 10:47 PM

151 No YG, no bond. 5/23/2018 9:14 PM

152 I agree, safe buses are a must. 5/23/2018 7:40 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:22 AM

2 More detail on age of current buses? 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

3 Do costs comparisons. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

4 What is the status of seat belts in all buses? 5/30/2018 10:57 AM

5 I would like to see and independent professional opinion on electric school bus technology and
invest in this technology as a low-cost path forward.

5/30/2018 8:53 AM

6 Why are you asking about this and not just do it? This seems like something that should have
been planned for and a pool of money should exist to deal with these kinds of costs.

5/30/2018 8:14 AM

7 Why isn't the district using alternative fuel (propane) buses? They are cleaner, cheaper to
maintain, and while they cost more, they pay for themselves with the Federal rebates, cheaper per
gallon fuel costs and less frequent maintenance cycles

5/30/2018 6:12 AM

8 Are there any ways that we own less busses so that we can save money? For example, what if
middle and high school students are more encouraged to use LTD busses?

5/29/2018 11:02 PM

9 none 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

10 Replace with electric buses and I will happily pay 5/29/2018 2:25 PM

11 What is the schedule for replacement? 5/29/2018 11:32 AM

12 COSTS to the tax payer! 5/29/2018 10:10 AM

13 Please have school buses for NEHS. I don't want my daughter riding LTD. It's not safe. 5/29/2018 9:39 AM

14 let "First Student" do it 5/28/2018 7:57 PM

15 Are the school buses going to be more energy efficient? 5/27/2018 12:13 PM

16 How many are past date for replacement? 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

17 How much time/money is spent on repairs and is it worth it to replace or just keep repairing 5/26/2018 7:02 AM
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18 none 5/25/2018 8:57 PM

19 Does 4J own the busses? For some reason I thought our busses were a contracted service... 5/25/2018 4:28 PM

20 Age of busses being replaced, what new safety features that have that the current don’t have and
how many of the fleet being replaced and servicing which areas of town?

5/25/2018 2:00 PM

21 N/A 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

22 How can 4j maintain the buses we have? 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

23 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

24 How many busses are there that need replaced? 5/24/2018 7:05 AM

25 Are seat belts reguired now on all buses? 5/23/2018 11:36 PM
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96.41% 188

17.95% 35

Q16 Technology: Today’s students and schools need access to up-to-
date technology. With constant advances in technology, learning in

today's schools is different from what it was even 10 years ago. A bond
measure could help improve infrastructure and operations and ensure
greater access for students to technology that helps them learn and

prepares them for jobs in the modern economy.   
Answered: 195 Skipped: 405

# COMMENTS: YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT UPDATING TECHNOLOGY FOR LEARNING AND
OPERATIONS?

DATE

1 Why? 6/5/2018 6:39 PM

2 OK, but perhaps we have too much technology? Are the kids reading enough? 6/4/2018 4:54 PM

3 Waste of money. We need teachers, not ipads. 6/4/2018 3:50 PM

4 Yes. This relates to the tech training and classes. Some of these classes and experiences should
be mandatory, not optional electives. Kids don't know if they want to/can until they have a chance
to try

6/4/2018 10:11 AM

5 You should think about what schools and students need the technology and redistribute things - it
doesn't make sense when an elementary school has more laptops than a high school, once this
happens I would support spending bond money on technology.

6/3/2018 1:05 PM

6 Technology is both a benefit and a bane to society. It is not appropriate to focus on technology in
the earlier grades, so dispense with the idea of "upgrades" here. In middle and high schools,
upgrades where needed make sense, though I still favor old fashioned book and face-to-face (non-
mediated) learning.

6/1/2018 11:43 AM

7 I work in the field of tech ed, when I moved to Eugene 8 years ago I was stunned by the lack of
technology in my grandchildren’s classrooms. For a University City, we have sadly performed
badly in this area.

6/1/2018 7:05 AM

8 No new funding 5/31/2018 9:13 PM

9 Yes. 5/31/2018 9:03 PM

10 There needs to be more COWS available for teachers to use. Currently at SEHS, reservations for
COWS are in high demand and sometimes classrooms don't get them when needed because
none are available.

5/31/2018 8:47 PM

11 Yes, with the caveat that students also need to be able to function apart from technology.
Emotional intelligence is critical in the workplace, however, it is not well developed by using the
latest technology tools. I am concerned about too much technology.

5/31/2018 5:24 PM

12 This does not seem like a suitable inclusion for bond funding. Use school budgets. 5/31/2018 9:44 AM

13 The technology in schools now will be outdated by the time kids join "the modern economy." More
important to focus on life lessons than to over-use tablets and computers!

5/31/2018 9:40 AM

14 This is pretty general. I'd need more information on what that means. 5/31/2018 8:08 AM

15 Must do this. 5/31/2018 7:04 AM

16 Prefer that this be incorportaed into operating budgets, but some could come from bond measure. 5/30/2018 11:46 PM

17 meh. too much focus on tech. I'm for back to hands on learning 5/30/2018 9:41 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

COMMENTS: Your thoughts about updating technology for learning and operations?

QUESTIONS: What other information would you want to have?
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18 Needed 5/30/2018 9:19 PM

19 Not as necessary and the other listed items 5/30/2018 7:20 PM

20 Again, I would not support this item for inclusion in the bond. This should be a budget line item, not
bond-funded. Tech will need upgrading and/or replacement before the bond is paid off, and
then...another bond?

5/30/2018 6:29 PM

21 Yes. We need an improved infrastructure and operations. We do have a lot of good technology in
many of the schools, but because we don't have an infrastructure that can handle it all at the same
time, the technology becomes sometimes useless. In addition, we need additional support at all
the schools for technology support.

5/30/2018 4:50 PM

22 Technology exposure is more important than the latest and greatest. Functions and how to
opposed to platform specifics.

5/30/2018 4:26 PM

23 Technology is ubiquitous in society and therefore has a place in education. 5/30/2018 3:55 PM

24 Elementary students do not need more screen time, used as "babysitters" as often currently
happening. Students need to be trained in respectful us of equipment. This is not happening in all
classrooms. Staff are not trained in technology, so they cannot support student use. Computers
are filthy!!!!! Restore tech support hours at building levels. Implement a district-wide keyboarding
curriculum. So important!!!!!!

5/30/2018 2:58 PM

25 Less important than other issues, but fine if we have the money. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

26 No. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

27 Another high priority, but I believe that creative fund raising among high tech companies could
help support some of this.

5/30/2018 10:57 AM

28 Yes! Let's prepare kids for the real world and give them skills they can actually use! 5/30/2018 10:53 AM

29 Yes 5/30/2018 10:36 AM

30 Kids are on computers enough. Hire counselors and assistant principals with the money we are
spending on technology. It's more valuable to them in the long run.

5/30/2018 10:34 AM

31 agree but only if basic needs met first 5/30/2018 10:29 AM

32 Technology investments that will last and replace other costs are best. Like simle monitors for
accessing a network where tests can be taken instead of using tons of paper.

5/30/2018 10:06 AM

33 SSD needs more technology access and funding. 5/30/2018 10:00 AM

34 Agreed. 5/30/2018 9:15 AM

35 Very needed. 5/30/2018 9:02 AM

36 This is critical for students to learn to keep up with our ever advancing technological society and
workforce.

5/30/2018 8:58 AM

37 I would urge the district to study "global best practices" in integration of technology in to the
education sector and base specific proposals on the results of this review.

5/30/2018 8:53 AM

38 Keep a balance so that kids are not staring at screens all day. 5/30/2018 8:51 AM

39 Obviously, this is important. How can our children prepare for "the future" without access to
technology?

5/30/2018 8:16 AM

40 I’m in favor of this 5/30/2018 8:11 AM

41 Hmmm.... you want textbooks and technology? The school have way better computers there than
I have at home. iPads, COWS, smart boards. There isn’t a classroom in Eugene that doesn’t have
access to technology

5/30/2018 8:06 AM

42 Yes 5/30/2018 7:45 AM

43 Important 5/30/2018 7:39 AM

44 Difficult for ongoing expense, but very important. 5/30/2018 7:27 AM
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45 Teaching tech, using the latest tech is a high value in high schools. I am not concerned about this
for elementary age students, who should be more engaged with thei bodies and fellow students.
At the high school level, it is imperative that students are learning through tech and about tech in
all aspects of their education. This is the work they will be expected to know and do once they
graduate. We are leaving them at a disadvantage if we don’t get this funding.

5/30/2018 7:03 AM

46 Yes 5/30/2018 6:47 AM

47 Yes! 5/30/2018 6:43 AM

48 Not necessary 5/30/2018 6:23 AM

49 Why not incorporate bring your own device? What is the specific plan? 5/30/2018 6:12 AM

50 Yes 5/30/2018 6:09 AM

51 I think you've continually spent plenty of money on updating over the years 5/30/2018 5:28 AM

52 I know it's necessary to it needs to happen. 5/29/2018 11:02 PM

53 In support 5/29/2018 9:26 PM

54 As necessary and applicable this would be important as well 5/29/2018 7:50 PM

55 LEAST IMPORTANT. I repeat, LEAST IMPORTANT. Kids need to be reading, exercising, learning
math, doing science but they DO NOT need to be hunched over a computer or typing on a
keyboard. You can LITERALLY learn to type in a few weeks, by yourself, in the summer. Leave
that to late middle school or even high school and spend teaching time on SUBJECTS and not on
whether or not kids have iPads. Make sure they can hold pencils and write rather than swipe with
their thumbs across an iPad.

5/29/2018 6:15 PM

56 Technology is often seen as a good idea, but if you don't know how to use it, it's a waste of money. 5/29/2018 4:24 PM

57 The idea sounds good, but the current ipad program doesn't appear to be giving students anything
that a textbook couldn't provide.

5/29/2018 4:20 PM

58 Updated technology is important. 5/29/2018 4:15 PM

59 A computer available for every student. 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

60 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:42 PM

61 For sure in high school 5/29/2018 3:38 PM

62 No. They have too much technology as it is. They need more hands on, actual human interaction,
tactile learning rather than more technology.

5/29/2018 3:20 PM

63 Yes 5/29/2018 2:52 PM

64 Fully funding teachers before technology 5/29/2018 2:25 PM

65 Agree 5/29/2018 1:25 PM

66 Would support technology bond. 5/29/2018 1:02 PM

67 Needed 5/29/2018 1:02 PM

68 I support it but it needs to be done in a way that works for various building needs. In the past, new
technology was installed in buildings that did not use it because it didn't fit with the programming.
What a waste!

5/29/2018 11:32 AM

69 I'm really split on tech. My daughter is always on the computer doing homework. Do we really
want to encourage our kids to be tethered to a computer?

5/29/2018 11:10 AM

70 Not necessary 5/29/2018 11:04 AM

71 Very important. 5/29/2018 10:57 AM

72 Thank you. 5/29/2018 10:41 AM

73 Yes! We need this. 5/29/2018 10:30 AM

74 Lower priority. 5/29/2018 10:16 AM

75 Needed 5/29/2018 10:14 AM

76 How is this different than modern curriculum? 5/29/2018 10:10 AM
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77 I would like to see the district providing these things across the board. Our PTO has paid
thousands of fund-raised dollars to cover technology licensing and materials, and it's not a
sustainable way to pay for these things.

5/29/2018 9:54 AM

78 Yes! 5/29/2018 9:39 AM

79 I support "updating technology for learning and operations." 5/29/2018 9:09 AM

80 Yes 5/29/2018 8:44 AM

81 I think that if it were equal across all schools, this would be important. Right now, there are some
schools with 1-to-1 technology, iPads and new computers, and other schools with older laptops,
and limited access to technology during the day.

5/29/2018 8:30 AM

82 Definitely 5/29/2018 8:19 AM

83 This is an ongoing issue as technology will always be out of date 5/29/2018 7:50 AM

84 I agree 5/29/2018 7:49 AM

85 Nope, getting along fine for now. 5/29/2018 7:10 AM

86 My problem with this argument is that the districts overwhelming preference for Apple products
does not prepare students for the computers they will find in the real world. If this is the goal,
computer labs should be configured more like corporate workstations

5/28/2018 10:47 PM

87 Great! 5/28/2018 8:40 PM

88 yes 5/28/2018 7:57 PM

89 Yes please 5/28/2018 7:07 PM

90 Yes! I support this. 5/28/2018 7:05 PM

91 Important! 5/28/2018 5:59 PM

92 we need to give our students every opportunity to excess in this world 5/28/2018 5:42 PM

93 Yes! 5/28/2018 12:39 PM

94 YES as long as it's not heavily relied on and replaces hands-on learning. It should support learning
not solely facilitate it

5/28/2018 12:31 PM

95 Yes. Get up to date! 5/28/2018 9:38 AM

96 Yes. But quality instruction needs to accompany that kind of investment. 5/28/2018 9:25 AM

97 Approve updating technology for learning and operations 5/28/2018 12:14 AM

98 yes 5/27/2018 9:36 PM

99 Yes. 5/27/2018 8:13 PM

100 Less of a priority than buildings 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

101 Invest in better wifi and computer clusters. Don't waste money on iPads or laptops for individual
students -- they are neither helpful nor wanted. Get the basics right, then move on.

5/27/2018 7:17 PM

102 Necessary in today's world 5/27/2018 6:56 PM

103 Yes 5/27/2018 4:48 PM

104 It seems as if this has been being done already, almosy at the expense of all of these other things. 5/27/2018 3:32 PM

105 This should be the focus of all the learning material. High priority. 5/27/2018 1:05 PM

106 Every modern jobs requires some left of technical proficiency. 5/27/2018 12:50 PM

107 Preparing kids for a more tech based future is important. 5/27/2018 12:13 PM

108 Necessary 5/27/2018 11:50 AM

109 Yes 5/27/2018 10:55 AM

110 Update the security and WIFI. Yea, it is very important. 5/27/2018 10:54 AM

111 Again defer to what teachers need, ask them and improve based on their needs. 5/27/2018 6:45 AM

112 Okay 5/27/2018 6:36 AM
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113 With the advancement of technology, I feel this is also necessary for our student's success. 5/26/2018 9:41 PM

114 This is the only area that I have confidence in the leadership. 5/26/2018 9:09 PM

115 No, keep school in books and papers! Why is everything about technology? 5/26/2018 3:09 PM

116 SEHS needs more computer "cows"...as it is now, teachers have to reserve cows in advance and
often months ahead of planned activities needing computer use. WE need more computers to
access writing programs, blog/website creation, research online for research papers/projects,
media literacy, and as a way to reduce paper (by reading texts online rather than printing off
handouts/packets)

5/26/2018 11:46 AM

117 Important, but we first need to house our existing programs. 5/26/2018 11:46 AM

118 Replace every 10 years. 5/26/2018 8:48 AM

119 yes, very important 5/26/2018 8:36 AM

120 Somewhat supportive. 5/26/2018 8:33 AM

121 Tech can help learning, but investing in teachers would be better. 5/26/2018 7:44 AM

122 students play a lot of games on technology at school. I wish they would not have iPads to play on
during free time and have to play interactive games w peers instead. Yes we need technology
equity for learning but there is too much gaming going on at school.

5/26/2018 7:02 AM

123 Great 5/26/2018 6:28 AM

124 Good idea 5/26/2018 6:11 AM

125 Yes 5/26/2018 5:47 AM

126 I'm generally in favor of this, though I'm wary of "tech for the sake of tech." Please make sure that
you're determing tech needs by working with well-educated, ethical instructional designers and
technologists!

5/26/2018 1:03 AM

127 Same thoughts as the above section on career tech education — Yes! We need this! And
especially because of the steady increasing need for knowledge of tech and data science skills in
the workforce.

5/25/2018 11:26 PM

128 Technology is important but I put it second after making sure the buildings are rebuilt to provide
adequate space to accommodate students and keep them safe.

5/25/2018 9:19 PM

129 Not a high priority 5/25/2018 9:01 PM

130 Waste of $. Students can learn without the new technology. 5/25/2018 8:57 PM

131 Supportive in general 5/25/2018 8:00 PM

132 Always good to try and keep up with growing technology. 5/25/2018 7:24 PM

133 eh.. 5/25/2018 7:17 PM

134 yes 5/25/2018 6:41 PM

135 Lower priority. 5/25/2018 5:48 PM

136 just upgrade in the classes that focus on technology careers 5/25/2018 5:23 PM

137 Please make sure this is done equitably across the district so that schools where students don't
have tech access at home get first dibs at new tech in school, with possible checkout options.

5/25/2018 5:19 PM

138 No, the technology used such as iPads are highly distracting to students and way more expensive
than written materials. A majority of kids get the technology exposure at home or with local
resources such as the libraries and city. Money should only be spent on increasing knowledge of
new technology like 3D and laser printers and support of programs to make these real world useful

5/25/2018 5:05 PM

139 The teachers need new laptops and more technology to better communicate with parents. 5/25/2018 4:28 PM

140 The smart boards are idle so you would be better off buying 300 acer laptops for each 3rd grader
than investing in technology that teachers do not know how to use.

5/25/2018 3:43 PM

141 Technology relating to state of the art security, now please. 5/25/2018 3:42 PM

142 Absolutely necessary to keep up with the changes in technology. 5/25/2018 3:41 PM

143 Yes, very important! 5/25/2018 3:35 PM
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144 We used to live where each child had their own tablet, OR schools are far inferior and outdated
compared to other states

5/25/2018 2:35 PM

145 Support it. 5/25/2018 2:35 PM

146 I would prefer you go back to teaching handwriting so kids could actually have a signature and
write legibly. Kids get plenty of technology access on their phones and at home

5/25/2018 2:13 PM

147 Technology as currently implemented by 4J is a JOKE! I was a student teacher where I watched
dozens of laptops just collect dust every day. No one was using them and when they did it was
little more than internet playtime.

5/25/2018 2:09 PM

148 Please no new tech. We waste tons of money on useless tech. I am sick of hearing my
kindergartener talk about her use of the iPad in classrooms. If I wanted her to rot her brain with
screen time, I'd give her one at home. iPads for small children do not help learning and distract
from other classroom lessons. New buildings and desks are great but I would not support any
bond aimed at paying for screens over chalkboards. Screens are much more expensive and
obsolete in a few years.

5/25/2018 2:07 PM

149 I would support this, but maybe in a way that each indiv school deems most appropriate. Just
dumping a bunch of pricey ipads on a school isn't enough.

5/25/2018 2:05 PM

150 Yes! All schools including elementary 5/25/2018 2:00 PM

151 Crucial 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

152 as long as its not IPads. yes to infrastructure and laptops 5/25/2018 1:52 PM

153 YES! 5/25/2018 1:48 PM

154 this seems less important for elementary school 5/25/2018 1:46 PM

155 yes 5/25/2018 1:40 PM

156 all for it 5/25/2018 1:35 PM

157 Important. 5/25/2018 1:33 PM

158 Okay 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

159 Technology needs to have a regular funding plan to update. 5/25/2018 1:22 PM

160 Again, on EVERY single previous ask. 5/25/2018 1:12 PM

161 YES 5/25/2018 1:11 PM

162 Use of technology should be balanced with unplugged activities and access to the natural world. 5/25/2018 1:04 PM

163 With ipads already implemented in certain schools, i think we are already up to date. 5/25/2018 1:02 PM

164 Very much in favor! 5/25/2018 12:56 PM

165 Needs to be done 5/25/2018 12:51 PM

166 NO!!! Although i understand this is the wave of the future, our kids are becoming mindless drones
that don't know how to communicate effectively without a device, make our kids read out of paper
books, make our children hand write their essays!!!!!

5/25/2018 12:51 PM

167 Very good idea 5/25/2018 12:49 PM

168 In favor. 5/25/2018 12:48 PM

169 Must have 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

170 Highest priority. 5/25/2018 12:46 PM

171 This would be part of the techinical training, and as important as vocational training. The kids need
exposure to both.

5/25/2018 12:40 PM

172 Very important. I recommend chrome book carts. 5/25/2018 12:40 PM

173 Priority 5/25/2018 12:26 PM

174 Technology should absolutely be modernized. 5/25/2018 12:24 PM

175 Gearing towards the future is a smart idea 5/25/2018 12:15 PM
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176 Yes would love to see this. 5/25/2018 12:05 PM

177 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

178 Long over due 5/25/2018 9:00 AM

179 Equality at all schools. 5/24/2018 11:08 PM

180 Yes, in order for our studnets to be ablet to compete in the job and education markets they must
be aware and current with technology and software

5/24/2018 12:52 PM

181 Again...the district is using mac's and Apple products which are far more expensive and not
sustainable.

5/24/2018 10:00 AM

182 This is extremely important and goes hand in hand with CTE. I am surprised there is not more
emphasis on technology given the direction industry s moving.

5/24/2018 7:05 AM

183 I support this 5/24/2018 3:37 AM

184 Quit using Mac books for kids to learn to type or take tests on. It’s a ridiculously wasted amount of
money that could put a device in every child’s hand across the district immediately rather than
schools sharing just a few.

5/23/2018 11:37 PM

185 I think technology is great as long as it's doesn't take over real teaching from teachers. I deicded
not to enroll my child at Howard elementary because of that reason. I took a tour and just about
every classroom, the kids were looking at devices. Too much in my opinion.

5/23/2018 11:36 PM

186 Yes! 5/23/2018 10:47 PM

187 No YG, no bond. 5/23/2018 9:14 PM

188 This is a lower priority than refurbishing or building a new building for the displaced Silver Lea kids. 5/23/2018 7:08 PM

# QUESTIONS: WHAT OTHER INFORMATION WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE? DATE

1 What curricular goals will be met with new technology? If students are just taking tests and filling
out worksheets using computers, then there is no real benefit to access to technology. How will
teachers be encouraged to be creative and use technology appropriately?

5/31/2018 9:40 AM

2 Specific details. 5/31/2018 8:08 AM

3 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? 5/31/2018 12:22 AM

4 What are the as yet somewhat unknown risks to our children? How will the use of tech be
restricted to educational purposes? What instruction are teachers receiving so that their use of
tech is truly educational? Just becuase one can does not mean one ought to.

5/30/2018 3:55 PM

5 None. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

6 You have updated enough. 5/30/2018 12:24 PM

7 We should look at Chromebooks. 5/30/2018 9:12 AM

8 How much? 5/30/2018 9:02 AM

9 I would like to see the correlation between technology investment proposals and global best
practices in the education sector.

5/30/2018 8:53 AM

10 Which buidling's technology has been most frequently used among 4j? 5/29/2018 11:02 PM

11 What would be included in technology upgrades? Would this include hardware or new computers
for schools?

5/29/2018 4:38 PM

12 What kind of technology are you talking about? And how, exactly, will it be used effectively? 5/29/2018 4:24 PM

13 What would this cost? How will disbursement of equipment be prioritized? 5/29/2018 3:53 PM

14 Have you read the studies on the negative impact of increased technology on kids and the
correlation with depression and suicide?

5/29/2018 3:20 PM

15 Technology improvements don't matter if we don't attract and pay the teachers 5/29/2018 2:25 PM

16 How will technology be allocated? How will staff and schools have a voice in that process? 5/29/2018 11:32 AM

17 What does it cost? 5/29/2018 10:10 AM

18 How could we equalize technology across the district? 5/29/2018 8:30 AM
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19 Can we pair this with new curricula? 5/27/2018 8:13 PM

20 Is this about elementary, middle or high school? 5/27/2018 8:07 PM

21 More specific details on the technology updates proposed and at what grade level etc.. 5/27/2018 6:56 PM

22 Will they be taking programming courses to learn coding? Coding languages are fundamental to
writing programes in the tech based economy.

5/27/2018 12:13 PM

23 What is the long term plan for Corridor, Chinese Immersion, Family School, NATIVES Program,
and YG?

5/26/2018 11:46 AM

24 Would want an equity lens in this. Are there things kids need more than technology? Food?
Access to the Internet at home?

5/26/2018 8:33 AM

25 How are you planning out for 25-50 years from now as new buildlings are added? 5/26/2018 8:29 AM

26 none 5/25/2018 8:57 PM

27 N/A 5/25/2018 1:30 PM

28 Show the proof of previously purchased investments. 5/25/2018 1:12 PM

29 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

30 Is this the case??!! 5/24/2018 11:08 PM

31 Plan???? 5/24/2018 8:51 AM

32 Why is there not more importance put on this? Is there money for teacher training? Teachers are
further behind than students.

5/24/2018 7:05 AM

33 Is it just computers and ipads? 5/23/2018 11:36 PM

34 Will there be equity in technology upgrades among schools? 5/23/2018 7:58 PM

35 What grade level would get this?? Elementary, MS, or HS? 5/23/2018 7:40 PM
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Q17 The school board is considering placing a $375 million bond
measure on the November 2018 ballot. The bond measure would pay

for:Four new school buildings• Replace North Eugene High School ($150
M)• Replace Edison Elementary School ($45 M)• Replace Camas Ridge
Elementary School ($43.2 M)• New elementary school in Sheldon region

to relieve overcrowding ($53.5 M)Critical maintenance, repairs,
improvements ($31 M) • Replace roofs, upgrade building systems,

improve energy efficiency, make other repairs and improvementsSchool
safety and security ($16 M)• Secure school entries, security fencing and

technology • Enhance resiliency of new schools for earthquake and
disaster recovery  • Identify seismic improvement needs of older schools
for retrofitting• Improve safe walk and bike access to new schoolsEquity,

access and health ($12 M)• Meet Title Nine requirements with equal
access to high-quality facilities for girls and boys• Improve academic and
athletic facilities to be accessible and equitable for all • Upgrade kitchen

facilities to improve school food service • Enhance special education
facilities and equipment Career technical education ($6 M)• Provide

spaces and equipment at every high school for career-related learning
such as computer programming, health sciences, tradesInstructional

materials ($8 M)• Update outdated curriculum such as English language
arts, social studies, math, health, artsTechnology upgrades ($6

M)• Improve classroom technology to support student
learning• Modernize technology infrastructure Bus replacements ($4.8

M)• Replace aging school busesPlease share any additional comments
you have on this potential bond measure. 

Answered: 184 Skipped: 416

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Why is the board not asking for a replacement building for Yujin Gakuen and Corridor? It appears
the board is putting forth a bond measure that treats some students better than other students.
How can the board justify displacing over 500 elementary school students at Yujin Gakuen and
Corridor with no viable plan for a future site? Any rational person would or could conclude that the
board wants to destroy these schools.

6/5/2018 3:55 PM

2 Music, art, teachers, trade training. not ipads, turf fields, or overpriced landscaping around
schools.

6/4/2018 3:51 PM

3 I want to thank the board for including Camas Ridge elementary on the list of bond projects. 6/4/2018 2:09 PM

4 We need to make investment in sustain able tech - buildings should have active and passive solar
designs, water catchment and school gardens, school ground composting, etc. Parking at River
Road has been a disaster - do a better job planning so we don't waste money redoing the parking
lot (like RR is doing this summer!). Transportation needs to be more fully integrated into design.

6/4/2018 10:14 AM
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5 Monroe middle school has an amazing band program in spite of the fact that the school is
equipped with the most inadequate band room possible. Somehow, our wonderful and dedicated
band teacher is able to provide a positive musical education to those who participate, but he could
reach even more kids if he had a proper band room to work in. The space is extremely small and
should be expanded and updated to better serve the Monroe population.

6/3/2018 7:07 PM

6 I won't vote for a bond measure that includes rebuilding Edison. I will vote for any bond that doesn't
include rebuilding Edison.

6/3/2018 1:07 PM

7 I would not support the bond measure as currently structured. 6/2/2018 7:07 AM

8 As stated, I'd renovate school buildings, not replace them. 6/1/2018 11:44 AM

9 If the school district has spent all these years without preparing for know maintenance and
replacements, someone should be fired, who was minding the store?

5/31/2018 9:16 PM

10 When is SEHS scheduled to be rebuilt? 5/31/2018 8:48 PM

11 I will absolutely vote against this bond if the destruction of historic school buildings continues to be
promoted. I will stand behind responsibility and good stewardship of these buildings and will not
tolerate a lack of creativity and thoughtfulness regarding management of the current building
stock. Do better, set a better example, and make our community proud to be educated here.

5/31/2018 9:47 AM

12 I have lots of questions, and I think some of the $$ could be rearranged above to better effect. I've
outlined all of that above.

5/31/2018 9:42 AM

13 I will not support the bond measure without greater transparency and accountability. 5/31/2018 7:49 AM

14 We still need more counselors. For health, each school should be set up with a student-run
garden that grows fresh food to be used in their cafeteria.

5/31/2018 7:05 AM

15 I find it offensive that you would create this survey and never once mention the impact that this
potential bond measure would create for programs that would be displaced. One could take this
survey and come away thinking that the outcome of this would be some new buildings, various
upgrades, and that's it.

5/31/2018 12:33 AM

16 This seems like too big an ask. Last I heard about numbers, talk was in the $100-250 million
range. This amount seems like a substantial tax hit. I'm not sure I would support it. Suggest
leaving out the North Eugene H.S. in this round and asking for ~$225 million.

5/30/2018 11:50 PM

17 I would like to advocate for a new band room at Monroe Middle School. The space is grossly
inadequate and the program is s huge asset to the school. It has been such a positive experience
for my sixth grader. The room really needs an upgrade!

5/30/2018 9:52 PM

18 To be honest, I have a hard time supporting a bond when I spend so much money trying to pay for
kids' school and sports fees, technology fees, art fees, french class notebooks, and nike uniforms,
spend hundreds of dollars carpooling teams to games because of no busses, and have to
purchase a set of books for them to have at home, or when parents are asked by teachers to buy
books then donate them. I joke that the reason I work is to fund my kids' public education. We
homeschooled for a couple of years and found that we spent less than we do sending them to
school and they tested higher. Something is not working, and I have trouble putting money towards
a broken system.

5/30/2018 9:35 PM

19 We need a better way to check in visitors and volunteers. Badges, name tags and a smile only last
for so long.

5/30/2018 8:38 PM

20 I have voted yes on every 4J bond measure since I've lived in Eugene (30 years). I won't vote for
this bond if Edison demo is on it. Get creative, do some research, visit some rehabbed schools,
and do the right thing.

5/30/2018 6:31 PM

21 I know that we are trying to replace the oldest schools first. But I do want to add in that Talon
Nansel has built up the music program to be the largest among the middle schools. If you were to
see the amount of kids he teaches in the size of space he teaches in, I'm sure you would be
dumbfounded. If you want to make sure our programs continue to attract students, and then want
to keep the students safe, I think a new Monroe Middle School music department needs to be
added to our school. The size and acoustics are so poor in that room that students ear drums may
be damaged over time because of the number of instruments playing in such a small space. This
situation needs to be addressed.

5/30/2018 4:55 PM
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22 I would not support a Bond Measure. The district has proven they are incapable of making sound
financial decisions that are forward looking. The sale of the Civic stadium to the lowest bidder did
not serve the community, the school district, and you lost out on 1+ million dollars.

5/30/2018 4:29 PM

23 I will vote for it. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

24 Stop adding to our already high property taxes. It's too much. Stop acting like this an open bar and
you all are ready to get drunk on other people's money.

5/30/2018 12:31 PM

25 I'm glad to see you are including a budget for upgrading kitchen facilities to improve food service.
This can help city with emergency preparedness plan in addition to serving students better.

5/30/2018 11:20 AM

26 Monroe Middle School is also in need of some remodeling so that some of the unused space can
be added to the classrooms. It is also in need of an appropriate band room so the kids don’t need
to practice in the cafeteria.

5/30/2018 11:09 AM

27 Might be a hard sell but I would vote for this. 5/30/2018 10:54 AM

28 I will vote no. I want to support schools. I value education tremendously. I am a teacher and a
parent. However, YOU CANNOT KEEP ASKING TAX PAYERS TO FUND THESE PROJECTS.
Think outside the box. Find other ways to fund these. This bond measure is too big. My taxes will
go up dramatically as they keep doing with all the measures that keep passing and the
homeowners are paying for. Why aren't huge corporations paying for our schools? Why aren't we
trying to pass Measure 97 again and get money from the people who HAVE money, not from
middle class home owners. Yes, I believe in this cause but NO I won't be voting for it because my
taxes are already too high and I can't afford to help fund this project.

5/30/2018 10:36 AM

29 My child attends SEHS, but before that he attended a charter school. I have to point out that
charters in this district serve a unique educational niche (neurodiversity is also an equity issue)
and are even more underfunded than the more traditional 4J schools. I'd get behind such a high-
priced bond more readily if charters were given a share of the funds. Levies seem more equitable
than bonds.

5/30/2018 10:32 AM

30 Totally support it. 5/30/2018 9:16 AM

31 How much for the average household? 5/30/2018 9:03 AM

32 No further comments. 5/30/2018 8:53 AM

33 Frankly, I have a lot of anger going through these measures. It feels like there is an extreme
problem of poor management and planning on the part of the school board. E.g. They are
spending money they don't have and avoiding the maintenance that they need to have in their
budgets.

5/30/2018 8:15 AM

34 Unless you replace south and start making that building safer today, with things you could do now,
I would vote NO!

5/30/2018 8:07 AM

35 I agree to all of this. 5/30/2018 7:46 AM

36 If you are asking for everything you want, the public will probably not pass it at all. You will
probably have to ask for the nitty gritty and hope that passes. Invest in our students first. That’s
what people want to see you do. Building schools every 50 years is not what we want to see.

5/30/2018 7:43 AM

37 I would vote for this, and know it’s imperative for our future students and staff. 5/30/2018 7:29 AM

38 I support it 5/30/2018 6:47 AM

39 All worthy projects 5/30/2018 6:40 AM

40 I won't vote to support a bond measure that lumps in unnecessary spending in order to make
necessary spending happen.

5/30/2018 6:25 AM

41 Why not do something at South Eugene High School? It is older than North? 5/30/2018 6:16 AM

42 How much would it increase our already exhorbant taxes? I have no respect on how the district
operates. Schools were set up for students to be taught by teachers. It's now big business with a
huge overflow of administration that suck the money and life out of it. Reduce your admin before
you continually raise our taxes. I'm ashamed of what you've become.

5/30/2018 5:35 AM

43 Where would corridor Elementary go if north Eugene high school is being built. 5/29/2018 11:29 PM

44 YG families seem to be interested in having their own building rather than being housed at Kelly
Middle

5/29/2018 9:28 PM
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45 I would support this bond measure whole heartedly. 5/29/2018 9:22 PM

46 Would love to see old and seismically inadequate SEHS building replaced as well. 5/29/2018 8:33 PM

47 Yes! 5/29/2018 8:06 PM

48 Hope you actually read my comments. I commented on every single question... 5/29/2018 6:15 PM

49 Will there be any improvements made to Monroe Middle School, particularly with regard to its need
for space for the band program, which serves almost half of the student body population.

5/29/2018 4:40 PM

50 My household will definitely support school improvements through a bond. 5/29/2018 4:31 PM

51 WAY too expensive. You spend money like sailors on shore leave. My guess is that you could cut
that amount in half, at least.

5/29/2018 4:27 PM

52 My concern is that new schools will be built and replaced, but funding will not be available to staff
these schools appropriately.

5/29/2018 4:16 PM

53 Use the marijuana tax income fund 5/29/2018 3:42 PM

54 Use half the proposed instructional material to add more $ to career technical education. Then,
use the other half of the proposed instructional materials, technology upgrades, and half of the bus
replacement money to hire more staff, and to pay them better because we are going to have
teachers and staff fleeing education if you keep treating them the way you do.

5/29/2018 3:23 PM

55 Asking of the community to rebuild, replace and supplant the school district buildings is
RIDICUKOUS. Sell some existing property/assets to fund these types of projects.

5/29/2018 2:53 PM

56 I want the bond to be broken out by item so I don't have to vote against the entire measure 5/29/2018 2:26 PM

57 It would be great for voters to see how the costs are determined. People will ask, why does a new
high school cost that much? What does it cost in other regions? Is this higher or lower? What is the
process for getting the best value and also highest quality standards? Etc.

5/29/2018 1:28 PM

58 The technical school program is truly vital. North HAS a working auto shop JUST SITTING
THERE!

5/29/2018 1:04 PM

59 I think Kelly middle school needs vast improvements 5/29/2018 11:23 AM

60 Wow that is a chunk of change! Why do you not look at finding some community partners to help
pay some of this instead of relying on tax payers

5/29/2018 11:15 AM

61 The number sounds big but it is meaningless without giving people an idea of what that would cost
on an assessed tax basis. Of course, it all sounds "necessary" but to assess it my guess is that
most people will want to know how much it will cost them. My guess is that the time will not get any
better.

5/29/2018 11:14 AM

62 In regards to rebuilding NEHS: I agree a new or remodeled school needs to be funded for NEHS. I
do not think that needs to come at the expense of the YG and Corridor school programs. A plan
needs to developed for rehousing these programs before I can make an educated vote for the
bond. These are both great school programs that deserve to be accounted for and given
consideration in this planning process.

5/29/2018 11:08 AM

63 Very supportive of putting a bond measure forward. 5/29/2018 10:59 AM

64 As someone who very much sees the value of this proposed bond, I am deeply interested in
seeing this passed. I am greatly concerned about the size of this bond, which will be a hinderance
to its passage. Is there any way to request separate bond requests, in the way that the parks did
this past session? I understand why we are lumping it all together like this, but I suspect we will
risk not getting funding for anything and some of these projects desperately need to happen
(safety/Seismic, North, CTE programs are at the top of my list). Psychologically-speaking, if you
are able to help folks see the value of their investment and give them a choice (not just a very
pricey all or nothing decision), they will know that it is a more of a request instead of a
demand/expectation. Just a thought. What is the yearly taxpayer impact of a bond this size? It's got
to be pretty big and we have a lot of not-so-well-off folks in our district.

5/29/2018 10:50 AM

65 I think this is mandatory. I moved to Oregon in 2015 and was appalled at the state of the schools.
They are old, and have too few classrooms. The schools should be built with more classrooms
than are currently needed as it's painfully obvious that the school fill up faster than the district can
keep up.

5/29/2018 10:31 AM

66 Great! I'm all for it! 5/29/2018 10:14 AM
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67 I would love to see this passed to upgrade schools in our area. It is very much needed. 5/29/2018 9:40 AM

68 I will support the bond measure! 5/29/2018 9:15 AM

69 Good investment 5/29/2018 8:20 AM

70 In your desire to improve athletic and special education facilities, please don't forget that music
facilities need space for movement and instruments that does not inflict noise on classrooms.
Music gets dumped in spaces that limit teaching and learning because they are too small or make
too much noise for adjoining classrooms. I am not seeing any concern in your budget for this.
Recently built new music rooms have been rendered terrible for use by noise inflicted into it by
adjoining gym areas. We are really not doing a very good job at ensuring decent rooms for
teaching music.

5/29/2018 7:56 AM

71 This is needed. I agree with all these suggestions. 5/29/2018 7:52 AM

72 I always support school funding and bonds on the ballet. 5/28/2018 10:48 PM

73 There must be a long-term plan for YG. They cannot remain at Kelly Middle School permanently. 5/28/2018 9:32 PM

74 This is fantastic! Thank you for hearing from parents and community members about our concerns
and what we see for our children.

5/28/2018 8:41 PM

75 I pay through the nose now. Get funding some other way! 5/28/2018 7:59 PM

76 A new school for Camas is extremely important. It's inclusion in the bond will help leverage support
from voters in the South Eugene to ensure successful passage of the bond.

5/28/2018 7:10 PM

77 Yes please 5/28/2018 7:07 PM

78 I hope this passes. Eugene must continue to support public education in order for our children and
our commmunity to succeed.

5/28/2018 4:31 PM

79 You have my support. Our schools and education system need all the help they can get. 5/28/2018 12:32 PM

80 I want this to pass with all my heart. Our students are suffering and need this. 5/28/2018 9:40 AM

81 I’m sorry, but I can’t get behind this given South isn’t in the pool of consideration for a major
construction improvement. My kids attend South and Camas. South isn’t any better than Camas.
It’s worse. The students deserve to work in a relevant learning space. Camas only has 325
students and is elementary; SEHS improvements would impact far more students at a more critical
time in their lives. As it is today, SEHS is an oppresive learning environment and doesn’t seem all
that efficient given hallways and entry points. The facility is outdated. I’d choose reconstruction of
SEHS over Camas if I had to choose, but both are old and in poor condition. Fix the higschools
first! Greater impact on community and stidents.

5/28/2018 9:36 AM

82 This feels like too much money to ask for at one time. Some of these projects make sense, but it
feels like it should be spaced out more across more than one bond measure.

5/27/2018 9:37 PM

83 Either replace North or do the 3 elementary schools; it seems like too much to do both. 5/27/2018 8:09 PM

84 Discussions of replacing North Eugene high school have thus far not included plans for Corridor or
YG. Not having a solid plan in place to 'replace' those schools is worrisome to parents at these
schools. I do not want our school to close and not have a plan for my child and then have to place
her elsewhere where she does not have community. I would not support a measure that did not
spell out where you would put the children you are displacing--not a 'temporary' plan but a long
term plan for these elementary schools.

5/27/2018 6:58 PM

85 If you refuse to include Yujin Gakuen, I will vote No. and I will convince many others at UO to also
vote no.

5/27/2018 3:39 PM

86 I will be voting no on this bond in its current state (my first time ever voting against a school bond.)
I will be campaigning strongly against it (with yard signs and all) until there is a more well thought
out and comprehensive plan for the North area schools. This will allow more time for the
schoolboard to come up with a better, more thought out, and equitable plan to make better use of
the bond dollars.

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

87 I would ask for more and devote more towards technology, hardware and software. 5/27/2018 1:07 PM

88 No Yujin Gakuen, no bond. 5/27/2018 12:53 PM

89 I want to see funds put into repairing and restoring Willard School in South Eugene so that it can
be used by the community.

5/27/2018 12:16 PM
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90 I would support this bond measure. 5/27/2018 11:00 AM

91 I would support it 5/27/2018 10:56 AM

92 Yes! 5/27/2018 10:55 AM

93 I think the NEHS building plan is poorly thought out and displaced over 500 children. 5/27/2018 6:36 AM

94 I, along with everyone I know will VOTE NO on this bond measure without a plan for YG. Moving
the flourishing school into an old, over populated middle school is not a plan.

5/27/2018 12:27 AM

95 RE: RELOCATION OF ECCO: I am currently a member of the 4j Equity Committee and a retired 4j
special education teacher. I'm sorry to see that LCC campus will no longer be a site for ECCO. I'm
not certain re-locating to Bailey Hill is the best option. If 4j is hitting the re-set button on the
program, then take this opportunity to really move this program forward. ECCO when it was the
Opportunity Center (OC), was housed in what is now the First Place Family Center, and then at
Dunn for many years. I'm not certain initially why OC was not at SEHS. Today, in 2018, I know that
from experience, that housing high school age students in school surplus buildings is not an
appropriate option. Investing 3 to 6 million dollars into Baily Hill elementary also is of concern. Not
certain why ECCO needs its own campus? ECCO students should have the opportunity to attend
one of our comprehensive high schools. With the right structure in place, ECCO can be a school
within a school, and still maintain its identity. Comprehensive high schools not only offer a range of
academic opportunities, but also through its clubs and activities, opportunities for social
connections and personal enrichment. Parents of ECCO students should also be given the
opportunity of the parental side of the full high school experience. ECCO students in a
comprehensive high school can make their high school experience as big or as small as they
choose. But at least have that choice. Money proposed to build a shop and a greenhouse at Bailey
Hill is a great idea as we move towards providing more CTE options for our students. But, I would
build these options onto our existing high schools, not Bailey Hill, so all our students who choose
to, can experience a range of CTE options. If we are not going to build a regional CTE center, and
we are striving towards the 40/40/20 graduation outcomes, then at least 60% of our students
should have hands on opportunities in CTE to decide where to focus their future education and
work. In the past decade we have built some state of the art science wings onto our high schools,
why not an array of CTE options across our District. I'm not certain the move to Bailey Hill for
ECCO students holds muster under the equity lens. Just consider the idea of moving IHS to Bailey
Hill, and you'll get my point. I think the new plan for NEHS should include a way to include ECCO.
Thank you for the opportunity to present input. Lets not create students to serve buildings, but
rather to create what is best for each student.

5/26/2018 2:20 PM

96 I will need a more detailed long term plan for the future of YG before my family can support this
bond measure.

5/26/2018 12:05 PM

97 We need to make all of our buildings physically accessible. I have been at the Crest site. It isn't
accessible.

5/26/2018 11:54 AM

98 Currently the district is considering computerized literacy programs rather than giving more FTE
for reading intervention classes. Students learn literacy skills more with a live teacher instructing
them---online learning is expensive because of the cost of these programs, the training, updates,
and paid consultation services from the companies that sell the products. If all schools had more
FTE for reading intervention, we could do a better job in literacy development--moreover this is an
issue that directly relates to equity and access as students wouldn't be expected to have computer
skills to learn how to improve literacy skills.

5/26/2018 11:51 AM

99 South Eugene HS needs a new building. The second floor bounces in the classrooms when
people walk in the hall. Structurally unsafe 11 years ago!

5/26/2018 8:51 AM

100 I understand bond measures aren't allowed to ask for staff FTE, but do any of these upgrades
reduce class size? Can we get creative about how we spend bond money to allow for that?

5/26/2018 8:40 AM

101 Don't tear down 2 schools for 1 school. Terrible idea... 5/26/2018 8:38 AM

102 Priorities: 1) Fix music room walls at Howard and Camino before doing anything else. The design
is an insult to students, teachers and music programs. 2) Replace North High.

5/26/2018 8:11 AM

103 This is important work. We need to get this bond passed. 5/26/2018 7:45 AM

104 Yes so it all! 5/26/2018 7:03 AM

105 Please figure out your cost per average household annually and monthly. This dollar amount
seems very very high. I would automatically vote no if I didn’t know how it would affect me directly.

5/26/2018 6:33 AM
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106 Just: I'm completely in favor of all of this, and am PARTICULARLY in favor of the Camas rebuild.
The fact that we were supposed to get a rebuild before Roosevelt happened really should mean
that we stay a priority, plus, the Camas rebuild would help to move things forward for Edison, since
it sounds like the current Camas building is safer than the current Edison building.

5/26/2018 1:05 AM

107 All of these things are needed!! However on a side note, I don’t think it makes sense to lump
equity, access and health together! Health is related to but very different from equity and access —
which are social determinants of health.

5/25/2018 11:29 PM

108 As long as you continue to waste what you’re currently given please don’t expect more 5/25/2018 9:58 PM

109 This is ALL very important and I support it. 5/25/2018 9:19 PM

110 South Eugene High School should be replaced 5/25/2018 9:02 PM

111 There are some things here I like and some I don't... but, I will almost always support investment in
schools.

5/25/2018 8:58 PM

112 I think it’s great to always expand and improve school systems and buildings. Although again I
don’t understand the need to displace kids when it seems like it shouldn’t have to.

5/25/2018 7:26 PM

113 It is important that the students with the greatest needs get taken care of first. I am concerned that
both Edison and Camas Ridge schools serve students from a high SES category and wondering
how the district can justify replacing two elementary schools so close together when there are
other schools in as great a need whose students have much fewer resources. If I am going to pay
to improve the school district I want those improvements to help the students with the greatest
needs.

5/25/2018 7:22 PM

114 Where will Corridor go? I love this school and want my students to continue with the same ideals
and values, staff, electives, and theatre arts focus.

5/25/2018 6:42 PM

115 We must invest in our children's safety and education. Our children are our future. They must be
put first.

5/25/2018 6:21 PM

116 Any future buildings should be built with input from teachers familiar with how a school runs,not
with designers thinking what would look best. Gyms with windows (glare) and folding walls are
largely un-useable. Classes passing through teaching spaces are disruptive (like at Howard and
River Road). Libraries without walls are disruptive.

5/25/2018 5:53 PM

117 Please don't tear down Corridor and YG Also, really really listen to parents and school staff. They
know best.

5/25/2018 5:24 PM

118 I don't want to vote for this unless there's a concrete plan for YG. 5/25/2018 5:20 PM

119 Too much money for new schools. You could probably improve the major issue in each school for
150 million. For example: heating/cooling at Willagillespie, adding a band room at Monroe, etc.
The other costs seem reasonable and the need for a new school in Sheldon region, but I will not
vote for the cost of Edison being rebuilt when it is a historic building and not just old and outdated.
Also North Eugene could be added onto.

5/25/2018 5:13 PM

120 The bond measure does not provide any funding for the displaced schools - YG and Corridor. You
can't build a house where another one exists (with people living in it) and not include the cost of
providing housing to those people. This oversight by the District is inexcusable.

5/25/2018 4:32 PM

121 If you are replacing buses, please make them available to North Eugene High School kids. I don’t
want my daughter on the LTD bus.

5/25/2018 4:31 PM

122 I support this bond measure. I particularly support the Edison replacement. 5/25/2018 4:26 PM

123 You will not get my vote on this measure. I am unwilling to pay for no middle school math, limited
AP science in high school and no specialized early reading small groups. Until that happens, no
new money for you.

5/25/2018 3:45 PM

124 Scrap this measure and propose a bond measure to install state of the art security for every 4J
school.

5/25/2018 3:43 PM

125 Please be transparent in the where these monies will go across the district. 5/25/2018 3:42 PM

126 Support it. Vote for it. 5/25/2018 2:35 PM
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127 Please stop wasting money on new curriculum. Please don't give kids more screen time at school.
Please distribute 4J financials resources more equitably across the district rather then having an
upper crust South region and a poor north region, which appears racist, as there is a large
Hispanic population in the North region.

5/25/2018 2:16 PM

128 Will definitely vote it down. The incompetence at 4J is staggering. I will encourage everyone I
know to vote it down. There would be plenty of money if your irresponsible spending, general
incompetence, and policies like teacher tenure hadn't already crippled the entire system.

5/25/2018 2:13 PM

129 It seems to be too much for me. I would rather see 3 separate bond measures. One for the
buildings ($300 mil). One for critical needs (textbooks, safety, maintenance) at ($55 mil). And one
for the wish list items (extra tech, career ed, new buses) at ($20 mil).

5/25/2018 2:08 PM

130 Dont displace YG and Corridor students and impact the Kelly MS building. 5/25/2018 2:06 PM

131 I support all of these projects. I’d like more information on how bond money will or will not impact
the language immersion programs. Specifically, what is the plan for the Chinese Immersion
program in terms of facility space moving forward?

5/25/2018 1:54 PM

132 This is to big at one time. Pare down a bit or it may not pass 5/25/2018 1:54 PM

133 What improvements are planned for S Eugene HS? This is among the District's oldest and needs
some replacement facilities.

5/25/2018 1:49 PM

134 I believe these things all need to be done. Where would all this funding be coming from? 5/25/2018 1:47 PM

135 I would not vote for this if replacing Edison is included. I will actively work against it. 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

136 Need more turf fields. Every middle school should have one and high schools need 2. 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

137 Please get top marketing and lobbyists working on a push for education funding and passing this
bond measure.

5/25/2018 1:37 PM

138 Any money spent on schools and educations are good investment. I will say yes to this bond
measure.

5/25/2018 1:33 PM

139 A 375 million dollar bond measure of which more than 325 million is for building replacements,
improvements, and maintenance? GIVE ME A BREAK. This WILL NOT be approved.

5/25/2018 1:17 PM

140 I support keeping classes sizes small in any way possible 5/25/2018 1:12 PM

141 I am a homeowner in the North region and will gladly support this bond measure! 5/25/2018 12:54 PM

142 Would like more diverted to school safety 5/25/2018 12:54 PM

143 Yes to all. 5/25/2018 12:49 PM

144 I feel all the schools need to be rebuilt. There needs to be a plane to have them all redone in the
next 10 years. 10 years from now Edgewood and Spencer’s Butte may be bad enough to be
condemned.

5/25/2018 12:49 PM

145 I would be happy to vote for this bond measure. 5/25/2018 12:41 PM

146 Please do not replace Edison. It is a beautiful, historic building. Other places, even other places in
Oregon, manage to keep buildings such as this. Eugene is erasing its history.

5/25/2018 12:41 PM

147 Sheldon school and maintenance / repairs seem most needed. I'm less convinced of the need for
other items.

5/25/2018 12:31 PM

148 If there is anyway to make this bond measure be a tax that everyone could pay that would be
great. I currently rent but I'd be more than happy to be taxed in some other way to help pay for this
bond measure.

5/25/2018 12:25 PM

149 I'm more concerned with the quality of the education available to the students, especially ones with
learning disabilities.

5/25/2018 12:19 PM

150 its long over due to invest in our community and future. 5/25/2018 12:16 PM

151 I am highly supportive 5/25/2018 11:54 AM

152 Please replace the three oldest buildings ASAP. 5/25/2018 11:46 AM

153 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

154 YG NEEDS A LONG TERM PLAN 5/25/2018 9:01 AM
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155 I am concerned with moving Yugin Gakuen to Kelly. The facility is NOT big enough. 5/24/2018 11:52 PM

156 I have zero trust in the 4-J school management. Since my daughter was 5 (now 11) I have been
hearing the 4-J school board talk of upgrading or relocating YG the very first immersion school not
only in this city but in this entire country to a new area or at least its very own building. Since then -
other schools have increased their immersion in different languages and an entirely new Chinese
immersion school has been born in the city and yet YG has been give no allocation for growth and
positive impact on the north region.. therefore #NOYGNOBOND

5/24/2018 11:15 PM

157 I would vote yes for this bond measure 5/24/2018 4:49 PM

158 I would vote for all of this! We need it! 5/24/2018 2:43 PM

159 Would the new schools being built have the most up to date and technological savy security
measure. or would they be built to current standards?

5/24/2018 12:55 PM

160 What about YG? No YG no bond 5/24/2018 11:50 AM

161 No band room at Monroe? 5/24/2018 10:00 AM

162 375 MILLION....WAY too high. Too much burden on tax payers. You really want the community to
pay this much more when graduation rates continue to drop? Use the buildings we have. The
other items seem reasonable.

5/24/2018 9:52 AM

163 Put the horse before the cart when you make these decision! Listen to the people! 5/24/2018 8:55 AM

164 Where is the plan to rebuild YG and Corridor? You address overcrowding, but are going to be
contributing to the problem. Our family will vote no until we see a plan.

5/24/2018 7:24 AM

165 Seems very high...personally I would cut bus request and school safety and security. 5/24/2018 7:07 AM

166 I support all these proposed measures but feel there needs to be viable options for a long term
plan for YG and Corridor before moving forward.

5/24/2018 6:41 AM

167 I will not vote for the bond unless appropriate considerations are given for Yujin Gakuen Imersion
School.

5/24/2018 5:45 AM

168 Without a plan and funding to replace the elementary school you will be tearing down I can not
vote yes for this bond. I do not believe it is equitable to build a new school for an higher income
neighborhood to relive over crowding while tearing down a high performing elementary school in a
lower income neighborhood with out a plan to replace it. The negative perception of the North
region will not improve if we eleminate access to successful programs like YG. Without a plan and
funds allocated for YG and Coridor these schools will not survive.

5/24/2018 3:48 AM

169 No YG no bond. 5/24/2018 12:02 AM

170 You still have ZERO questions about the YG program and pushing it in to Kelly. There’s no line
item in the above that ties a dollar amount to this idea. Make a real plan.

5/23/2018 11:39 PM

171 Please give us a detail short and long-term plan for Yujin Gakuen elementary before I can vote in
favor of this bond.

5/23/2018 11:36 PM

172 I have 2 kids in YG. I understand that North Eugene HS needs a new building, but what I do not
understand is that why YG and Corridor students need to be kicked out and squeezed into Kelly
MS. I don't see any long-term plan for YG/Corridor after new building is done for North. Where will
my children go back? I keep hearing this is "temporary" but how long is the "temporary"? Without
any clear long-term plan, how do board members can convince us YG/Corridor parents that both
elementary schools will have places to go back?

5/23/2018 11:01 PM

173 No building for YG, no bond. 5/23/2018 10:51 PM

174 Please add some money for a future plan for YG. Not saying it has to be a lot...just something to
show, that there will be funds in the next 13 years for us to exist and hopefully grow. 10 million, is
low enough to keep your bond under 400m.

5/23/2018 9:53 PM

175 Do not put forward a bond without a long-term plan for the Yujin Gakuen program. 5/23/2018 9:27 PM

176 I have never voted against a school finding bond in my life, but no one has ever presented me with
one so poorly planned that it was in my best interest to. Not only that, I have incentive to campaign
against it. No YG, no bond.

5/23/2018 9:19 PM
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177 Please ensure that you provide a long range plan for Yujin Gakuen Elementary school before
putting this bond measure before voters. Not doing so is a grave disservice to the community and
the families that are a part of the program.

5/23/2018 8:55 PM

178 WHY are there no questions or comments about YG being displaced with a new North Eugene
High School? This survey is flawed.

5/23/2018 8:00 PM

179 Put Corridor and Yujin Gakuen in the bond measure. 5/23/2018 7:59 PM

180 I am obviously for needed safety and access measures. I will not vote for a bond that does not
have a long term plan for a k-8 Japanese immersion.

5/23/2018 7:49 PM

181 This should have been stated at the beginning, I feel like I just wasted my time. 5/23/2018 7:42 PM

182 This bond is absurd because it does not address what will happen with the 500 elementary school
students you are displacing by replacing North Eugene High School. If you do not specifically
address the long-term plans of what will happen to Yujin Gakuen and Corridor in this proposed
bond (i.e. not just shove them into Kelly Middle School), then I will note vote for this bond and will
encourage others to do the same.

5/23/2018 7:09 PM

183 YG needs to be included in this bond. YG will have more then 330 kids in the fall. I don’t think
there is room at Kelly.

5/23/2018 4:50 PM

184 The lack of noting specifically where some of the schools will be relocated and a plan for the
location of these students is troubling. I think that building a new building for North makes sense,
but it does not make sense to remove YG and Corridor with no plan for the children that are in that
school. Moving the elementary children to a Middle school that does not have the proper facilities
for elementary school children does not make any sense and is extremely short sighted. Unless
there is a reasonable long term plan for relocating these children I will not vote for this measure.

5/23/2018 4:36 PM
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Q18 What other information would you want to have as you consider a
potential bond measure for 4J schools?

Answered: 98 Skipped: 502

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I won't be voting for the bond measure. The board has treated the students and parents at Yujin
Gakuen, and Corridor disgracefully.

6/5/2018 3:55 PM

2 I appreciate the excellent job that 4j staff and the board did on educating the community about this
bond issue.

6/4/2018 2:09 PM

3 I will vote for it! 6/4/2018 10:14 AM

4 I think we need to include more schools ... Adams elementary for instance, may be younger than
other schools, but was poorly constructed for disabilities, is sprawling and open to intruders, and
has poor heating and cooling. I’m sure there are others not on this list. How do we catch up from
our lack of leadership?

6/1/2018 7:08 AM

5 Complete detailed budget made public 5/31/2018 9:16 PM

6 How will teachers, parents, and other community members be involved in the allocation and
monitoring of the expenditures?

5/31/2018 9:42 AM

7 Update/replace Monroe Middle School 5/31/2018 8:08 AM

8 An actual capital plan with details. 5/31/2018 7:49 AM

9 What is the long term plan for YG, Corridor, Natives program, etc.? Most importantly, where would
a stand-alone YG be located, and when? I would absolutely require that it be explicitly spelled out,
with money allocated and timetables drawn up. Interim plans that include co-location must be very
temporary - extended co-location is unacceptable. I would also like to know what plans are in
place for other displaced programs and what input did they have, how are their long-term needs
being met.

5/31/2018 12:33 AM

10 While I want to support the schools and know there are major updates that are needed, it is
incredibly difficult to do when I see how much goes to fund groups that only allow certain people to
be involved and give preferrential treatment to a select few. I also have seen the way students who
don't fit into certain categories are pushed through the system without access to the help and
support they need to be successful. My money currently is being spent on private tutors because
one of our children has not been able to receive adequate, equitable support to be able to
graduate.

5/30/2018 9:35 PM

11 How much more of the general fund can be used to add more teachers and classified staff to help
lesson the class sizes, and also provide administrative support?

5/30/2018 4:55 PM

12 How the sale of the Civic Stadium to the lowest bidder was in the best interest of 4J's future plans.
It seems short sighted, and now you are asking for money.

5/30/2018 4:29 PM

13 How do we keep the burden of cost from disproportionately effecting homeowners? The cost of
educating a society's children is the responsibility of all of its members. Are there any plans for
equalizing this burden going forward?

5/30/2018 3:58 PM

14 See survey answers. 5/30/2018 2:00 PM

15 I will vote against these greedy money grabs. All three are too much. There are many people in
this community who are retired. There are young homeowners who do not plan to have any
children but who do already pay high property taxes. We can't take anymore. Stop dumping on us
with your grandiose spending schemes. Be frugal, as most property tax payers must be. The
massive amounts you propose are wrong and exploitive.

5/30/2018 12:31 PM

16 I need to know the plan for Yukon Gakuen and make sure it’s a good plan for the school before I
vote yes on the bond

5/30/2018 11:03 AM

17 clear budget and timeline and online/digital presentation for those unable to attend meetings 5/30/2018 10:30 AM
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18 I assume the cost would end up on our property tax bill. What would the increase be (in terms of
percentage, I expect)?

5/30/2018 10:09 AM

19 What does this mean to the homeowners that will be paying for this? These costs will also be
passed down to renters. I guess I want to know how much this will cost me each month.

5/30/2018 9:49 AM

20 I would like to know why South Eugene HS is not being addressed. 5/30/2018 9:16 AM

21 How long is it good for? 5/30/2018 9:03 AM

22 No additional questions. 5/30/2018 8:53 AM

23 How will this impact the general fund and will it allow for increase in teacher pay? How much will
this impact each tax payer?

5/30/2018 6:40 AM

24 What will it cost in terms of rate per thousand and how will that amortize over the span of the bond
with home/business inflation?

5/30/2018 6:16 AM

25 north Eugene needs most improvements. But your greed will always ask for the moon when
putting a measure together.

5/30/2018 5:35 AM

26 Where would corridor Elementary be relocated if the bond passes? 5/29/2018 11:29 PM

27 More funds allocated to overcrowded schools like Holt 5/29/2018 9:28 PM

28 I'd prefer money goes to counseling/mental health services than efficient daily lock-down of our
students.

5/29/2018 4:31 PM

29 I presume you're asking for money for everything you can think of, on the assumption that people
always approve money for schools. I wonder when people will get sick of it, given the questionable
investments you've made in the past (i.e. Roosevelt MS).

5/29/2018 4:27 PM

30 Address behavior and staffing. 5/29/2018 3:23 PM

31 I don't see anything about teacher pay raises. Why not? And what about paying teachers AND
administrators a bonus each year they stay at a school? The revolving door at 4j is terrible.

5/29/2018 2:26 PM

32 Thank you! 5/29/2018 1:28 PM

33 For schools who have expressed needs that are not covered in the bond measure, how will the
district address their needs in the interim of additional funding?

5/29/2018 11:33 AM

34 Priorities. If you only had half that, what you do you. Everything here has been presented as
equally urgent. It obviously isn't so how would the board prioritize these diverse needs?

5/29/2018 11:14 AM

35 Specific figures on proposed expenditures. 5/29/2018 10:59 AM

36 where will the high school be built and where will Corridor and YG go? Be up front and honest with
the public and have a plan in place before submitting a bond measure for vote. I will always vote
no if I don’t have enough information. More information is better than not enough!

5/29/2018 10:14 AM

37 Please consider finding a space where YG can continue to thrive and grow. YG provides so much
to this community and the 4J District. YG has been asking for years to be a K-8 in a building that
provides growth.

5/28/2018 9:32 PM

38 I vote Yes!! 5/28/2018 9:31 PM

39 How can we help get out the vote?! 5/28/2018 8:41 PM

40 Prioritize smaller class sizes, fairly compensate teachers, provide appropriate school materials,
and advance security concerns. Schools are places to gather and learn. They do NOT need to be
shiny and new. They do need to be safe. And the most important thing is education. If class size is
too large, access to education (beyond initial directives and instruction) is cut-off. This puts more
strain on the parents to teach and in today’s society there simply isn’t time with both parents
working full time jobs.

5/28/2018 3:59 PM

41 Either entire replacement of or major construction improvements to SEHS. 5/28/2018 9:36 AM

42 How long will it take to pay off these projects and what is the estimated annual cost for the average
taxpayer?

5/27/2018 9:37 PM

43 If you refuse to include Yujin Gakuen, I will vote No. and I will convince many others at UO to also
vote no.

5/27/2018 3:39 PM
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44 More transparency. The surveys we recieved were not clear about the pros and cons or lack of
planning involved with asking if we want a "New High School ??". The community feels as if this
was inaccurately and intentionally marketed this way, while Camas Ridge easily included and
slipped itself onto the bond with no problems. Where is the equity there?

5/27/2018 3:32 PM

45 A real long term plan for the Yujin Gakuen, along with other programs that aren't majority white.
This reads like a great thing because it only talks about the good parts and not how all of the
programs with a large population of people of color will actually suffer and be further marginalized.

5/27/2018 12:53 PM

46 I want to see funds put into repairing and restoring Willard School in South Eugene so that it can
be used by the community.

5/27/2018 12:16 PM

47 A plan for YG. Keep our building, build the new high school where the sports fields are. The cherry
blossom trees! The mural! The cultural diversity! The ONLY school in north Eugene's district that
draws people into the district. Teachers, parents, students unite! No plan for YG, no vote from me!

5/27/2018 12:27 AM

48 What is the long term plan for YG? 5/26/2018 12:05 PM

49 What is the long term plan for Corridor, Chinese Immersion, Family School, NATIVES Program,
and YG? I hope you are hearing the frustrations of people, especially people of color and their
allies, about three unclear future of several district programs that serve a higher percentage of kids
of color than most 4J schools, especially the NATIVES Program, and the frustration of families
who have found that Corridor and Family School provide an educational program that allows their
kids to stay in public school, after finding that more traditional schools don't work. We've heard little
from the district about their plans to support and house these programs, and it is disheartening and
worrying. We were promised a permanent home for Chinese Immersion in this bond. Where is it?
What is the plan?

5/26/2018 11:54 AM

50 Willard needs a new school building so it can be used in the community! 5/26/2018 8:51 AM

51 Again, I know you can't ask for money for staffing, but I believe having Community Health Workers
in schools is equitable, cost savings, and alloes families to better access local services/navigate
the school system. Other Oregon school districts (including Cottwge Grove) have hired Comminity
Health Workers. As someone who sits on the State Commission that oversees CHW's, I would be
happy to talk to anyone about funding options for this idea:
ibicksler@cornerstonecommunityhousing.org

5/26/2018 8:40 AM

52 Safety of students against gun violence!!! Why is this not even an issue on here!! I am terrified to
send my son to school everyday! Why can each and EVERY door be locked and how about metal
detectors?? We have to take our shoes off to board a plane but my sons safety still goes
unaddressed! This needs to change!!

5/25/2018 10:09 PM

53 none 5/25/2018 8:58 PM

54 Where is Corridor going? 5/25/2018 6:42 PM

55 How much in additional property taxes will it cost? 5/25/2018 6:14 PM

56 Not closing Corridor!!!! 5/25/2018 6:08 PM

57 How much funding will go to landscaping and curb appeal? I find the efforts towards landscaping
shown at Hamlin in Springfield to be overkill, when simplicity would be equally as effective, and the
money could be used elsewhere.

5/25/2018 5:53 PM

58 Where is YG going to land? Why doesn't it get its own space? 5/25/2018 5:20 PM

59 Justification of new schools not just based on age. There are buildings thousands of years old.
Maybe point out the issues that can’t be overcome with updates and remodeling to justify the
emmense expense of new buildings.

5/25/2018 5:13 PM

60 How much is this going to cost every year. And please be honest with the taxpayers and show the
amount of additional taxes that would be due as a percentage of the tax assessed value of
property and give as examples a $100,000 house, a $250,000 house, a $500,000 house, and a
$750,000 house.

5/25/2018 4:54 PM
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61 What will happen to Corridor and YG? Something that we shouldn't even be having to ask at this
phase. This should have BEEN INCLUDED in the facilities planning process. The other part is the
equity between regions in the district, especially with consideration for their independent regional
growth projections and socioeconomic diversity - I want to know if that was truly considered by and
presented to the board members. Two elementary schools in the south part of town, without any
improvements in the Churchill area and none for the far north Eugene area seems like an
inequitable decision process to me.

5/25/2018 4:32 PM

62 I just want it to pass! 5/25/2018 4:31 PM

63 4J wastes the money that they have so I think asking for more is greedy. 5/25/2018 3:45 PM

64 What about the other 4j high schools? Are they being updated with this bond? 5/25/2018 3:37 PM

65 I'd like to know how you even have the audacity to ask for more money when your failure is
perennial and measurable.

5/25/2018 2:13 PM

66 Why a bond over a levee? The biggest need is instruction? The school year is too short with too
many days off and reduced instruction days and the classrooms are too crowded. The biggest
need cannot be met with a bond.

5/25/2018 2:08 PM

67 Who would be displaced and where would they go? 5/25/2018 2:06 PM

68 South Eugene area schools seem to be some of the worst in the City in terms of facilities. How
about some balance in your facility improvement work?

5/25/2018 1:49 PM

69 TURF FIELDS. There aren't enough 5/25/2018 1:41 PM

70 Please Add SEHS for reasons stated. 5/25/2018 1:37 PM

71 Please include McCornack elementary and the Churchill schools on this list of needing updates or
replacements. Many of the classrooms at McCornack have no windows. The air quality is poor in
the building with forest fire smoke.

5/25/2018 1:23 PM

72 How you would be able to reroute critical funds currently being used for the above things back to
the actual classroom. To the staffing, especially for students with special needs... support,
materials, critical resources that students need. Facilities should be upgraded annually and
maintained on a schedule. This is POOR judgement to request additional building funds so soon. I
think the problem here is that the upper level staff that create the measure has never actually
spent time in a classroom - with students and staff. They walk around and evaluate a buildings
capacity and efficiency, but never truly look at how to increase the learning of the students. It's a
school district. Focus on the priority; students.

5/25/2018 1:17 PM

73 Just assurance that every dollar is being used and spent responsibly! Every dime for the projects
we are voting for and not for salaries to governing bodies.

5/25/2018 12:54 PM

74 Why is North Eugene HS being replaced before the older South Eugene HS building? 5/25/2018 12:47 PM

75 Where will Corridor/YG go? How will 4j protect against school shootings? How much diversity in
vocational training can 4j support -- we need much more diverse programs than are currently
found in the high schools.

5/25/2018 12:41 PM

76 More elective options at Spencer Butte Middle School. Compared to the electives at Roosevelt it is
very inequitable.

5/25/2018 12:07 PM

77 DO NOT REMOVE OR RELOCATE YG!!! 5/25/2018 10:12 AM

78 Fire teachers/administrators that are sucking the life out of this community. 5/24/2018 11:15 PM

79 Security measures is what? ex. elementary school probably wouldn't benefit from cameras in a
parking lot. But at the high school level it would be good.

5/24/2018 12:55 PM

80 Plan for YG that meets my daughter's long term education needs while allowing her to continue
with Japanese education

5/24/2018 10:15 AM

81 What will the money be spent on? 5/24/2018 10:00 AM

82 The district needs to run MUCH MORE efficiently. 5/24/2018 9:52 AM

83 Where is the plan to rebuild YG and Corridor? 5/24/2018 7:24 AM

84 Plans don’t seem well thought out or to even be finalized. Need to hear very concrete, finalized
plans.

5/24/2018 7:07 AM
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85 What will happen to Yujin Gakuen? Can YG have NEHS old building for a K-8? Will you please
include YG in the bond proposal?

5/24/2018 5:45 AM

86 What is your actionable plan for YG and Coridor? How will you allocate funds for this plan? Is the
success of the North Eugene Region as important to you as the Sheldon Region? If so, why are
you building a new school the Sheldon Region before creating an actionable plan to replace the
school you are tearing down in the North Region?

5/24/2018 3:48 AM

87 What is the long term plan for YG and corridor?!? I refuse to vote for a bond that sacrifices these
programs for a new high school. This is unfair and unacceptable and this move puts these
programs at risk; fewer parents are likely to sign up for these schools when their future location
and plans are unclear.

5/24/2018 12:02 AM

88 Listen to YG parents...this is never going to pass without their support. 5/23/2018 11:39 PM

89 Please give us a detail short and long-term plan for Yujin Gakuen elementary. 5/23/2018 11:36 PM

90 A timeline for when all the older school building will get a bond measure so they can be
replaced/updated.

5/23/2018 10:51 PM

91 Is there a possibility, for Kelly to perm relocate to the "old north" bldg., and perm locate YG and the
Natives program at the Kelly bldg.?

5/23/2018 9:53 PM

92 What happens to Yujin Gakuen, both short-term and long-term? 5/23/2018 9:27 PM

93 Information on actual concrete plans that are reasonable and actionable for students displaced by
construction. Not ultra short-sighted, stopgap worst case scenario quasi solutions with no details
and no long term results.

5/23/2018 9:19 PM

94 I want to know the finalized long term plan for Yujin Gakuen, prior to the November election. 5/23/2018 8:37 PM

95 A stand alone building for YG!!!! 5/23/2018 8:00 PM

96 More staffing to support students in the classroom. Each classroom should have another adult to
assist with learning or help those students who need a break.

5/23/2018 7:42 PM

97 What is going to happen to YG? 5/23/2018 4:50 PM

98 Where schools new locations are changing to and where the students will be placed during
construction.

5/23/2018 4:36 PM
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Q19 To receive occasional bond measure updates, please share your
email address here (this will not be included in survey results published

on the district website) or send an email to bond@4j.lane.edu.
Answered: 91 Skipped: 509
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	Q1 Are you a...
	Q2 Where do you live?
	Q3 If you are a student or parent, where do you or your student attend school? (you may check more than one)
	Q4 If you are currently a 4J staff member, where do you work? (you may check more than one)
	Q5 New elementary school in Sheldon region to address overcrowding: The Sheldon region is growing and needs more space for elementary students. Its elementary schools are currently the largest in Eugene, with three neighborhood schools enrolling 525–585 students and one language immersion school enrolling about 460 students. The population and student enrollment in the area is growing and is projected to continue to grow. A new elementary school with a capacity of 600 students, constructed on district-owned property on Kinney Loop, near Coburg Road and Crescent Ave., would serve families and community members in the northeastern area of Eugene and relieve enrollment pressure on other area schools as the population grows. (Cost: ~$53.5 million)
	Q6 Replace Camas Ridge Elementary School building: Camas Ridge’s 1949 building is among 4J's oldest and poorest condition schools. A new Camas Ridge Elementary School building would support modern teaching and learning activities, would be efficient and sustainable, and would be designed with safety and school security in mind. (Cost: ~$43.2 million)
	Q7 Replace Edison Elementary School building: Edison Elementary School, built in 1926, is 4J’s oldest school building. It is in very poor structural and seismic condition and is poorly designed for today’s school programs. A new school building at the current site, with a capacity of 450 students, would continue to serve neighborhood families, support modern teaching and learning activities, be efficient and sustainable, and be designed with safety and school security in mind. It could be designed to fit into the neighborhood and reflect the historic character of the current school building. Multilevel parking will not be required if current discussions with the City of Eugene result successfully in a code variance, and is not included in the estimated cost.  As the Edison site does not have space to keep the current school building in operation while a new school building is constructed, either the school at Kinney Loop or Camas Ridge would be built first and would house Edison students during the construction of the new Edison Elementary School. (Cost: ~$45 million)
	Q8 Replace North Eugene High School building: North Eugene’s 1957 building is aging and was designed for smaller high school classes than today. Constructing a new building for North Eugene High School would support modern teaching and learning activities, would include dedicated spaces for career technical education and access to health services, would be efficient and sustainable, and would be designed with safety and school security in mind. (Cost: ~$150 million)
	Q9 Safety and Security: Our children deserve to feel safe and be safe at school. A bond measure could provide funds for school security and safety upgrades such as securing school entryways, fencing school site perimeters, upgrading fire alarms, and improving security technology.
	Q10 Seismic Safety and Resiliency for Disaster Recovery: The Willamette Valley sits on one of the most dangerous earthquake fault lines in the country. A natural disaster could strike our community at any time. Resiliency upgrades at new schools—such as a higher level of seismic resistance, water access and power generation—would enhance these facilities to weather a disaster and be immediately available to continue school operations and/or serve as disaster shelters and relief sites in case of an emergency like an earthquake or major weather storm.Seismic upgrades may also be needed at current schools for earthquake safety measures that give students and staff time to evacuate. The district assessed all existing buildings and made the most critical seismic upgrades in the 1990s and beyond. Since then, seismic standards for buildings have changed, and more has been learned about the potential for a significant earthquake in our area. Further retrofit improvements may be needed at some of the district’s older, more vulnerable schools.
	Q11 Equity, Access and Health: School facilities and programs should be equitable, accessible and healthy for all—both because it is the right thing to do, and because it is required by federal law (ADA, IDEA and Title IX). Bond funds could help: • Meet Title Nine requirements with equal access to high-quality facilities for girls and boys• Improve academic and athletic facilities to be accessible and equitable for all • Enhance special education facilities and equipment • Upgrade kitchen facilities to improve school food service
	Q12 Critical Repairs and Maintenance: Worn-out roofs. Corroded pipes and cracked pavement. End-of-life heating systems and controls. Inefficient windows that let in the cold. Buildings across the district need critical repairs and improvements to keep students warm, safe and dry, and protect the community’s investment in our schools. Bond funds would allow the school district to make basic, large-scale repairs to school buildings that are over 50 years old, much like you might make to your house. Like with your own home, it will cost taxpayers more to fix these problems later if they're not taken care of now. Without bond funds, costly repairs and maintenance would come out of the budget the district uses for classroom education.
	Q13 Career Technical Education (Vocational): Vocational/technical education has evolved and entered the 21st century. It is now called career and technical education (CTE). CTE programs provide students hands-on learning opportunities to master academics and technical skills within courses that interest them and can lead to rewarding careers. Students can gain career-related experience, industry certifications and college credits. Bond funds could enhance hands-on career and technical education spaces and equipment at every high school for learning such as computer programming, health sciences, high-tech manufacturing and construction, environmental science or culinary education and more.
	Q14 Curriculum Adoption: Many of 4J’s textbooks and other instructional materials are out of date—curriculum updates postponed during the Great Recession are now overdue. Modern curriculum materials are needed to align with updated state standards, provide the highest quality instructional materials for student learning, and help ensure students graduate ready for college and careers. Bond funds could support modernized curriculum in areas such as English language arts, social studies, math, health and the arts.
	Q15 School Bus Replacements: Replacing school buses over time as equipment ages—with replacement usually after 13–14 years of service—keeps the student transportation fleet safe and efficient. The state reimburses 70% of student transportation costs, including bus purchases, so every dollar spent on school bus purchases returns funds to be used for transportation needs.
	Q16 Technology: Today’s students and schools need access to up-to-date technology. With constant advances in technology, learning in today's schools is different from what it was even 10 years ago. A bond measure could help improve infrastructure and operations and ensure greater access for students to technology that helps them learn and prepares them for jobs in the modern economy.
	Q17 The school board is considering placing a $375 million bond measure on the November 2018 ballot. The bond measure would pay for:Four new school buildings• Replace North Eugene High School ($150 M)• Replace Edison Elementary School ($45 M)• Replace Camas Ridge Elementary School ($43.2 M)• New elementary school in Sheldon region to relieve overcrowding ($53.5 M)Critical maintenance, repairs, improvements ($31 M) • Replace roofs, upgrade building systems, improve energy efficiency, make other repairs and improvementsSchool safety and security ($16 M)• Secure school entries, security fencing and technology • Enhance resiliency of new schools for earthquake and disaster recovery  • Identify seismic improvement needs of older schools for retrofitting• Improve safe walk and bike access to new schoolsEquity, access and health ($12 M)• Meet Title Nine requirements with equal access to high-quality facilities for girls and boys• Improve academic and athletic facilities to be accessible and equitable for all • Upgrade kitchen facilities to improve school food service • Enhance special education facilities and equipment Career technical education ($6 M)• Provide spaces and equipment at every high school for career-related learning such as computer programming, health sciences, tradesInstructional materials ($8 M)• Update outdated curriculum such as English language arts, social studies, math, health, artsTechnology upgrades ($6 M)• Improve classroom technology to support student learning• Modernize technology infrastructure Bus replacements ($4.8 M)• Replace aging school busesPlease share any additional comments you have on this potential bond measure.
	Q18 What other information would you want to have as you consider a potential bond measure for 4J schools?
	Q19 To receive occasional bond measure updates, please share your email address here (this will not be included in survey results published on the district website) or send an email to bond@4j.lane.edu.



